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Abstract 

            The X degenerate region of the bovine male specific region of the Y chromosome 

(bMSY) harbors several single copy genes, these genes share high similarity with 

homologous genes on the X chromosome (Chang et.al. 2012). Y chromosome genes were 

assumed to play an important role in maleness and spermatogenesis through the whole 

life of males. Understanding the function of MSY genes would provide an indication of 

their role in maleness and spermatogenesis and contribute to effect early age male 

selection in breeding programs. The purpose of this research was to obtain full sequence 

of these genes, identify their isoforms and expression patterns in male and female 

animals, through single molecule RNA sequencing and PCR amplification of gene 

sequences across 15 different tissues samples. Comparison to their human and mouse 

orthologues helped assess the structure and level of conservation of these genes. 

            Our hypothesis is that the X-degenerate Y-encoded and X-encoded genes and 

their isoforms will exhibit expression variation between male and female across different 

tissues, and that the Y-encoded genes will have specific expression patterns in male 

tissues.  

            The mRNA isoform sequence (Iso-Seq) (Pacific Bioscience, CA) information was 

used to identify transcripts from Domino in liver and testis and from his daughter 

Dominette in liver, muscle, thalamus, lung and adipose. This analysis identified one 

isoform for bZFY, six isoforms for bZFX; two isoforms for bUTY, five isoforms for 

bUTX; three isoforms for bUSP9Y, fourteen isoforms for bUSP9X; eight isoforms for 

bRPS4Y1, five isoforms for bRPS4X; four potential isoforms for bTBL1Y, three potential 
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isoforms for bTBL1X and three isoforms for bPRKX. We identified sequence regions of 

low homology to develop specific priming sites targeting the PCR amplification of 

fragments for ZFY and ZFX, UTY and UTX, USP9Y and USP9X, and successfully 

separated their expression pattern across 15 different tissues in four new born Holstein 

males and females. Furthermore, the orthologous comparison of bovine genes/genomes to 

the human and mouse genomes were also analyzed. 

            Results from this dissertation identified possible sex specific isoforms of bovine 

X-degenerate Y-encoded genes and its homolog X-chromosome genes, and it refined the 

database information for the mRNA sequence of those bovine genes. Moreover, it 

provided a comprehensive list of orthologous bovine X-degenerate Y-chromosome genes 

in other mammals, which provides a knowledge background to promote functional 

research for those X-degenerate gene in maleness. Further research needs to be focused 

on how expression of these genes at different developmental stages of males will regulate 

their male specific biological functions. 
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Chapter 1 Literature Review 

1.1 Evolution of sex chromosome 

         Sex determination in animals is controlled either by genetic mechanisms or is 

environmentally influenced by temperature and/or pheromones. In crocodiles, 

alligators, turtles, some lizards and many fish, sex determination is directed by 

environmental temperature rather than genetics (Silber 2011; Ezaz et.al. 2006). In 

these animals, temperature is the only determinant that triggers whether the primitive 

gonad will differentiate to testes or ovary (Silber 2011). Marsupials and placental 

mammals, however, use a genetic sex determination mechanism, in which, the X and 

the Y sex chromosomes control the sex of the offspring where females are 

homogametic (XX) and males are heterogametic (XY) (Charlesworth, 1991). The 

platypus, a monotreme mammal, has 5X and 5Y chromosomes (Warren et. al. 2008). 

One of the X chromosomes, X5, contains the DMRT1 gene, a candidate gene for bird 

sex determination (Grutzner et.al.2004). Birds and snakes are also dependent on the 

DMRT1 gene located on the Z chromosome for sex determination. In this latter case a 

dosage-dependent mechanism of expression of DMRT1 controls genetic sex 

determination where females are the heterogametic (ZW) sex while males are the 

homogametic (ZZ) sex (Graves 2006). Some other species show genetic sex 

determination in the absence of distinguishable sex chromosomes. For instance, in the 

fly genus Megaselia, the sex-determining gene is part of a transposable element that 

moves to different chromosomes in different populations (Graves 2006). 
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1.2 Mechanisms for sex determination 

Mammalian X and Y sex chromosomes evolved from a pair of identical ancestral 

homomorphic chromosomes, and during evolution the proto-Y chromosome acquired a 

primary testis determining factor (TDF)-SRY by insertion and became the male sex-

specific homolog (Graves 2006). After the insertion of the SRY gene, recombination 

between the proto-X and -Y chromosomes was suppressed in their sex-specific regions. 

In mammals the SRY gene initiates male sex determination by up regulation of a series of 

genes including SOX3, which is necessary for embryonic cell determination (Ferguson-

Smith 2006). Later, with the accumulation of male-advantage alleles at the sex-

determining region by gene insertion, deletion and transposition, recombination with the 

proto-X chromosome was further suppressed over most of the proto-Y chromosome 

which rapidly degraded developing into what is now known as the male specific region 

(MSY) (Ferguson-Smith 2007). The exception was a small region called the 

pseudoautosomal region (PAR) which is the only region on the Y chromosome that can 

recombine with the X chromosome during meiosis (Graves 2006). The MSY lost many of 

the active genes present on the proto-Y chromosome, became smaller and contains fewer 

genes that control vital sex-specific functions (Charlesworth 1991). However, the male-

specific region began to accumulate genes that were beneficial for male functions, male 

gametogenesis, male growth and fertility (Graves et. al. 2006; Charlesworth et. al. 2005). 

Similar mechanism exists in the ZW system where the W and Z chromosomes in birds 

evolved from a pair of autosomes which were different than the mammalian ancestral sex 

chromosomes (Ezaz et. al. 2006). Bird sex determination depends on DMRT1 with a 
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dosage-dependent expression mechanism. This gene is located in the Z chromosome. 

Thus, a double dose expression (two copies) of the DMRT1 gene is associated with male 

sex (ZZ) and a single dose with female sex (ZW) (Ezaz et. al. 2006). This gene is 

expressed in the gonads of chicken embryos, with higher levels of expression in males 

(ZZ) than in females (ZW) prior to and during the period of sex differentiation when the 

undifferentiated gonad first begins to form tubules (Raymond et.al. 2000). In the ZW 

females, only the left gonad becomes an ovary and the right gonad regresses (Ferguson-

Smith 2006).  

 

1.3 Genomic structure 

1.3.1 Mammalian sex chromosome 

Morphologically, the X and Y chromosomes are distinguishable because of their 

unique characteristics. X chromosome is considered to be a large chromosome, is gene 

rich and conserved among placental mammals (Graves et.al. 1995). However, due to a 

series of drastic inversions, mutations, degradation and rearrangements the Y 

chromosome is small and highly heterogeneous among mammalian species (Graves et. al. 

2006). The human Y chromosome is composed of repetitive sequences and many of its 

gene arrays are multi-copy and embedded in palindromes (Skaletsky et.al. 2003; Rozen 

et.al. 2003). Half of the heterochromatic long arm of the Y chromosome is composed of 

simple sequence repeats with no known coding function. The rest of the Y chromosome 

except for the PAR, is known as the male-specific region (MSY), and the MSY 

comprises almost 95% of the Y chromosome (Skaletsky et.al. 2003). The PAR of human, 
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cattle, goat, sheep, and horse share a high degree of homology except for a terminal 

PLCXD1 gene (Das et.al. 2009; Waters et.al. 2007). The human Y chromosome has two 

PAR regions (PAR1 and PAR2) (Figure 1.1) while the bovine and most mammals only 

have one PAR (Otto et.al. 2011). In contrast, the MSY gene content is diverse even 

between close species lineages. For example, UBE1Y exists on the Y chromosome of 

most eutherians and marsupials as well as a pseudogene in some primate lineages but is 

not present on the human (Wilkerson et.al. 2008). Mouse MSY does not have AMELY 

and EIF1AY but these genes are present in other eutherian Y chromosomes (Murphy et.al. 

2006). In bovine, the MSY contains bovid-specific gene families, including ZNF280BY, 

ZNF280AY and PRAMEY. Both the gene location and copy number polymorphism of Y-

linked genes are different among species (Chang et.al 2011; Yang et.al. 2011). For 

instance, the SRY gene is single-copy in humans but multiple copies exist in rodents and 

rabbits (Nagamine et.al 1994; Geraldes et.al. 2006). In human, the SRY is located on the 

short arm (Yp) of human Y chromosome but for bovine, its location is on the distal long 

arm of the bovine chromosome Y (Ponce de León et. al., 1996; Liu et. al., 2002). 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.1 The MSY of the human Y chromosome. (Skaletsky et al., 2003). 

cen:centromere 
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Human MSY is also composed of a euchromatic and a heterochromatic region. 

The euchromatic region contains three sub-regions defined as X-degenerate, X-

transposed and ampliconic (Skaletsky et.al. 2003) (Figure 1.1). Hence, in humans, the 

euchromatic region harbors all of the MSY genes on the short arm (Yp) and partially on 

the long arm (Yq). While the heterochromatic region is located on the long arm of the Y 

chromosome and contains Y-specific repetitive sequences (Skaletsky et. al. 2003). The 

X-degenerate region contains a high gene density; most are single-copy genes with a 

homologous gene on the X chromosome. In mammals, one X chromosome randomly 

undergoes X inactivation (Xi) in females and therefore becomes transcriptionally silent 

throughout the life of the individual (Charlesworth 1996). This inactivation originates a 

gene dosage compensation mechanism that compensates for gene expression of 

homologous genes in males that only have one X chromosome. However, some genes on 

the human X chromosome have been found to escape inactivation, a number of them are 

the X-degenerate genes (Disteche et.al 2002). The Y-chromosome X-transposed region 

has lower gene density in comparison to the X-degenerate region, and is derived from a 

single X-to-Y transposition. The ampliconic region has the highest density of genes 

within the MSY region and it contains inverted repeats, palindromes and genes that are 

multi-copy and specifically expressed in testis, and have been considered to be related to 

male fertility (Skaletsky et.al. 2003).  
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1.3.2 Bovine Y chromosome 

The bovine Y chromosome (BTAY) is the smallest sub-metacentric chromosome 

(~51 Mb) in the bovine complement with a very short p arm (the short arm of Y 

chromosome) (Liu et al, 2007). The size and morphology of the Y differs among bovid 

lineages. The Y chromosomes of zebu (Bos indicus) and river buffalo (Bubalus bubalis) 

are acrocentric with a relatively short Yp (Di Meo et.al. 2005). Only one PAR exists on 

the bovine Y chromosome located distally on the short arm (Yp) region and shares 

homology with BTAXq4 region (Ponce de León, 1995). The bovine PAR contains a total 

of 18 genes, including ARSD, ARSE, ARSF, ARSH, CRLF2, CRSF2RA, GYG2, IL3RA, 

IL-XR, KAL1, MXRA5, NLGN4, PNPLA4, PPP2R3B, PRKY, SLC25A6, SHROOM2, and 

ZBED1 (Liu et al, 2002) (Figure 1.2). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.2 RH-map of BTAY. (Liu et al., 2002) 
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        The bovine male-specific region of the Y chromosome (bMSY) harbors eightfold 

more gene loci than the hMSY because of its distinct MSY genomic structure although  

bMSY and hMSY comprise similar numbers of protein families (Chang et. al. 2014). In 

the bMSY region, 9 orthologs of human or mouse related genes (AMELY, CDY, DAZ, 

DDX3Y, RBMY, SRY, TSPY, UTY and ZFY) were identified through comparative 

mapping (RBMY and ZFY), restriction mapping (AMELY and TSPY), FISH or RH 

mapping (SRY, DDX3Y and UTY) (Liu et al, 2002, Ponce de León et. al., 1996) (Figure 

1.2). Only few of these genes have been characterized, for instance SRY, AMELY, TSPY, 

DDX3Y and ZFY (Vogel et.al. 1997; Liu et.al. 2009, Poloumienko 2004; Daneau et.al. 

1995). The SRY gene in bovine is an intron-less gene, which is expressed at a low level in 

adult testis. Bovine TSPY has seven exons that show significant copy-number variation 

among individuals (Vogel et.al.1997). No significant variation in copy number is known 

for HSFY. The copy number of human TSPY is correlated with male fertility. Infertile 

males have a higher copy number of TSPY (Vodicka et.al 2007). However, it is still 

unknown if TSPY copy number affects bovine fertility in a similar manner. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.3 Schematic representation of BTAY (Liu et al., 2002). Xd: blue, Yt: 

red, Ya: yellow. 
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The bMSY is also divided into three major regions, X-degenerate (Xd), Y-

ampliconic (Ya) and Y-transpositional (Yt) region (Figure 1.3). The X-degenerate region 

has two sub-regions (Xd1 and Xd2) located on both ends of bMSY, contains single-copy 

genes that share high similarities with their putative homolog genes on the X 

chromosome (Liu et. al. 2002; Wang et. al. 2008). Sub-region Xd1 contains EIF1AY, 

AMELY, OFD1Y, USP9Y, UTY, DDX3Y, ZFY, and sub-region Xd2 contains only SRY.  

The Y-ampliconic region contains multi-copy genes (including HSFY, TSPY-M2, 

ZNF280BY and ZNF280AY) intercalated with arrays of inverted repeats. Widespread 

repetitive gene families extend (~34.8 Mb) greater spans around 85% of the bMSY 

region compared to the X-degenerate and Y-transpositional regions (Chang 2012). The 

Y-transpositional region contains both multi-copy (TSPY and PRAMEY) and single-copy 

(UBE1Y and CYorf15) genes. Single-copy genes are similar to X-degenerate genes in that 

they also have putative homologs on the X chromosome (Chang et.al. 2012; Wang et. al. 

2008; Das et. al. 2009). 

 

1.3.3 Y-chromosome X-degenerate genes 

            Fourteen of the eighteen X-degenerate related region genes were identified with 

their homolog X version genes in bovine. They are SRY, RPS4Y, ZFY, AMELY, USP9Y, 

DDX3Y, UTY, TMSB4Y, NLGN4Y, CYorf15, EIF1AY, UBE1Y, TBL1Y and PRKY. TBL1Y 

and PRKY might be close to the PAR boundary (Skaletsky et al., 2003; Murphy et. al., 

2006; Van Laere et. al., 2008; Wang et. al., 2008; Das et. al., 2009; Liu et. al., 2009; 

Chang et. al., 2011).  
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Ubiquitously transcribed tetratricopeptide repeat protein (UTY) gene 

          UTY is a single copy gene located on the Y chromosome with six mRNA-

transcripts in human, and UTY specific proteins are supposed to function as minor 

histocompatibility antigens and initiate male lymphoblast-specific cytotoxic T 

lymphocyte (CTL) response (Laaser et. al., 2011; Ivanov et. al., 2005). UTY has an X-

homolog gene called UTX. UTY and JMJD3 belong to the Jumonji C (JmjC)-domain 

containing protein subfamily, but only UTX and UTY have tetratricopeptide N-terminal 

repeats and a C-terminal JmjC domain (Santa, 2007). However, unlike UTX and JMJD3, 

UTY lacks catalytic activity of Histone 3, lysine 27 (H3K27) demethylase (Lan et.al. 

2007).  

          Since UTX, also known as KDM6A, is a gene that escapes X-inactivation in human 

and mouse (Brown et.al. 1997), the dosage compensation mechanism suggests that the Y-

homologous gene copy compensates for the second X chromosome expressed copy with 

the same functions in similar tissues thus UTY might compensate for functions of UTX 

(Lee et. al. 2012). However, this conclusion does not explain why UTY lacks the catalytic 

activity of H3K27. UTX was shown to regulate myocyte differentiation and heart 

development. Moreover, UTX is important for mesoderm differentiation through the 

regulation of a transcription factor (Brachyury) in embryonic stem (ES) cells (Wang et.al. 

2012; Lee et.al. 2011). Recent research in mice revealed that Utx is essential for 

embryonic development, and Uty has a redundant compensation function with Utx in 

male embryos during embryonic development (Shpargel et.al. 2012, Wang et.al. 2012). 

Mouse Utx is also necessary for mesoderm differentiation by regulating Brachyury, a 
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transcription factor essential for mesoderm development, while it’s expression is not 

related to demethylase activities. However, Uty does not compensate for Brachyury 

regulation in the mouse mesoderm development (Wang et.al. 2012). In addition, Utx has 

higher expression in female mouse developing brain and adult liver than in those tissues 

in male mouse (Xu et. al. 2008), which indicated that the product of Uty might 

compensate the function of Utx in only some cases. Although Uty and Utx expression 

were almost similar in many brain regions of adult male mouse, Uty shows significant 

higher expression in the paraventricular nucleus of the hypothalamus while Utx has 

higher expression in the amygdalae of mouse brains (Xu et.al. 2008). 

          The human UTY is thought to be involved in protein-protein interactions. In 

human, UTY was also identified as a gene coding for human leukocyte antigen (HLA)-

B60- restricted H-Y antigen which can be recognized by cytotoxic T lymphocytes (CTL), 

and the UTY gene is involved in the male stem cell graft rejection in female patients 

(Vogt et.al. 2000). UTY has a C-terminal variation which forms a 3-dimensional 

structure of peptides which is 3 amino acids different from its X-homologue, UTX 

(Voget et.al. 2000). Besides, UTY was found to have a higher frequency of alternative 

splicing in normal and leukemic human cells (Laaser et.al. 2010). There is still little 

information on other species, hence the need to identify specific gene sequences and 

assess if this gene has similar patterns of transcript variants in other species. 

In bovine, UTY maps as a single-copy gene on the X-degenerate region of the Y 

chromosome and is ubiquitously expressed. UTY and UTX were predicted to have 5757bp 

and 5503bp transcripts respectively, with 86% similarity in mRNA sequences (NCBI, 
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Blast).  The bovine UTY gene has 30 exons; most of them have high homology with UTX 

except for exon1, exon2 and exon30 which have a sequence similarity lower than 80% 

resulting from gaps (NCBI). Also, there are several predicted transcripts for the UTY 

mRNA (NCBI), but the real sequence for the UTY mRNA is still uncharacterized. 

Because the predicted and submitted UTX and UTY mRNAs share high similarity, 

researchers have not provided strong evidence that they have been able to differentiate 

individual expression patterns of UTY and UTX.  

 

Zinc finger protein Y-linked (ZFY) gene 

          This gene may function as transcription factor and at some point was a candidate 

gene for the testis-determining factor (TDF) because of its location within the genetically 

defined sex-determining region of the human Y chromosome (Page, 1988; Palmer et. al., 

1990). ZFY and its X-linked homolog ZFX diverged from a common ancestral gene but 

maintain higher similarities in their exon DNA sequences and intron/exon organization 

(Xiao et. al., 1997).  Their carboxyl-terminal exons are highly identical in sequence; both 

encode 13 zinc finger sequences which might bind to the same nucleic acid sequence, but 

their 3’UTRs are different (Schneider-Gadicke et.al., 1989; Palmer et. al., 1990). A long 

3’UTR is present in ZFY transcripts and plays a role in post-transcriptional control 

through increased mRNA turnover and inhibition of translation (North et. al., 1991). This 

long 3’UTR can be substantially removed by polyadenylation directed from the 

consensus (AATAAA) and non-consensus (AATATAAA) sequences in adult testis. It 

will be important to examine the fate of ZFY 3’UTR sequences during spermatogenesis in 
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order to determine at what stages of germ cell differentiation the gene is expressed (North 

et.al., 1991). 

              In mouse there are two transcripts, Zfy-1 and Zfy-2; Zfy-2 is expressed only in 

adult testes while Zfy-1 is expressed in both germ cells of adult testis and embryonic stem 

(ES) cells (Gubbay et.al., 1990; Zambrowicz et. al., 1994). Zfy-2 transcripts have a higher 

level expression in spermatids than Zfy-1 during spermatogenesis (Decarpentrie et. al., 

2012), and the levels of Zfy transcripts increased during the initiation of meiosis. The 

major source of Zfy transcripts is the post meiotic round spermatid population in the adult 

testis (Nagamine et.al., 1990). 

The bovine ZFX consists of 5328bp and encodes 800 amino acid residues (NCBI), 

which contain 13 zinc finger motifs. Bovine ZFY and ZFX are highly similar (93%) to 

each other and to ZFX and ZFY from other species. bZFX and bZFY are more than 90% 

identical with human isoforms (Poloumienko et. al., 2004). ZFX was mapped to the long 

arm of the X chromosome (Xq34), while ZFY is on the distal region of the short arm of 

the Y chromosome (Yp13). Both ZFX and ZFY expression has been detected in testis 

(Xiao et.al., 1998). 

 

Ubiquitin specific peptidase 9, Y-linked (USP9Y) gene  

          This gene is a member of the peptidase C19 family that encodes a protein similar to 

ubiquitin-specific proteases, which cleave the ubiquitin moiety from ubiquitin-fused 

precursors and ubiquitinylated proteins (Navarro-Costa et. al., 2010). USP9Y protein is 

involved in controlling protein stability through de-ubiquitination, and is expected to be 
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relevant in the late phase of spermatogenesis (Sassone-Corsi 2002; Lee et. al., 2003). 

Previous research implicated the product of USP9Y with infertility associated with 

oligospermia and azoospermia. Mutation of USP9Y has been found associated with over- 

or under-abundance of proteins resulting in sperm development failure (Luddi et. al., 

2009; Sun et al., 1999). Deletion of USP9Y has been observed among infertile males with 

defective spermatogenesis resulting from destabilization of specific target proteins that 

are important for male germ cell development (Lee et. al., 2003). Recent research found 

that USP9Y is more likely a fine tuner that improves efficiency, rather than a provider of 

an essential function in human spermatogenesis (Sims et. al., 2008). The absence of the 

USP9Y gene product does not preclude sperm-fertilizing ability and thus it is not critical 

for the final sperm maturation process (Krausz et. al., 2006). The function of USP9Y gene 

on bovine spermatogenesis remains to be examined.  

 

Ribosomal protein S4 Y-linked (RPS4Y) gene  

          The ribosomal protein S4 is a component of the 40S subunit in ribosome (Bergen 

et. al., 1998). There are two homologous genes, RPS4X and RPS4Y with high sequence 

homology. Derived from a single common ancestral gene, they encoded isoforms found 

in the small subunit of the ribosome (Fisher 1990), and lie outside of the 

pseudoautosomal region which means they do not participate in recombination. Both 

genes are widely transcribed in human tissues and are strongly conserved among species 

(Samollow et.al., 1996). RPS4X maps to the long arm of the X chromosome (Xq) and 

escapes X inactivation. RPS4Y was found between SRY and ZFY in the human Y 
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chromosome, and it has been implicated in Turner syndrome and considered to play a 

role in haplo-insufficiency in the etiology of the Turner phenotype, a chromosomal 

abnormality in which all or part of one of the X chromosomes is absent (Fisher et.al., 

1990). The RPS4Y locus was detected by restriction endonuclease recognition sites in 

human, gorilla, chimpanzee, bonobo, orangutan and gibbon (Samollow et.al., 1996). The 

mRNA of human RPS4Y1 is 870bp. In bovine, there are two genes RPS4Y1 and RPS4Y2 

belonging to RPS4Y family, however, their location has not been determined nor has it 

been determined if they are located on the Y chromosome (mentioned in NCBI). The 

correct location and specific expression of bovine RPS4Y gene needs to be further 

investigated. 

 

Transducin beta-like 1Y (TBL1Y) gene 

          This gene belongs to the TBL1 gene family, which is involved in 

corepressor/coactivator exchange mechanism for transcriptional regulation (Yan et al., 

2005). TBL1 family members have a highly conserved WD40 repeats (is a short structural 

motif of approximately 40 amino acids often terminating in a tryptophan-aspartic (W-D) 

dipeptide) in the C-Terminus. Some WD40 repeats can often interact with various 

proteins and can work as an adaptor domain (Neer et. al., 1994). TBL1Y has an X-linked 

gene called TBL1X with  high similarity in both gene and protein levels. Deletion of 

TBL1X leads to late-onset sensorineural deafness (Bassi et. al., 1999), while TBL1Y 

differs from other members of the TBL1 family in expression and function and cannot 

completely compensate for a lack of TBL1X. TBL1Y could not repress transcriptional 
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activity of the major late promoter of adenovirus and deletion of TBL1Y does not directly 

lead to serious diseases, which suggested its function is different than TBL1X and might 

have a role in maleness (Murphy et. al., 2007).  

 

Protein kinase Y-linked (PRKY) gene  

          PRKY is similar to the protein kinase, X-linked gene (PRKX) located on the X 

chromosome. Human PRKX and PRKY are members of the cAMP-dependent serine 

threonine protein kinase gene family and are ubiquitously expressed (Schiebel et. al., 

1997). PRKX has been implicated in renal epithelial cell migration and morphogenesis 

(Murphy et. al., 2007). PRKY and PRKX have a high overall sequence similarity of 94% 

and encode proteins with an intact ATP-binding domain and a catalytic domain. The 

shortening of the putative PRKY protein results in the loss of a highly conserved arginine 

(Arg280), which was shown to interact with a glutamic acid (Glu 208) and seems to play 

an important role in the formation of the three-dimensional structure of all protein 

kinases. (Knighton et. al., 1993). In human, PRKY has several transcript isoforms the 

longest is 7218bp (ENSG00000099725, ensembl), no predicted or submitted sequence for 

bovine PRKY exists.  

 

1.4 Objectives 

The objective of this research is to develop a robust system to assess expression of 

Y-encoded (male specific) X-degenerate genes of BTAY and their homologous X-

encoded (female specific) genes in male and female bovine tissues. There are thirteen 
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single-copy Y-chromosome genes in the X-degenerate region and PAR including 

RPS4Y1, ZFY, TBL1Y, PRKY, USP9Y, UTY, TMSB4Y, NLGN4Y, Cyorf15A and 15B, 

JARID1D, EIF1AY and RPS4Y. I have chosen the UTY, ZFY, RPS4Y1, TBL1Y, PRKY, 

and USP9Y for further characterization of their genomic structure and isoform variants 

among different tissues of bovine males and females. Each of these genes was assumed to 

have an X-homolog gene with similar nucleotide and amino acid sequences as well as 

similar functions as the Y homolog genes. Tissues examined originated from L1 Domino 

99375 Hereford bull and its daughter L1 Dominette 01449 Hereford cow as a standard 

model for transcriptome sequencing. The genome information of Dominette is accessible 

on the NCBI and Dominette inherited one X chromosome from Domino. With this 

strategy, we significantly reduce individual genetic sequence variation and this will help 

us identify true X-encoded and Y-encoded gene variants through RNA Iso-Seq long 

mRNA sequencing. Our goal is to sequence full mRNA transcripts, including 5’ and 3’ 

untranslated regions (UTRs) of these genes from bovine male and female tissues. The 

latter allowed us to develop transcript maps for both X- and Y-encoded X-degenerate 

genes. We identified regions of sequence differences among transcripts by comparing X-

encoded and Y-encoded gene transcripts. We used site sequence differences to develop 

PCR primers that would allow us to specifically assess the presence or absence of male 

and/or female transcripts and isoforms to evaluate their tissue specific patterns of 

expression. The final goal was to understand the tissue expression patterns of Y 

chromosome X-degenerate genes as the first step towards the future analysis of their 

specific gene function (s) on the regulation of maleness and spermatogenesis.  
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Specific objectives 

1. Obtain transcript information from Domino and Dominette from Iso-Seq in 

different tissues (Domino: liver and testis; Dominette: liver, muscle, adipose, 

thalamus, and lung). 

2. Characterize the mRNA of Y-chromosome X-degenerate genes, including UTY, 

ZFY, RPS4Y1, TBL1Y, PRKY, and USP9Y genes by comparing Iso-Seq data to the 

available genomic BTAY and BTAX sequences. 

3. Identify specific sequence priming sites to be able to distinguish Y-encoded from 

X- encoded expression of X-degenerate genes in male and female tissues. 

4. Characterize the expression patterns of these genes in 15 tissues -  liver, kidney, 

spleen, cerebellum, adrenal gland, heart, longissimus dorsi, lymph node, 

semitendinosus, spinal cord, lung, pituitary, hypothalamus and testis/ovary in new 

born Holstein calves (two males and two females) to identify gender specific 

differences in expression that might be associated with maleness.  
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Chapter 2 Methods and Materials 

            RNA Iso-Seq was conducted by Dr. Timothy Smith’s lab (USDA Meat Animal 

Research Center, Clay, Nebraska). The original data was sent to our lab and analysis 

processed at the Minnesota Supercomputing Institute (MSI, University of Minnesota) 

under the guidance of Dr. Lauren Mills. Fifteen tissues were collected at the Diagnostic 

Laboratory of the College of Veterinary Medicine, University of Minnesota from two 

males and two females. X-encoded and Y-encoded genes were amplified by RT-PCR in 

15 tissues - liver, kidney, spleen, cerebellum, hypothalamus, pituitary, adrenal gland, 

heart, longissimus dorsi, semitendinosus, lymph node, spinal cord, lung, testis and ovary. 

 

2.1 RNA Iso-Seq 

          Transcriptome sequencing was done at USDA Meat Animal Research Center, 

Clay, Nebraska. Total RNA was isolated from L1 Dominette 01449’s liver, muscle, 

adipose tissue, thalamus and lung, and her sire L1 Domino 99375’s liver and testis by 

grinding frozen RNA. Preparation was dissolved in water, treated with DNase I to 

remove contaminating DNA. The treated preparation was purified using MinElute 

columns (Qiagen). The purified RNA was converted to cDNA using the Clontech 

SMRTer cDNA synthesis kit that included a polyA tail selection to remove other sources 

of RNA, and polyT primer reverse transcript mRNA to generate single-stranded cDNA. 

The resulting cDNA was amplified by 8 to 12 cycles of PCR using a primer for the 

polyA-end and the complementarity by switching oligonucleotide to enrich for full length 

transcripts. Amplified cDNA was separated into size fractions using an Electrophoretic 
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Lateral Fractionator (ELF) device (Sage, MA), with fractions combined into pools of 

approximately 1-2kb, 2-3kb, 3-5kb and >5Kb. Individual size fractions were re-amplified 

and the amplification products transformed into standard libraries for sequencing using 

the SMRTbell Template Prep Kit 1.0 (PacBio, CA) as directed. For the 3 to 6 and >6 kb 

size fractions, the finished libraries were size selected via ELF a second time, to remove 

PCR-generated non-full-length molecules that were observed to interfere with efficient 

production of full-length sequence in these size classes.  

          Four size classes of transcripts in library form for each tissue were sequenced on 

the PacBio RS II platform (PacBio, CA) using P6/C4 chemistry (PacBio, CA).  Average 

polymerase read lengths were 12-21 kb per library. Data were processed using the 

RS_IsoSeq.1 protocol in smrtanalysis v2.3, using the options to call the ICE algorithm to 

predict consensus isoforms and Quiver to polish them.  Average number of passes were 

12.2+2.6, 10.9+3.3, 8.4+1.7, and 4.9+2.1 for the 1to 2, 2 to 3, 3 to 5, and >5 kb size 

classes, respectively.  After polishing the original transcript data, the final version of raw 

transcript information was saved as FASTAQ files. 

 

2.2 SMRT Portal data analysis 

            Original FASTQ files obtained from Iso-Seq were converted into FASTA files 

with conversion software on the Galaxy platform. FASTA files were uploaded to MSI as 

the preliminary transcript data, followed by gmap which mapped transcripts to the bovine 

genome. Bos Taurus7 was used for Y-encoded gene analysis because it contains BTAY 

information. The newer Bos Taurus8 version which does not include BTAY, was used 
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for X-encoded genes. Many identity transcripts were collapsed into one PB which was 

considered as one transcript unit, and unmapped transcripts were added to build a Bos 

taurus transcript library. This work was processed by commands written in the SMRT 

Portal v2.3.0 (PacBio, CA), and the operation platform was MSI (University of 

Minnesota, MN). When the transcript library was built, fasta36 and tfastx36 were applied 

with restriction (P<0.01) to align gene or protein sequences which are available in NCBI 

or UniProt with their potential isoforms for each X-degenerate Y chromosome gene and 

their X homologous genes. After that single PB with high identity with genes or proteins 

of interest were extracted and organized by gene name. 

 

2.3 Description of the Bioinformatics analysis  

          The Clustal Omega (EMBL-EBI, UK) software was used for multiple alignments 

of transcripts obtained from the transcriptomes under analysis. This alignment allowed us 

to identify Y-encoded and X-encoded genes and their specific transcripts based on 

sequence differences observed between Domino originating transcripts and in its 

daughter Dominette. Specific primer pairs were designed by selecting a sequence that 

differentiated the most between the Y-encoded and the X-encoded transcripts.  

          Then each transcript from a single PB was extracted and blasted to the bovine 

genome with BLAT from the University of California-Santa Cruz (UCSC) genome 

browser. Genome locations were found and genome structure was then drawn using the 

FancyGene software (IFOM-IEO, Dr.Ciccarelli’s lab, Italy). In addition, the gene 

information provided at UCSC was also added and used to define their standard genome 
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structure. For those genes that lacked gene information at UCSC, the sequence 

information provided by NCBI was used and then blasted in the UCSC genome browser 

to find its genome location and distribution to finally draw the standard genome structure 

for every gene being analyzed.  

          For interspecies comparisons and to assess the genome structure of X-degenerate Y 

chromosome genes we used VISTA tools (Frazer et al., 2004). Genome database versions 

used for these comparisons include human (Mar. 2006 and Feb. 2009), mouse (Feb. 2006 

and Dec. 2011) and cow (Oct. 2011). For these comparisons we selected a reference 

genome (default genome) to which the gene of interest (query gene) and/or genome of 

interest (query gene) was aligned. In this manner the query gene or genome region where 

the mRNA of the gene of interest is located on the genome is aligned to the reference 

(default) genome allowing us to assess the genomic span of the gene of interest as well as 

the order and level of homology of exons, introns and UTRs. For our analysis we have 

used the human genome (Mar. 2006) as reference genome first and the cow gene (the 

possible mRNA sequence from NCBI) as a query gene and vice versa (cow genome was 

used Oct. 2011 as reference aligned to the human genome Feb. 2009; the specific cow 

genes were search through the cow genome at this time). Similarly, we have used the 

mouse genome (Feb. 2006) as reference genome and the cow gene as a query gene and 

vice versa (cow genome was used Oct. 2011 as reference aligned to mouse genome Dec. 

2011, the specific cow genes were search through cow genome at this time). Comparative 

results are described for each gene in the results chapter. 
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2.4 Tissue collection and RNA preparation 

2.4.1 Tissue collection 

Four new born Holstein calves (average age of 1 week), two males and two 

females (Table 2.1) were used to verify X-degenerate Y chromosome gene expression 

among 15 tissues. One to five grams of fresh tissue were collected, washed in phosphate-

buffered saline (PBS), and cut into small pieces with a new sterilized scalpel blade for 

each tissue. Individual minced tissues were wrapped with aluminum foil and immediately 

immersed into liquid nitrogen for 3 to 5 minutes until frozen. Tissues were placed 

separately in a properly labeled zip-bag and stored in a box containing dry ice for 

temporary preservation. For long time preservation, tissues were stored in a -80 °C 

freezer. 

 
Table 2.1 Information of four new born Holsteins 

Animal ID Gender Sire Cow Breed 

74 Male  29HO14335 HOUSA00035
XAR4747 

Holstein 

75 Male  29HO14335 HOUSA00035
XAR4747 

Holstein 

2855 Female  29HO14335 HOUSA00007
0908084 

Holstein 

679 Female  29HO14335 HO84000300
9970386 

Holstein 

 
 
 

 
2.4.2 RNA isolation 

Total RNA was extracted from tissues with Trizol RNA extraction reagent 

(Invitrogen, CA) as per manufacturer’s instruction. A piece of about 0.1g of tissue sample 
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was homogenized in 1ml of Trizol reagent, followed by incubation for 5 minutes at room 

temperature. The homogenized sample was transferred to a new 1.5 ml microcentrifuge 

tube and centrifuge at 10,000 × g for 5 min at 4℃ to remove cell debris. The supernatant 

was transferred to a new tube to which 0.2 ml of chloroform per 1 ml of Trizol reagent 

was added, followed by vortexing for 15 seconds and incubation at room temperature for 

2 to 3 minutes. Samples were centrifuged at 10,000 × g for 15 minutes at 4℃. The 

aqueous phase was carefully transferred to a new microcentrifuge tube. RNA was then 

purified with the Purelink RNA Mini Kit (Life technologies, CA) using the manufactures 

protocol. The concentration and purity of RNA samples were checked by a NanoDrop 

2000 UV-Vis Spectrophotometer (Thermo Scientific, DE). RNA samples were diluted to 

20 ng/ul, and 10 aliquots of 20 ul each were stored separately into 0.2 ml tubes. The 

remaining RNA sample and aliquots were stored in a -80℃ freezer. 

2.5 Gene expression analysis in 15 different tissues 

            Specific primer pairs (Table 2.2) were designed for each Y-encoded and X-

encoded gene. The Reverse Transcript Polymerase Chain Reaction kit (SuperScript III 

one-step RT-PCR System with Platinum Taq DNA polymerase, Invitrogen, CA) was 

used according to the manufacturers’ protocol to generate the first strand cDNA for each 

of the 15 tissues used for gene expression analysis. PCR was performed in 20 ul reaction 

mixtures with 60 ng of RNA, 10 uM of each primer, 10 ul of 2X Reaction Mix, 0.8 ul of 

SuperScript III RT/Platinum Taq Mix and water in a total volume to 20 ul. RT-PCR 

conditions were an initial 30 minutes at 55℃ for cDNA synthesis, followed by 2 minutes 

at 94℃ for denaturation. Then continued for 40 cycles of 15 seconds at 94℃, 30 seconds 
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at proper annealing temperature based on primer melting temperature and 1 min per kilo 

base (kb) at 68℃ for extension. Additionally, 5 min extension at 68℃ was applied before 

final step and a final hold at 4℃. Beta-actin primers were used for positive control 

reactions; negative controls included a no primer control (C), a no template control (Cp), 

a no template, no primer control (Ce), and a no substrate control (C0) which only had the 

reaction mix plus water. PCR products were electrophoretically separated in 1% agarose 

gels run at 100 volts for 1 hour with 1 Kb plus DNA ladder marker (Invitrogen, CA).  

Gels were exposed under UV light and images captured by Stratagene Eagle Eye II 

camera (BioSurpluse, CA). 

Table 2.2 Primer sequences for RT-PCT  

Primer name Sequence  Annealing 
temp (℃) 

ZFYF TGTTTTGATGGAATAGGAACTGATGC 55.7 

ZFYR TGGTGTCGTGTTATATGCTGGTTC 57.1 

ZFXF AAGCCAGTCAGTCTCGTTCAC 57 

ZFXR CCCAAAACCTATTTTCTGTTCTCCA 55.4 

UTYF CACTCTTCAATCATCTCTACAACTGCT 56.5 

UTYR TTCCTGCTGTAATAAGAGCTTCCC 56.6 

UTXF CGAAATATCAAGGTCTCAGATCCAAAGC 57.5 

UTXR AATGAACAAAAACTGGGCACTGTAC 56.3 

USP9YF CAGCCAGTTGTAGATGGTGCAG 58.1 

USP9YR TCCAGTTGTATCACTTCCAGACCG 58.3 

USP9XF TTTGAGTTCTTCTCGTTTCAGTCAA 54.7 

USP9XR CAAGTAACTCAAAGCCCGCA 55.7 

Beta-actinF CACGGCATCGTCACCAACTG 58.9 

Beta-actinR ATGTCACGGACGATTTCCGCT 59.1 
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Chapter 3 Results 

3.1 Comparison of ZFY and ZFX 

3.1.1 ZFY and ZFX gene alignments 

          In order to investigate sequence differences between the Y-encoded and the X-

encoded transcripts multiple comparison alignments were made of mRNA sequences 

obtained from NCBI, and the single transcripts sequences extracted from the Iso-Seq 

data. Based on the multiple alignment results, specific primers were designed to amplify 

the Y-encoded and X-encoded transcripts by PCR.  

          Bovine ZFY (bZFY, NCBI Reference Sequence: NM_177491, 2406bp) and ZFX 

(bZFX, NCBI Reference Sequence: NM_177490, 5328bp) mRNAs are 94% identical in 

nucleotide sequence, however, bZFY is significantly shorter than the bZFX. The refined 

data from Iso-Seq was analyzed by fasta36/tfastx36 for alignment of transcripts with 

specific genes, then single transcripts identified for specific genes were extracted from 

the transcript library and use to assess its genome location in bovine. According to the 

multiple alignment results specific sequences located at the 5’ and 3’ ends of the 

transcripts (Figure 3.1 A and B) were selected as gene specific priming sites to 

distinguish between the Y and X encoded transcripts. For bZFY the forward primer 

contained five nucleotide differences and the reverse primer contained 3 nucleotide 

differences between bZFY and bZFX identified in the figure (Figure 3.1.1 A). bZFX 

primer pairs were developed using a sequence fragment that is not present in the Y 

transcripts (Figure 3.1.1 B). Primer pairs were used to distinguish the X-degenerate Y 

chromosome genes and its homologous gene on the X chromosome. 
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Figure 3.1.1 A Primer pair for ZFY. Forward and reverse primer region specific sequences for 
bZFY are shown within red boxes and labeled as ZFYF and ZFYR. 
 

 

 

Figure 3.1.1 B Primer pair for ZFX. Forward and reverse primer region specific sequences for 
bZFX are shown within red boxes and labeled as ZFXF and ZFXR. 
 

 

3.1.2 Genome structure of bZFY and bZFX 

          In order to investigate expression of the Y-encoded and X-encoded copies of the 

gene in males, alignment of sequences obtained from the databases generated by the Iso-

Seq sequencing along with any available information obtained from predicted or real 

NCBI bovine gene sequences were conducted with the Clustal Omega (EMBL-EBI, UK). 

In this form we organized all transcript ZFY and ZFX sequences to estimate all possible 

isoforms. Single transcripts showing high sequence similarity with the gene of interest 

were extracted from the library and then aligned to the cow genome, bosTau7 and 

bosTau8, by BLAT using the University of California Santa Cruz (UCSC) genome 

browser. The location of each transcript was recorded and its information was used for 

ZFXF 

ZFXR 

ZFYF 

ZFYR 
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drawing the transcript structural organization graph with FancyGene software (IFOM-

IEO, Dr.Ciccarelli’s lab, Italy).   

 

3.1.2.1 bZFY 

           bZFY genome structure information was found in UCSC with the series number 

g16680.t1. It is located in the negative strand of BTAY: 3725072-3797835, and spanned 

a 72 Kb region in the bovine genome. The sequence g16680.t1 contains 8 exons of 

variable sizes. The largest sequence is about 2kb, and contains the exons flanked by the 

5’ and 3’UTR regions, which matches the whole genome structure of bZFY (Table 3.1.1).  

 

Table 3.1.1 Genomic structure of bZFY (g16680.t1) 

Structure  Start  End  Span  

Stop codon 3727723 3727725 3 
Exon 8 3725072 3728906 2834 
Exon 7 3729687 3729827 180 
Exon 6 3730512 3730667 155 
Exon 5 3731037 3731180 143 
Exon 4 3731579 3731728 149 
Exon 3 3742236 3742805 569 
Exon 2 3771177 3771283 106 
Exon 1 3797705 3797835 130 
Start codon 3797719 3797721 3 
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            Based on the alignments from fasta36/tfastx36, transcript sequences with high 

identity to bZFY were selected from Domino’s transcript library. We found that there was 

only one PB, PB.33081.1, obtained from Domino testis that matched bZFY (Figure 3.1.2) 

which was localized in the same region described for g16680.t1. The result from the 

genome BLAT between PB.33081.1 and bosTau7 indicated that it was localized on the 

negative strand of the Y chromosome and spanned 4495 bp of the bovine genome with 

100% identity (Table 3.1.3). However, only the last two exons and a partial sequence of 

the 5’UTR were present in this transcript. Hence, in comparison to the available bZFY 

sequence (g16680.t1), this transcript was missing six exons. We have named this 

transcript as isoform bZFY-1. 
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Figure 3.1.2 Genome structure for bZFY. This picture shows the genome location of the 
reference mRNA and our transcripts from Iso-Seq. g16680.t1 was obtained from the UCSC database and 
used as the standard genome structure for bZFY. PB.33081.1 is the transcript found in Domino Iso-Seq 
library that has high sequence identity with bZFY (P<0.01). 
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Table 3.1.2 Isoform of bZFY 

Name PB # Transc
ripts 

Tissu
es 

Tra
nscr
ipt # 

Start End Ident
ity 

BT
A 

Stran
ds 

Span  

bZFY-1 PB.33088.1 >17454
6_m150
418 

Testis 1 3725627 3730121 100% Y negati
ve 

4495  

 
 
 

 

3.1.2.2 bZFX 

          Two bZFX transcript variants, g17454.t2 and g17454.t1, with different lengths 

were reported in UCSC. Both variants are located in the negative strand and have a 

similar location on BTAX. Variant g17454.t2 was the longer isoform and it covered 38 

Kb while the g17454.t1 isoform covered 35Kb (Table 3.1.4). Nine exons are present in 

g17454.t2 while g17474.t1 has only 8 exons (Table 3.1.5, Table 3.1.6). 

 

 

Table 3.1.3 bZFX genome information 

Name  Start  End  Span  Location  Strand  

g17454.t2 126145455 126183855 38400 X negative 

g17454.t1 126148706 126183855 35149 X negative 
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Table 3.1.4 Genomic structure of bZFX (17454.t2) 

Structure  Start  End  Span  

Exon9 b 126145455 126146985 1530 

Stop codon 126148965 126148967 3 
Exon8 126148152 126150148 1996 
Exon7 126150931 126151134 203 
Exon6 126151664 126151816 152 
Exon5 126152268 126152411 143 
Exon4 126152630 126152779 149 
Exon3 126164303 126164872 569 
Start codon 126182026 126182028 3 
Exon2 a 126181920 126182034 114 
Exon1 a 126183427 126183855 428 

a Possible 5’ UTR sequences; b Possible 3’ UTR sequence.   
 

Table 3.1.5 Genomic structure of bZFX (17454.t1) 

Structure  Start  End  Span  

Stop codon 126148965 126148967 3 

Exon8b 126148706 126150148 1442 
Exon7 126150931 126151134 203 
Exon6 126151664 126151816 152 
Exon5 126152268 126152411 143 
Exon4 126152630 126152779 149 
Exon3  126164303 126164872 569 
Start codon  126182026 126182028 3 
Exon2 a 126181920 126182034 114 
Exon1 a 126183427 126183855 428 

a Possible 5’ UTR sequences; b Possible 3’ UTR sequence.   
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             Six transcripts presented in Figure 3.1.3 were named bZFX-1 through -6. One of 

these transcripts, PB.32940.1/bZFX-1 was found in Domino’s library. It spanned 40 Kb 

in the bovine genome, and is highly expressed in Domino’s liver and testis. Besides, the 

bZFX-1 has a longer UTR region from position 126144 to position 126149 Kb on BTAX 

when compared with two standard bZFX sequences. However, does not include the exon1 

at position 126182 Kb on BTAX. The other five transcripts were found in Dominette’s 

transcriptomes, all of them have similar structure as the Domino transcript with elongated 

UTRs and exons missing. In addition, all of these latter transcripts included an additional 

sequence before exon2 which might be considered as new ientified exon at position 

126168064 to 126168152 that is not present in the UCSC reference bZFX. The isoform of 

PB.35640.4/bZFX-3 is present in some tissues of Dominette, including liver, lung, and 

adipose. Different from other transcripts from Dominette’s liver, PB.35640.2/bZFX-4 

presented a partial exon2 in the region between 126164 Kb to 126165 Kb. 

PB.35640.1/bZFX-5 was detected in Dominette’s liver and muscle, its genome structure 

presented a missing exon6 around position 126151 Kb. PB.35640.5/bZFX-6 from 

Dominette’s liver was the shortest observed isoform among Domino and Dominette’s 

transcripts (Table 3.1.7). 
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Figure 3.1.3 Genome structures for bZFX. This picture shows the genome location of the 
reference mRNA and our transcripts from Iso-Seq. g17454.t2 and g17454.t1 obtained from UCSC database 
were used as reference genome structures for bZFX. PB.32940.1 is the transcript found in Domino’s liver 
and testis. PB.35640.1 and PB.35640.5 were transcripts found in several tissues of Domimette.  
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Table 3.1.6 Isoforms of bZFX 

Name  PB # Transc
ripts  

Tissue
s  

Tra
nsc
ript 
# 

Start  End  Iden
tity  

B
T
A 

St
ra
nd  

Span  

bZFX-
1 

PB.32940.
1 Domino 

>11052
2_m150
521 

Liver, 
testis 

1
0 

126144400 12618453
0 

100
% 

X - 40131 

bZFX-
2 

PB.35640.
3 
Dominette 

>m1506
29_190
234 

Liver 1 12614606
9 

12619132 100
% 

X - 23064 

bZFX-
3 

PB.35640.
4 
Dominette 

>m1505
23_134
104 

Liver, 
lung, 
adipos
e tissue 

4 12614606
9 

12618451
8 

100
% 

X - 38450 

bZFX-
4 

PB.35640.
2 
Dominette 

>m1506
29_190
234 

Liver 1 12614606
9 

12618462
6 

100
% 

X - 38558 

bZFX-
5 

PB.35640.
1 
Dominette 

>m1505
23_134
104 

Liver, 
muscle 

6 12614596
0 

12618451
0 

100
% 

X - 38511 

bZFX-
6 

PB.35640.
5 
Dominette 

>m1507
05_134
000 

Liver  1  12615483
0 

12618478
1 

100
% 

X - 29952 
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3.1.3 PCR results for Y-encoded and X-encoded ZFY and ZFX genes 

          To verify the specific expression of Y-encoded and X-encoded genes in male and 

female animals, RNA from 4 sire-half-sib animals, two new born males (M74, M75) and 

two new born females (F2855, F679) were used to confirm differential expression 

patterns across 15 different tissues. RT-PCR results (Figure 3.1.4) indicated that bZFY 

specific primers did amplify the expected size fragment of 2339 bp in 15 tissues in the 

RNAs originating from the two males. In contrast, the main band of 2339 bp was not 

present in any of the female tissues analyzed. However, the bZFY primers generated 

fragments around 650 bp that were present across many tissues in both males and 

females. Besides, three bands with sizes 650 bp, 850 bp and 1000 bp were present and 

strongly amplified in the spleen of two females when compared to the spleen of two 

males. Also a 500 bp fragment was amplified besides the expected bZFY amplification 

fragment. In female longissimus dorsi and semitendinosus, muscles, a faint band was 

expressed around 1650 bp but this was not observed in other tissues.  

         For the bZFX gene expression, only one band of 1592 bp was observed in the 15 

tissues analyzed in both males and females and this was the expected size. 
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Figure 3.1.4 bZFY and bZFY expression patterns across 15 tissues. Lanes1 and 8: 1Kb 
plus DNA ladder. Lanes 2 and3: bZFY/bZFX amplification in male M74; Lane 4 No primer control for 
male M74; Lanes 5 and 6: bZFY/bZFX amplification in male M75; Lane 7: no primer control for male 
M75. Lanes 9 and10: bZFY/bZFX amplification in female F2855; Lane 11: no primer control for female 
F2855. Lanes 12 and 13 bZFY/bZFX amplification in female F679; Lane 14: no primer control for female 
F679. Lane Cp: no RNA template control; Lane Ce: no primer, no RNA template control; Lane C0: water 
control. 
 

 

Beta-actin positive control 

            A beta-actin gene fragment was amplified as a positive control across 15 tissues 

in four animals. Each amplification showed a band larger than 400 bp which was the 

expected band for the beta-actin primer pair. The result demonstrated that RNA 

preparations were good for RT-PCR (Figure 3.1.5).   
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Figure 3.1.5 Beta-actin control gel picture. Lanes 1, 10, 15, 24, 33, 42, 51, 60 are 1Kb plus 
DNA ladder. RT-PCR products of beta-actin were in 15 tissues. Within tissue controls for male M74 are in 
lanes (2, 6, 11, 14, 20, 25, 29, 34, 38, 43, 47, 52, 56, 61), for male M75 are in lanes (3, 7, 12, 15, 21, 26, 30, 
35, 39, 44, 48, 53, 57, 62) for female F2855 are in lanes (4, 8, 13, 16, 22, 27, 31, 36, 40, 45, 49, 54, 58, 62) 
and for female F679 are in lanes (5, 9, 14, 17, 23, 28, 32, 37, 41, 46, 50, 55, 59, 63). Lanes 2-5:liver; Lanes 
6-9: kidney; Lanes 11-14: lung; Lanes 16-19: adrenal gland; Lanes 20-23: pituitary; Lanes 25-28: heart; 
Lanes 29-32: longissimus dorsi; Lanes 34-37: semitendinosus; Lanes 38-41: spleen; Lanes 43-46: lymph 
node; Lanes 47-50: cerebellum;  Lanes 52-55: hypothalamus; Lane 56-59: spinal cord; Lanes 61-62: testis: 
(M74, M75); Lanes 63-64: ovary (F2855, F679). 
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3.1.4 Comparative alignments of bZFY and bZFX to orthologous genes in human 
and mouse 
3.1.4.1.1 bZFY alignment to the human genome 

          Figure 3.1.6 A shows the bovine ZFY gene (bZFY, NM_177491.1, NCBI) aligned 

to the human genome (VISTA: Human Feb. 2006) using gVISTA which compares a gene 

sequence to a whole reference genome. Alignment results demonstrated that the location 

of bZFY gene was found in HSAY: 2903131-2908034 with average identity higher than 

92.1% (Appendix A1 and Fig 3.1.6).    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 3.1.6 bZFY aligned to the human genome. Picture shows bZFY and human 
genome conserved regions with identities higher than 50%.  Exons (purple), untranslated 
regions (UTRs, light blue), conserved non-coding sequence (CNS, red) and small 
interspersed nuclear elements (SINE, green) are depicted in the picture. Human genome 
(VISTA: Human Mar. 2006) used as the default genome aligned to bZFY gene sequence 
from NCBI (NM_177491.1, NCBI) using gVISTA program.  
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            Alignment of the cow genome (Oct. 2011) to the human genome (Feb. 2009), 

identified the bZFY. The conserved region is presented in Figure 3.1.7, and Appendix A2. 

This region covers 21 Kb of the cow genome (3727723 to 3748502). The conserved 

human, bZFY region was identified on HSAX instead of on HSAY due to sequence 

homology. The identified conserved regions between BTAY and HSAX for bZFY 

covered 5227 bp including exons and introns with an 82.0% sequence similarity in total. 

Within the conserved region, exons were more conserved with average identities around 

90% than intron regions 70% identities between cow and human genomes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 3.1.7 bZFY (genome) vs human genome. Picture shows bZFY and human 
genome conserved regions with identities higher than 50%.  Exons (purple), and 
conserved non-coding sequence (CNS, red) are depicted in the picture. Cow genome 
(VISTA: Cow Oct. 2011) was used as default genome to align to the human genome 
(VISTA: Human Feb. 2009). 
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3.1.4.1.2 bZFY alignment to the mouse genome 

        When the bZFY transcript sequence (NM_177491.1, NCBI) was aligned to the 

mouse genome (Feb. 2006), two locations were found. The first location was on Mus 

musculus chromosome Y (MMUY) at 61858-63040, which is the location overlapping 

with the mouse zfy-1 gene (Figure 3.1.8 A). Only one 1184 bp fragment was found to be 

conserved with 82.1% identity between bZFY and zfy-1 (Appendix A3). The second 

location was found on MMUY at 1391207-1393540, which is the location of the mouse 

zfy-2 (Appendix A4). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
Figure 3.1.8 A bZFY aligned to the mouse genome (zfy1). Picture shows zfy1 and bZFY 
mouse and bovine genome conserved regions, respectively, with identities higher than 
50%. Exons (purple), are depicted in the picture. Mouse genome (VISTA: Mouse Feb. 
2006) was used as default genome aligned to bZFY gene (NM_177491.1, NCBI), results 
showed one location in mouse zfy1 location. 
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Figure 3.1.8 B bZFY aligned to the mouse genome (zfy2). Picture shows zfy2 and bZFY 
mouse and bovine genome conserved regions, respectively, with identities higher than 
50%. Exons (purple), are depicted in the picture. Mouse genome (VISTA: Mouse Feb. 
2006) was used as default genome aligned to bZFY gene (NM_177491.1, NCBI), results 
showed one location for mouse zfy2.  
           

 

             Alignments of the cow genome (Oct. 2011) to the mouse genome (Dec. 2011) 

(Figure 3.1.9.), identified seven conserved regions of Bzfy that had high similarity with 

the mouse genome for both MMUX and MMUY. According to the alignment result 

(Appendix A5), the conserved region on BTAY: 3727723-3728906 for bZFY showed 

more conservation with MMUX (91%) than with MMUY (82%). In the continuous 

regions, bZFY showed more conservation to chrX than chrY in the mouse genome.     
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Figure 3.1.9 bZFY (genome) vs mouse genome. Picture shows bZFY and mouse 
genome conserved regions with identities higher than 50%. Exons (purple), and 
conserved non-coding sequence (CNS, red) are depicted in the picture.  Cow genome 
(VISTA: Cow Oct. 2011) was used as default genome aligned to the mouse genome 
(VISTA: Mouse Feb. 2006 
 

 

3.1.4.2.1 bZFX alignment to the human genome  

            Human genome (Mar. 2006) was used as a reference genome to align with bZFX 

gene (bZFX, NM_177490.1, NCBI) in gVISTA. The result is shown in Figure 3.1.10. An 

average of 88.5% identity between bZFX and hZFX was observed across five conserved 

regions on exons and five on UTRs. Conserved exon regions showed higher conservation 
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with identities higher than 88% when compared to conserved regions located on UTRs 

(Appendix A6). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.1.10 bZFX aligned to the human genome. Picture shows bZFX and human 
genome conserved regions with identities higher than 50%. Exons (purple), Untranslated 
regions (UTRs, light blue), conserved non-coding sequence (CNS, red) and  long 
interspersed nuclear elements (LINE, dark red) and small interspersed nuclear elements 
(SINE, green) are depicted in the picture. Human genome (VISTA: Human Mar. 2006) 
was used as reference genome aligned to bZFX gene (NM_177490.1, NCBI).  
           

            When using the cow genome (Oct. 2011) as the reference genome aligned to the 

human genome (Feb. 2009), the bZFX was identified along the aligned genomes, the 

conserved regions were found on HSA4, HSAX and HSAY. One conserved region on 

BTAX 73117466 to 73118102 was aligned with HSA4 and HSAY with identities 92.7% 
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and 74.4% but not found on HSAX (Figure 3.1.11 and Appendix A7). All other 

conserved regions between bZFX and the human genome were found both on HSAX and 

HSAY except the one on BTAX: 73122393-73122533, which was only found on HSAX.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.1.11 bZFX (genome) vs human genome. Picture shows bZFX and human 
genome conserved regions with identities higher than 50%. Exons (purple), Untranslated 
regions (UTRs, light blue) and conserved non-coding sequence (CNS, red) are depicted 
in the picture. Cow genome (VISTA: Cow Oct. 2011) was used as reference genome 
aligned to the human genome (VISTA: Human Feb. 2009).  
 
 
 
3.1.4.2.2 bZFX alignment to the mouse genome 
 
         Alignment of bZFX sequence (NM_177490.1, NCBI) to the mouse genome (Feb. 

2006) identified a conserved region located at MMUX 90328830-90335043 that covered 

4055 bp in total length of conserved regions. A total identity of 86.1% was found 
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between bZFX and the mouse genome with six pieces of conserved regions found on 

UTRs and five found on exon regions. As expected, bZFX exon regions showed higher 

conservation with the mouse gene than the UTRs (Figure 3.1.12, Appendix A8). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.1.12 bZFX aligned to the mouse genome. Picture shows bZFX and mouse 
genome conserved regions with identities higher than 50%. Exons (purple) and 
Untranslated regions (UTRs, light blue), are depicted in the picture. Mouse genome 
(VISTA: Mouse Feb. 2006) used as the default genome aligned to bZFX gene sequence 
from NCBI (NM_177490.1, NCBI) using gVISTA program.  
 
 
 
 
           When the bovine genome (Oct. 2011) was used as reference genome aligned to the 

mouse genome (Dec. 2011), the location of bZFX on the cow and the mouse genome was 

identified. The result is shown in Figure 3.1.13 and Appendix A9. Six conserved exon 
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regions among introns were identified and two pieces of conserved regions were found 

on UTRs. One region on MMUX and one on MMU10 showed high homology with the 

bZFX gene. However, MMUX showed higher identity and longer fragment identity than 

MMU10, except for a specific region, which was located on BTAX:73135707-73136264. 

That conserved region aligned to MMU10 is an exon region, while its neighboring region 

(BTAX: 73137145-73138198) was found aligned to MMUX. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.1.13 bZFX (genome) vs mouse genome. Picture shows bZFX and mouse 
genome conserved regions with identities higher than 50%. Exons (purple), Untranslated 
regions (UTRs, light blue) and conserved non-coding sequence (CNS, red) are depicted 
in the picture. Cow genome (VISTA: Cow Oct. 2011) was used as default genome 
aligned to the mouse genome (VISTA: Mouse Dec. 2011). 
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3.2 Comparison UTY and UTX 

3.2.1 UTY and UTX gene alignments 

          Two predicted transcript variants X1 and X2 for the bovine UTY gene (bUTY, 

NCBI Reference Sequence: XM_015461831.1, XM_015461832.1) were found with 

similar length 5474 bp and 5339 bp and high identity (100%) to each other with the 

exception that transcript variant X2 has a deleted 135 bp fragment at nucleotide 1501 

when compared to the X1 transcript (Figure 3.2.1). In contrast, the bovine UTX gene 

(bUTX, NCBI Reference Sequence: NM_001206575.1) also known as KDM6A is 5503 

bp in fragment length. Alignment between these two mRNAs showed 86% similarity 

between the predicted bUTY transcript variant X1 and the bUTX gene. Specific primer 

pairs for bUTY and bUTX were designed aiming at developing specific amplifications of 

the two transcripts of the gene (Figure 3.2.2 A and B). The bUTY and bUTX forward 

primers contained 6 nt difference and a 6 bp gap not present in the bUTY respectively, 

while the reverse primers presented a 4 nt difference. The bUTX forward primer had a 4 

nt difference with bUTY, the reverse primer for bUTX was selected in a region that is not 

present on the bUTY.  

 

 

 

 

 
 
Figure 3.2.1 Alignment of predicted bUTY transcript variant X1 and X2. Transcript 
variant X2 shows a deleted 135 bp fragment when compared to X1.  
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Figure 3.2.2 A Primer pair for bUTY. Forward and reverse primer region specific sequences for 
bUTY are shown within red boxes and labeled as UTYF and UTYR. 
 
 
 

 

 

Figure 3.2.2 B Primer pair for bUTX. Forward and reverse primer region specific sequences for 
bUTX are shown within red boxes and labeled as UTYF and UTYR. 
 
 
 
3.2.2 Genome structure of bUTY and bUTX genes 

          Because there is no genome structure information in the UCSC database for both 

bUTY and bUTX genes, sequences for bUTY and bUTX obtained from NCBI were blasted 

on the bovine genome in UCSC BLAT. Their genome locations were recorded and used 

as reference genome structures to compare to their transcripts. 

 

3.2.2.1 bUTY 

       The bUTY transcript variants X1 (XM_015461831.1) and X2 (XM_015461832.1) 

were blasted on bosTau7 genome version using the UCSC Blat. Sequences were 

localized on the negative strand of BTAY and spanned 184 Kb from 3224763 to 3409344 

(Table 3.2.1). The gene has 30 exons and all are present on variant X1. The size of each 

exon is variable from less than10 bp to more than 800 bp. The bUTY transcript variant X2 

UTYF 

UTYR 

UTXF 

UTXR 
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lacks exon13 from 3289845 to 3289979 when compared to transcript variant X1 (Table 

3.2.2, Table 3.2.3). Potential start/stop codons were also identified on the predicted bUTY 

transcript variants.  

           

Table 3.2.1 bUTY genome information 

Name  Start  End  Span  Location  Strand  

XM_015461831.1 3224763 3409344 184582 Y negative 

XM_015461832.1 3224763 3409344 184582 Y negative 
 
 
 
 

Table 3.2.2 Genome structure of bUTY transcript variant X1 (XM_015461831.1) 

Structure  Start  End  Span  

Exon 30 3224763 3225612 849 

Stop codonb 3286591 3286593 3 
Exon29 3226623 3226793 170 
Exon28 3235313 3235439 126 
Exon27 3242845 3242986 141 
Exon26 3247294 3247481 187 
Exon25 3248845 3248959 114 
Exon24 3258320 3258468 148 
Exon23 3262113 3262187 74 
Exon22 3262263 3262327 64 
Exon21 3270342 3270547 205 
Exon20 3271065 3271170 105 
Exon19 3272957 3273086 129 
Exon18 3277105 3277865 760 
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Exon17 3286541 3286924 383 
Exon16 3287539 3287634 95 
Exon15 3288571 3288644 73 
Exon14 3289196 3289382 186 
Exon13 3289845 3289979 134 
Exon12 3290482 3290701 219 
Exon11 3290826 3290924 98 
Exon10 3294192 3294318 126 
Exon9 3295990 3296083 93 
Exon8 3310700 3310734 34 
Exon7 3313386 3313440 14 
Exon6 3320351 3320471 120 
Exon5 3327077 3327135 5 
Exon4 3360329 3360378 49 
Exon3 3382064 3382172 108 
Exon2 3408608 3408671 63 
Exon 1 3408865 3409344 479 
Start codona 3409219 3409217 3 

 
         a Possible start codon; b Possible stop codon.   
 
 
Table 3.2.3 Genome structure of bUTY transcript variant X2 (XM_015461832.1) 

Structure  Start  End  Span  

Exon29 3224763 3225612 849 

Stop codonb 3286591 3286593 3 
Exon28 3226623 3226793 170 
Exon27 3235313 3235439 126 
Exon26 3242845 3242986 141 
Exon25 3247294 3247481 187 
Exon24 3248845 3248959 114 
Exon23 3258320 3258468 148 
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Exon22 3262113 3262187 74 
Exon21 3262263 3262327 64 
Exon20 3270342 3270547 205 
Exon19 3271065 3271170 105 
Exon18 3272957 3273086 129 
Exon17 3277105 3277865 760 
Exon16 3286541 3286924 383 
Exon15 3287539 3287634 95 
Exon14 3288571 3288644 73 
Exon13 3289196 3289382 186 
Exon12 3290482 3290701 219 
Exon11 3290826 3290924 98 
Exon10 3294192 3294318 126 
Exon9 3295990 3296083 93 
Exon8 3310700 3310734 34 
Exon7 3313386 3313440 14 
Exon6 3320351 3320471 120 
Exon5 3327077 3327135 5 
Exon4 3360329 3360378 49 
Exon3 3382064 3382172 108 
Exon2 3408608 3408671 63 
Start codona 3409219 3409217 3 
Exon 1 3408865 3409344 479 

 
         a Possible start codon; b Possible stop codon.   

 

            Transcripts found in Domino’s library for the bUTY gene are presented in Figure 

3.2.3. The predicted bUTY transcript variant X1 (NCBI Reference: XM_015461831.1) 

and X2 (NCBI Reference: XM_015461832.1) were both used as reference mRNA 

information for bUTY to compare to our sequenced transcripts because there was no 
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bovine bUTY gene sequence data found in UCSC. Six transcript units or PBs, named 

bUTY-1 to bUTY-6, obtained from Domino showed high identity to the predicted bUTY 

mRNAs, while only transcript units PB.33081.1/bUTY-1 and PB.33081.3/bUTY-2 were 

considered as the real transcripts of bUTY, because the rest of the transcripts only 

contained a small fragment of the sequence. From the data provided in Table 3.2.4, 

PB.330818.1/bUTY-1 contained 26 transcripts which nearly covered the whole length of 

bUTY mRNA and could be considered as the predominant isoform for bUTY transcripts 

in Domino liver. However, transcripts from Iso-Seq showed exon number differences 

when compared to the reference bovine genomic structure of bUTY in exon12 to exon16 

on the bovine genome from 3280 Kb to 3290 Kb. These transcripts had two missing 

exons when compared to the two predicted bUTY transcript variants provided by NCBI. 

The PB.33081.3/bUTY-2, was a shorter isoform for bUTY, where the last five exons are 

missing. However, the PB.33081.3/bUTY-2 showed similar exon structure organization 

with PB.33081.1/bUTY-1 for the region between 3280 Kb to 3290 Kb (Figure 3.2.3). In 

contrast, we also found some very short fragment sequences showing high similarity to 

bUTY that because of their size could not be considered bUTY transcripts. 
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Figure 3.2.3 Genome structure of bUTY. This picture shows the genome location of the 
reference mRNA and transcripts from Iso-Seq. Two predicted bUTY transcript variants 
XM_015461831.1 and XM_015461832.1 from NCBI were used as reference genome 
structures for bUTY, all other transcripts were from Domino’s liver and testis.  
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Table 3.2.4 Isoforms of bUTY 

Name  PB #  Transcrip
ts  

Tissu
es  

Tr
an
scr
ipt
s # 

Start  End  Iden
tity  

BTA Str
an
d  

Span  

bUTY-
1 

PB.33081.
1 

>624348
_m1507
24 

Liver  26 322479
8 

3409347 100
% 

Y - 184550 

bUTY-
2 

PB.33081.
3 

>346480
_m1507
25 

Liver  1 324885
2 

3409340 100
% 

Y - 160489 

bUTY-
3 

PB.33081.
2 

>612385
_m1507
24 

Liver, 
testis 

2 324488
9 

3247911 100
% 

Y - 2023 

bUTY-
4 

PB.33081.
5 

>526344
_m1504
15 

Liver  1 327236
7 

3274363 100
% 

Y - 1997 

bUTY-
5 

PB.33081.
4 

>146001
_m1504
17 

Testis  1 326080
6 

3262380 100
% 

Y - 1575 

bUTY-
6 

PB.33080.
1 

>95865_
m15041
3 

Liver 10 322312
2 

3225849 100
% 

Y + 2728 

 
 

3.2.2.2 bUTX 

      For bUTX transcripts, bovine UTX/KDM6A (bUTX, NM_001206575.1, NCBI) was 

used as the reference mRNA blasted to BosTau8 genome, and its genome structure 

compared to transcripts from both Domino and Dominette’s libraries. bUTX was 

localized on the negative strand of BTAX at 104047124-104252657, and it spanned 205 

Kb of the bovine genome (Table 3.2.5, Table 3.2.6). 
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Table 3.2.5 bUTX genome information  

Name  Start  End  Span  Location  strand 

NM_001206575.1 104047124 104252657 205534 X negative 

 
 
 
 

Table 3.2.6 Genome structure of bUTX/KDM6A (NM_001206575.1) 

Structure  Start  End  Span  

Exon27 104047124 104048277 1153 

Stop codonb 104047156 104047158 3 

Exon26 104049422 104049592 170 

Exon25 104051850 104051976 126 

Exon24 104064226 104064369 143 

Exon23 104066845 104066959 114 

Exon22 104074452 104074600 148 

Exon21 104075123 104075197 74 

Exon20 104075271 104075335 64 

Exon19 104077667 104077872 206 

Exon18 104078413 104078518 105 

Exon17 104079801 104079930 129 

Exon16 104085703 104086481 778 

Exon15 104090836 104091231 395 

Exon14 104091869 104091970 101 

Exon13 104092881 104092976 95 

Exon12 104093539 104093694 155 

Exon11 104094138 104094272 134 
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Exon10 104094832 104095051 219 

Exon9 104095178 104095276 98 

Exon8 104101150 104101276 126 

Exon7 104103690 104103783 93 

Exon6 104117041 104117075 34 

Exon5 104120932 104120988 56 

Exon4 104153012 104153061 49 

Exon3 104163958 104164066 108 

Exon 2 104252193 104252256 63 

Start codona 104252582 104252580 3 

Exon 1 104252480 104252657 177 

 
          a Possible start codon; b Possible stop codon.   

 

          Four transcript units were isolated from Domino and Dominette’s libraries (Figure 

3.2.4) for bUTX.  PB32895.1/bUTX-1 obtained from the Domino’s transcript library 

nearly covered the full length of the bUTX gene, but it had a shorter exon 27 at 104050 

Kb and two exons (exon 9 and exon 10) were missing between 104090 Kb and 104100 

Kb compared to the predicted bUTX. The other two transcript units, PB.32895.4/bUTX-2 

and PB.32895.2/bUTX-3 from Domino, spanned half of the bUTX sequence with 

different splicing sites. Especially for PB.32895.2/bUTX-3, six exons are missing at 

region from 104050 Kb to 104070 Kb. Moreover, all of the transcripts from Domino 

were detected from testis. As for Dominette transcripts, PB.35409.1/bUTX-4 only 

presented the last four exons, while PB.35409.2/bUTX-5 is a short continuous fragment 

observed at the same genome location as the predicted bUTX (Table 3.2.6) which because 

of its size cannot be considered as a true bUTX transcript.  
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Figure 3.2.4 Genome structure of bUTX. This picture shows the genome location of the 
reference mRNA and transcripts from Iso-Seq. bUTX/KDM6A (NM_001206575.1) from NCBI was used as 
standard genomic reference to compared to transcripts. PB.32895.1-4 were all from Domino’s testis. 
PB.35409.1-2 was from Dominette’s thalamus and liver. All of the transcripts were found on the negative 
strand of BTAX.  
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Table 3.2.7 Isoforms of bUTX 

Name  PB # Transcri
pts 

Tissu
es  

Tr
ans
cri
pts 
# 

Start  End  Iden
tity  

B
T
A 

Str
and  

Span  

bUTX-
1 

PB.32895.
1 Domino 

>121955
_m15052
1 

Testi
s  

2 10404740
6 

10425300
0 

100
% 

X - 205595 

bUTX-
2 

PB.32895.
4 Domino 

>168025
_m15041
8 

Testi
s  

1 10404763
0 

10409197
0 

100
% 

X - 44341 

bUTX-
3 

PB.32895.
2 Domino 

>58476_
m150424 

Testi
s  

1 10404740
7 

10409520
3 

100
% 

X - 47797 

bUTX-
4 

PB.35409.
1 
Dominette 

>c14394
7/f1p1/1
530 

Thala
mus  

1 10404713
2 

10406431
1 

100
% 

X - 17180 

bUTX-
5 

PB.35409.
2 
Dominette 

>m1504
28_2306
38 

Liver  1 10404740
6 

10405173
7 

99.9
% 

X - 4332 

 
 
  

 

3.2.3 PCR results for Y-encoded and X-encoded UTY and UTX genes 

          Results are presented in Figure 3.2.5. bUTY specific primer amplified only in male 

tissues and not in female tissues generating the expected product size of 1463 bp, while 

bUTX gene products generated with bUTX specific primers were observed in both male 

and female tissues with a fragment size of 1297 bp. In some tissues, including liver, lung, 

spleen, testis and ovary, there was a faint band observed between 500 bp and 650 bp in 

both male and female tissues from the bUTY specific amplification. Besides, two extra 

bands longer than 1000 bp were also observed in male tissues and can be considered to be 

potential transcript isoform for males.  
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Figure 3.2.5 bUTY and bUTX expression patterns across 15 tissues. Lanes1 and 8: 1Kb 
plus DNA ladder. Lanes2 and 3: bUTY/bUTX amplification in male M74; Lane 4: no primer control for 
male M74. Lanes 5 and 6: bUTY/bUTX amplification in female F2855; Lane 7: no primer control for 
female F2855. Lanes 9 and 10: bUTY/bUTX amplification in male M75; Lane 11: no primer control for 
male M75. Lanes 12 and 13: bUTY/bUTX amplification in female F679; Lane 14: no primer control for 
female F679. Lane Cp: no RNA template control; Lane Ce: no primer no, RNA template control; Lane C0 
water control. 
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3.2.4 Comparative alignments of bUTY and bUTX to orthologous genes in human 

and mouse  

3.2.4.1.1 bUTY alignment to the human genome  

          The human genome (Mar. 2006) was used as a default genome to align to the 

predicted bUTY transcript variant X1 (XM_015461831.1, NCBI) sequence from NCBI. 

Results indicated four continuous conserved locations on HSAY (Table 3.2.8), sizes were 

variable from 12.77 Kb to 2174 bp.  Appendix B1 presents the four conserved regions 

between bUTY and the human genome. In HSAY: 13944828-13957599, there were four 

conserved exon regions with high identities to bUTY, and three of them were over 90% 

homologous between human genome and bUTY (Figure 3.2.6 A). There was a total 

90.5% identity spanned over a 708 bp region that included both exon and UTR found in 

HSAY: 13918955-13927524 with more conservation in exons than in UTR regions 

(Figure 3.2.6 B). The third location on HSAY:13976283-13981815 contained three 

conserved regions, one exon and two introns showing 87.7% identity between human 

genome and bUTY (Figure 3.2.6 C). The fourth location on HSAY: 13870316-13872463, 

showed an average of 83.0% identity including one exon and UTR (Figure 3.2.6 D). 

          However, when cow genome (Oct. 2011) was set up as the reference genome for 

the comparison and aligned to human genome (Feb. 2009), there was no information 

obtained for bUTY from the cow genome Oct. 2011 version. Therefore, this comparison 

could not be done 
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Table 3.2.8 Alignments between human genome and bUTY 

 Location                   Range                       Size 

    chrY:      13,944,828-13,957,599        (12.77Kb)     
    chrY:      13,918,955-13,927,524        (8569bp)     
    chrY:      13,976,283-13,981,815        (5532bp)     
    chrY:      13,870,316-13,872,463        (2147bp)   

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.2.6 A bUTY aligned to human genome. Picture shows bUTY and human 
genome conserved regions with identities higher than 50%. Exons (purple),  
conserved non-coding sequence (CNS, red) and long (long interspersed nuclear elements, 
LINE) and small interspersed nuclear elements (SINE, green) are depicted in the picture. 
Human genome (VISTA: Human Mar. 2006) aligned to bUTY gene sequence from NCBI 
(NM_177491.1, NCBI) on human chrY: 13,944,828-13,957,599 (12.77Kb).  
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Figure 3.2.6 B bUTY aligned to human genome. Picture shows bUTY and human 
genome conserved regions with identities higher than 50%. Exons (purple), Untranslated 
regions (UTRs, light blue), conserved non-coding sequence (CNS, red) and small 
interspersed nuclear elements (SINE, green) are depicted in the picture.  Human genome 
(VISTA: Human Mar. 2006) aligned to bUTY gene sequence from NCBI (NM_177491.1, 
NCBI) on human chrY: 13,918,955-13,927,524 (8569bp).  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
Figure 3.2.6 C bUTY aligned to human genome. Picture shows bUTY and human 
genome conserved regions with identities higher than 50%. Exons (purple), conserved 
non-coding sequence (CNS, red) and small interspersed nuclear elements (SINE, green) 
are depicted in the picture. Human genome (VISTA: Human Mar. 2006) aligned to bUTY 
gene sequence from NCBI (NM_177491.1, NCBI) on human chrY: 13,976,283-
13,981,815 (5532bp).  
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Figure 3.2.6 D bUTY aligned to human genome. Picture shows bUTY and human 
genome conserved regions with identities higher than 50%. Exons (purple) and 
Untranslated regions (UTRs, light blue), are depicted in the picture. Human genome 
(VISTA: Human Mar. 2006) aligned to bUTY gene sequence from NCBI (NM_177491.1, 
NCBI) in human chrY: 13,870,316-13,872,463 (2147bp).  
           

 

3.2.4.1.2 bUTY alignment to the mouse genome 

          The predicted bUTY transcript variant X1 (XM_015461831.1, NCBI) was aligned 

to the mouse genome (Feb. 2006) with gVISTA. However, rather than aligning to the Y 

chromosome region, it only showed high identity to a region on MMUX (which 

overlapped with kdm6a gene) (Figure 3.2.7). This latter alignment spanned 3821 bp with 

an average identity of 83.8% in total for the exon, intron and UTR conserved regions 

(Appendix B2). 
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            When the cow genome (Oct. 2011) was used as a reference genome and aligned 

to the mouse genome (Dec. 2011), bUTY information was not found in this latter genome 

version. Hence, a comparison could not be carried out 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
Figure 3.2.7 bUTY alignment to mouse genome. Picture shows bUTY and mouse 
genome conserved regions with identities higher than 50%. Exons (purple), Untranslated 
regions (UTRs, light blue), conserved non-coding sequence (CNS, red) long interspersed 
nuclear elements (LINE, dark red) and small interspersed nuclear elements (SINE, green) 
are depicted in the picture.  Mouse genome (VISTA: Mouse Feb. 2006) was used as a 
default genome aligned to bUTY gene (NM_177491.1, NCBI).  
            

3.2.4.2.1 bUTX alignment to the human genome. 

         The bovine KDM6A/bUTX (bUTX, NM_001206575.1, NCBI) sequence was used to 

align to the human genome (Mar. 2006).  Two alignments were found on HSAX within 

the region of the human KDM6A. The first alignment was found on HSAX at 44795896-
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44835070 which spanned 39.17 Kb of the human genome (Figure 3.2.8A), and covered 

17 pieces of conserved regions on exons. All of the conserved regions showed high 

identity (> 90%) between bUTX and human KDM6A except for a 65 bp sequence with an 

identity of 76.9% (Appendix B3). The second region was on HSAX: 44851594-

44856677 (5083bp) that contained two exons and one UTR, these showed a total 

homology higher than 95.6% with the bUTX sequence (Figure 3.2.8 B). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
Figure 3.2.8 A bUTX alignment to human genome . Picture shows bUTX and human 
genome conserved regions with identities higher than 50%. Exons (purple), conserved 
non-coding sequence (CNS, red) long interspersed nuclear elements (LINE, dark red) and 
small interspersed nuclear elements (SINE, green) are depicted in the picture.  Human 
genome (VISTA: Human Mar. 2006) was used as a default genome aligned to bUTX 
gene (NM_001206575.1, NCBI), results showed one location was on human chrX: 
44795896-44835070.  
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Figure 3.2.8 B bUTX aligned to human genome. Picture shows bUTX and human 
genome conserved regions with identities higher than 50%.  Exons (purple), Untranslated 
regions (UTRs, light blue), and long interspersed nuclear elements (LINE, dark red) are 
depicted in the picture. Human genome (VISTA: Human Mar. 2006) was used as a 
default genome aligned to bUTX gene (NM_001206575.1, NCBI), results showed one 
location on human chrX: 44851594-44856677.  
 

When the cow genome (Oct. 2011) was set up as the default genome and aligned 

to the human genome (Feb. 2009), the bKDM6A gene was searched through the bovine 

genome. According to the alignment results presented on Figure 3.2.9 and Table 

Appendix B4, a 20 Kb region on BTAX at 6193851-62206740 was found to be 

homologous between the cow and the human genome. This alignment also showed 

identity to a Y chromosome region, however, only in the region on BTAX at 61988577-
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61988703, a 127 bp fragment located on an exon of bUTX has high identity to the human 

Y (88.2%) even though the exon that includes this latter fragment is not present on 

HSAX. Moreover, we also identified a region located on a bUTX intron present at HSAY: 

62001094 -62001190 that but not found on the HSAX.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
Figure 3.2.9 bUTX (genome) vs human genome. Picture shows bUTX and human 
genome conserved regions with identities higher than 50%. Exons (purple), Untranslated 
regions (UTRs, light blue) and conserved non-coding sequence (CNS, red) are depicted 
in the picture. Cow genome (VISTA: Cow Oct. 2011) was used as a default genome to 
align to the human genome (VISTA: Human Feb. 2009). bUTX/KDM6A was searched 
throughout the default genome, and the corresponding location aligned to the human 
genome.  
 

3.2.4.2.2 bUTX alignment to the mouse genome 

        The bovine UTX/KDM6A gene (NM_001206575.1, NCBI) sequence was used to 

align to the mouse genome (Feb. 2006). It was observed 93.1% identity in the conserved 
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regions between bUTX/KDM6A and mouse kdm6a genomic region. Twenty conserved 

exons that were highly homologous between the two species (Figure 3.2.10) were 

identified, with most of them showing identities higher than 90%. Also, there were 

conserved regions located on introns and UTRs (Appendix B5). 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.2.10 bUTX aligned to mouse genome. Picture shows bUTX and mouse genome 
conserved regions with identities higher than 50%. Exons (purple), Untranslated regions 
(UTRs, light blue), conserved non-coding sequence (CNS, red) long interspersed nuclear 
elements (LINE, dark red) and small interspersed nuclear elements (SINE, green) are 
depicted in the picture. Mouse genome (VISTA: Mouse Feb. 2006) used as the default 
genome aligned to bUTX/KDM6A gene sequence from NCBI (NM_001206575.1, NCBI).  
            

             Figure 3.2.11 shows the alignment between the cow (Oct. 2011) and mouse 

genomes (Dec. 2011). Cow genome was used as a reference genome and aligned to the 
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mouse genome. bUTX/KDM6A was searched through the cow genome, and homologous 

regions on the mouse genome were found. A large number of conserved regions were 

found located on exons, introns and UTRs and presented high identity between the two 

species. Among those conserved fragments, exons were more conserved, with identities 

over 90%, than introns. A large number of regions within introns showed homology 

around 60% to 70% between these two species (Appendix B6). Moreover, a 1kb 

conserved region on a UTR was found with 90.6% similarity between the cow bUTX and 

the mouse genome.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
Figure 3.2.11 bUTX (genome) vs mouse genome. Picture shows bUTX and mouse 
genome conserved regions with identities higher than 50%. Exons (purple), Untranslated 
regions (UTRs, light blue) and conserved non-coding sequence (CNS, red) are depicted 
in the picture. Cow genome (VISTA: Cow Oct. 2011) was used as a default genome to 
align to the mouse genome (VISTA: Mouse Dec. 2011). bUTY was searched throughout 
the default genome, and the corresponding location aligned to the mouse genome was 
identified.  
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3.3 Comparison USP9Y and USP9X 
 

3.3.1 USP9X and USP9Y gene alignment 

         Bovine USP9Y (bUSP9Y, NM_001145509.1, NCBI) and bovine USP9X (bUSP9X) 

genes contained many conserved domains across the whole gene with mRNA size larger 

than 7 kb (NCBI). There are four predicted bovine transcript variants for bUSP9X, 

transcript variant X1 (NCBI Reference Sequence: XM_010799342.2), transcript variant 

X2 (NCBI Reference Sequence: XM_001787392.6), transcript variant X3 (NCBI 

Reference Sequence: XM_010799343.2) and transcript variant X4 (NCBI Reference 

Sequence: XM_003584688.4), all of the sequence information was found on NCBI. All 

of these variants shared high similarity except for missed nucleotides at some locations. 

There was a 90% identity between the predicted bUSP9Y and the predicted bUSP9X 

transcript variants (NCBI, Blast). Specific primers were selected for both bUSP9Y and 

bUSP9X genes (Figure 3.3.1 A &B). The forward primer for bUSP9Y has 7 nt difference 

with the bUSP9X sequence while the reverse primer contains 6 nt difference between the 

two homologs genes. The bUPS9X forward primer includes a 2 nt difference as well as a 

14 nt gap, and 4 nt difference in the reverse primer for bUSP9X when compared to the 

bUSP9Y sequence. 
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Figure 3.3.1 A Primer pair for bUSP9Y. Forward and reverse primer region specific sequences 
for bUSP9Y are shown within red boxes and labeled as USP9YF and USP9YR. 
 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 3.3.1 B Primer pair for bUSP9X. Forward and reverse primer region specific sequences 
for bUSP9X are shown within red boxes and labeled as USP9XF and USP9XR. 
 

 

3.3.2 Genome structure of bUSP9Y and bUSP9X genes.   

3.3.2.1 bUSP9Y 

          The bUSP9Y gene (g16674.t1) from UCSC was used as a reference sequence to 

assess its genome structure and to compare with other transcripts found in the Domino’s 

and Dominette’s transcriptomes. It is located in the negative strand of BTAY and it 

USP9YR 

USP9XF 

USP9XR 

USP9YF 
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covers a 307 Kb region on the bovine genome (Table 3.3.1). bUSP9Y contains 44 exons 

of variable sizes (Table 3.3.2). 

 

Table 3.3.1 bUSP9Y genome information  

Name  Start  End  Span  Location  Strand  

g16674.t1 2860361 3167835 307547 Y negative 

 
 
 
 

Table 3.3.2 Bovine genome location of bUSP9Y  

Structure  Start  End  Span  

UTR 2860361 2863791 3430 

Stop codon 2877258 2877260 3 

Exon44 2875818 2877356 1538 

Exon43 2909922 2910017 95 

Exon42 2910398 2910610 212 

Exon41 2910762  2910918 156 

Exon40 2915360 2915588 228 

Exon39 2925469 2925598 129 

Exon38 2926333 2926398 65 

Exon37 2926977 2927152 175 

Exon36 2927439 2928186 747 

Exon35 2929366 2929507 141 

Exon34 2931716 2931889 173 

Exon33 2937642 2937832 190 

Exon32 2939596 2939816 247 
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Exon31 2948496 2948718 222 

Exon30 2950761 2950907 146 

Exon29 2951990 2952136 146 

Exon28 2957053 2957178 125 

Exon27 2958415 2958540 125 

Exon26 2962024 2962302 278 

Exon25 2962476 2962606 130 

Exon24 2973189 2973282 93 

Exon23 2973596 2973836 237 

Exon22 2975011 2975222 211 

Exon21 2976336 2976431 95 

Exon20 2977634 2977976 342 

Exon19 2985643 2985730 87 

Exon18 2993506 2993639 133 

Exon17 2995673 2995809 136 

Exon16 2996841 2997047 206 

Exon15 3009731 3009883 152 

Exon14 3013131 3013269 138 

Exon13 3013344 3013595 251 

Exon12 3013794 3013909 115 

Exon11 3017552 3017664 112 

Exon10 3020228 3020307 79 

Exon9 3023746 3023891 145 

Exon8 3054272 3054413 141 

Exon7 3116815 3116870 55 

Exon6 3119567 3119780 213 

Exon5 3128996 3129114 18 

Exon4 3134064 3134172 108 

Exon3 3137148 3137226 78 
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Exon2 3167343 3167422 79 

Start codon   3167793 3167795 3 

Exon1 3167752 3167835 83 

 
 

            The genomic structure for bUSP9Y g16674.t1 sequence was obtained from the 

UCSC and used as the mRNA reference sequence for comparisons with transcripts found 

in the transcriptomes analyzed. Only three transcript units were found in Domino 

transcript libraries, and they were named bUSP9Y-1, bUSP9Y-2 and bUSP9Y-3. 

However, none of them covered the whole length of the mRNA reference sequence found 

at UCSC. Transcript PB.35070.1/bUSP9Y-1 started around 2955 Kb in the genome and 

stopped at the penultimate exon. The total length of bUSP9Y-1 only partially covered the 

mRNA when compared to the reference sequence (g16674.t1). The other transcript, 

PB.33070.1/bUSP9Y-2 showed size variation between exon39 at 2910 Kb and g16674.t1, 

restarting at exon33 at 2940 Kb. As for the PB.33070.3/bUSP9Y-3, it was the smallest 

transcript found in the Domino transcript library which only covered 22 Kb in total. 
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Figure 3.3.2 Genomic structure of bUSP9Y. This picture shows the genome location of the 
reference mRNA and our transcripts from Iso-Seq. g16674.t1(UCSC) was used as a reference genome 
structure for bUSP9Y transcript comparisons. bUSP9Y-1-3 are transcripts found in Domino Iso-Seq library 
that has high sequence identity with bZFY (P<0.01). 
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Table 3.3.3 Isoforms of bUSP9Y 
 

Name  PB # Transcr

ipts  
Tissu

es  
Tran

scrip

ts # 

Start  End  Iden

tity  
BTA Stra

nd 
Span  

bUSP9Y

-1 
PB.33070

.4 
>220243

_m1504

23 

Testi

s 
1 290754

8 
295852

5 
100

% 
Y - 50978 

bUSP9Y

-2 
PB.33070

.1 
>580265

_m1504

21 

Liver  1 290724

7 
293803

2 
100

% 
Y - 30786 

bUSP9Y

-3 
PB.33070

.3 
>346543

_m1507

25 

Liver  1 290724

9 
292950

9 
100

% 
Y - 22261 

 
 
 
 
 
3.3.2.2 bUSP9X 

           No bovine USP9X (bUSP9X) sequence was identified in the UCSC database. 

Hence, the four predicted bUSP9X sequences from NCBI were blasted on the UCSC 

genome browser and their genomic structure information used as the reference genome 

structure for bUSP9X.  There are four predicted bUSP9X transcripts, transcript variant X1 

(XM_010799342.2, NCBI), transcript variant X2 (XM_001787392.6, NCBI), transcript 

variant X3 (XM_010799343.2, NCBI) and transcript variant X4 (XM_003584688.4, 

NCBI). These four transcript variants are very similar to each other. Transcript X1 is the 

longest and therefore all other transcripts were compared to it. The bUSP9X gene is 
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located on the negative strand of BTAX, and it covers 110 Kb in cow genome (Table 

3.3.4). Its genomic structure is shown in Table 3.3.5. 

 

Table 3.3.4 bUSP9X genome information 

Name  Start  End  Span  Location  Strand  

XM_010799342.2 107779724 107896570 116847 X negative 

XM_001787392.6 107779724 107896570 116847 X negative 

XM_010799343.2 107779724 107896570 116847 X negative 

XM_003584688.4 107779724 107896570 116847 X negative 

 
 
 
 

Table 3.3.5 Genomic structure of the predicted bUSP9X transcript variant 

X1(XM_010799342.2) 

Structure  Start  End  Span  

Exon45  107779724 107783625 3901 

Stop codonb 107779727 107779729 3 
Exon44 107785076 107785171 95 
Exon43 107785469 107785729 360 
Exon42 107785935 107786091 156 
Exon41 107788932 107789020 88 
Exon40 107789214 107789434 220 
Exon39 107789887 107790072 185 
Exon38 107792721 107792850 129 
Exon37 107793316 107793541 225 
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Exon36 107794061 107794184 117 
Exon35 107794558 107795311 753 
Exon34 107796486 107796627 141 
Exon33 107799000 107799173 173 
Exon32 107802101 107802291 190 
Exon31 107804478 107804698 220 
Exon30 107807270 107807492 222 
Exon29 107808387 107808533 146 
Exon28 107809116 107809262 146 
Exon27 107809494 107809602 108 
Exon26 107812918 107813084 166 
Exon25 107814264 107814389 125 
Exon24 107815594 107815719 125 
Exon23 107818883 107819161 278 
Exon22 107819353 107819483 130 
Exon21 107824999 107825119 120 
Exon20 107825945 107826094 149 
Exon19 107826439 107826679 240 
Exon18 107828463 107828674 211 
Exon17 107829436 107829531 95 
Exon16  107831760 107832102 136 
Exon15 107836821 107836908 87 
Exon14 107841788 107841936 148 
Exon13 107843086 107843222 136 
Exon12 107844563 107844769 206 
Exon11 107847116 107847220 104 
Exon10 107848315 107848467 152 
Exon 9 107850139 107850277 138 
Exon8 107850350 107850601 251 
Exon7 107850801 107850916 115 
Exon6 107853420 107853638 218 
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Exon5 107854810 107854922 112 
Exon4 107856618 107856697 78 
Exon3 107858386 107858531 145 
Exon2 107862423 107862676 253 
Start codona  107862673 107862671 3 
Exon1c 107895984 107896570 586 

 
      a Possible start codon; b Possible stop codon, c Possibly 5’UTR.   

 
 
 
             According to the alignments of the Iso-Seq generated transcripts on the bovine 

genome, we found that there were a total 14 transcripts aligned to the region of bUSP9X 

(Table 3.3.6), and they were named as bUSP9X-1 to bUSP9X-14. In Domino, most of the 

transcripts were from liver while only one (PB.30802.5/bUSP9X-1) was from testis. Two 

of them, PB.30802.3/bUSP9X-3 and PB.30802.10/bUSP9X-4, were located on the 

positive strand of BTAX rather than the negative strand which was indicated by the 

predicted bUSP9X transcript variants. PB.30802.3/bUSP9X-3 spanned through exon32 to 

exon45 at the genome level including some introns, and PB.30802.10/bUSP9X-4 covered 

from exon1 to exon15 at the positive strand of BTAX, similar to bUSP9X-3. The 

predominant transcript from Domino was PB.30802.11/bUSP9X-5 and his liver had 11 

copies of this isoform. This transcript spanned 61 Kb with 99.9% identity to the predicted 

gene. In Dominette, transcripts were detected from many tissues including liver, muscle, 

adipose, thalamus and lung. Compared to Domino’s transcripts, transcripts from 

Dominette were smaller with the largest transcript being 25 Kb.  All of Dominette’s 

transcripts were located on the negative strand of BTAX (Table 3.3.6).   
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Table 3.3.6 Isoforms of bUSP9X 

Name  PB # Transcri
pts  

Tissu
es  

Tran
scrip
ts # 

Start  End  Ide
ntit
y  

BTA  Str
an
d  

Span  

bUSP9X-
1 

PB.30802.
5 Domino 

>268036
_m15051
0 

Testis 1 10778
3273 

10784
4595 

99.9
% 

X - 6132
3 

bUSP9X-
2 

PB.30802.
8 Domino 

>534493
_m15042
0 

Liver  2 10781
7990 

10789
6635 

99.7
% 

X - 7864
6 

bUSP9X-
3 

PB.30802.
3 Domino 

>370853
_m15041
3 

Liver 1 10778
3254 

10780
3305 

100
% 

X + 2005
2 

bUSP9X-
4 

PB.30802.
10 
Domino 

>251831
_m15042
1 

Liver 1 10783
3235 

10789
6614 

100
% 

X + 6338
0 

bUSP9X-
5 

PB.30802.
11 
Domino 

>261479
_m15042
1 

Liver 11 10789
5060 

10789
6640 

99.9
% 

X - 6158
1 

bUSP9X-
6 

PB.30802.
14 
Domino 

>548337
_m15042
0 

Liver 4 10783
5062 

10789
6640 

100
% 

X - 6157
9 

bUSP9X-
7 

PB.30802.
2  Domino 

>704848
_m15072
5 

Liver 4 10778
2049 

10779
4774 

100
% 

X - 1272
6 

USP9X-8 PB.30802.
1 Domino 

>602583
_m15072
4 

Liver 4 10777
9732 

10778
2392 

100
% 

X - 2661 

USP9X-9 PB.30802.
13 
Domino 

>256708
_m15042
1 

Liver 1 10783
5060 

10789
6640 

99.9
% 

X - 6158
1 

USP9X-
10 

PB.35439.
3 
Dominette 

>m1507
04_1021
12 

Liver, 
muscl
e, 
thala
mus 

8 10778
2046 

10780
9551 

100
% 

X - 2570
6 
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USP9X-
11 

PB.35439.
2 
Dominette 

>c86127/
f1p7/342
8/ADIP
OSE 

Adipo
se 
tissue
, 
liver, 
lung 

7 10778
3273 

10780
7372 

100
% 

X - 2410
0 

USP9X-
12 

PB.35439.
4 
Dominette 

>c26049/
f1p11/23
66/LUN
G 

Lung 1 10778
3259 

10779
5101 

100
% 

X - 1184
3 

USP9X-
13 

PB.35439.
5 
Dominette 

>c56535/
f1p7/224
4/LUNG 

Lung 1 10778
3260 

10779
4968 

100
% 

X - 1170
8 

bUSP9X-
14 

PB.35439.
1 
Dominette 

>m1507
05_1340
00 

Liver, 
thala
mus, 
muscl
e 

7 10777
9732 

10778
2769 

99.9
% 

X - 1302
8 

 
 
 
 

3.3.3 Expression patterns for Y-encoded and X-encoded USP9Y and USP9X genes 

          The same procedure as previously described for other X-degenerate Y chromosome 

genes was conducted for USP9Y and USP9X. Result demonstrated that the developed 

primer set for bUSP9Y amplified a DNA fragment of the expected band size only in 

tissues from the two males. No similar size bands were amplified in female tissues. All 

tested female tissues except kidney, pituitary and hypothalamus had some faint smaller 

bands present. Several bands in the range from 300 to 2000 were observed in 

amplifications from female tissues, especially in the heart. Semitendinosus, lymph node 

and spinal cord tissue had one band over 1000 bp. In contrast, the amplification for 

bUSP9X showed one bright band in both male and female tissues at the expected size. 
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USP9X gene amplifications were present in both males and females with a fragment size 

of 1297 bp. In some tissues, including liver, lung, spleen, testis and ovary, a faint band of 

between 500bp and 650bp was observed in both male and female animals. In male 

tissues, we also observed two bands lower in size of the expected 1643 bp band but 

higher than 1000 bp which can be assumed to be potential transcript isoforms for males. 

We also observed two faint, 500 bp and lower than 850 bp bands, present in many male 

and female tissues. 
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Figure 3.3.3 bUSP9Y and bUSP9X expression patterns across 15 tissues. Lane 1 and 8: 
1Kb plus DNA ladder. Lane 2 and 3: bUSP9Y/bUSP9X amplification in male M74; Lane 4: no primer 
control for male M74. Lane 5 and 6: bUSP9Y/bUSP9X amplification in male M75; Lane 7: no primer 
control for male M75. Lane 9 and 10: bUSP9Y/bUSP9X amplification in female F2855; Lane11: no primer 
control for female F2855. Lane 12 and 13,14: bUSP9Y/bUSP9X amplification in female F679; Lane14: no 
primer control for female F679. Lane Cp: no RNA template control; Lane Ce: no primer no RNA template 
control; LaneC0 water control. 
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3.3.4 Comparative alignments of bUSP9Y and bUSP9X to orthologous genes in 

human and mouse 

3.3.4.1.1 bUSP9Y alignment to the human genome 

         The human genome (Mar. 2006) was set up as a default genome and aligned to the 

bovine USP9Y gene (bUSP9Y, NM_001145509.1, NCBI). Two aligned locations were 

found in HSAY and they are shown in the Figure 3.3.5 A and B. A total of 21 conserved 

exon regions of bUSP9Y were found in those two locations, and they had an average 

identity around 90% between bUSP9Y and the human genome (Appendix C1). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
Figure 3.3.4 A. bUSP9Y aligned to human genome. Picture shows bUSP9Y and human 
genome conserved regions with identities higher than 50%. Exons (purple), long 
interspersed nuclear elements (LINE, dark red) and small interspersed nuclear elements 
(SINE, green) are depicted in the picture. Human genome (VISTA: Human Mar. 2006) 
aligned to bUSP9Y gene sequence from NCBI (NM_001145509.1, NCBI) on human 
chrY: 13392394-13414534 (22.14 Kb).  
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Figure 3.3.4 B. bUSP9Y aligned to human genome. Picture shows bUSP9Y and human 
genome conserved regions with identities higher than 50%. Exons (purple), long 
interspersed nuclear elements (LINE, dark red) and small interspersed nuclear elements 
(SINE, green) are depicted in the picture. Human genome (VISTA: Human Mar. 2006) 
aligned to bUSP9Y gene sequence from NCBI (NM_001145509.1, NCBI) on human 
chrY: 13455006-13468646 (13.64 Kb).  
 
 

          The cow genome (Oct. 2011) was aligned to the human genome (Feb. 2009), to 

determine the best possible alignment of bUSP9Y and human genome. The bUSP9Y gene 

spans a large number of regions including exons and introns and was conserved between 

bUSP9Y and its human orthologous. Homology between the two genes ranges from 65% 

to 100% throughout the whole of the USP9Y gene (Appendix C2).  
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Figure 3.3.5 bUSP9Y (genome) vs human genome. Picture shows bUSP9Y and human 
genome conserved regions with identities higher than 50%. Exons (purple), untranslated 
regions (UTRs, light blue) and conserved non-coding sequence (CNS, red) are depicted 
in the picture. Cow genome (VISTA: Cow Oct. 2011) was used as a default genome 
aligned to the human genome (VISTA: Human Feb. 2009).  
 

3.3.4.1.2 bUSP9Y alignment to the mouse genome 

          Alignment of bUSP9Y (NM_177490.1, NCBI) to the mouse genome (Feb. 2006), 

identified a fragment of 3243 bp in bUSP9Y with an identity of 85.3% with the mouse 

orthologous. A total of 17 conserved exons of bUSP9Y were aligned to the mouse 

genome (Figure 3.3.7 Appendix C3). 
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Figure 3.3.6 bUSP9Y aligned to mouse genome. Picture shows bUSP9Y and mouse 
genome conserved regions with identities higher than 50%. Exons (purple), long 
interspersed nuclear elements (LINE, dark red) and small interspersed nuclear elements 
(SINE, green) are depicted in the picture. Mouse genome (VISTA: Mouse Feb. 2006) 
was used as the default genome and aligned to the bUSP9X gene sequence from NCBI 
(NM_177490.1, NCBI) using gVISTA program.  
 

          When the cow genome (Oct. 2011) was set as reference genome and aligned to the 

mouse genome (Dec. 2011), bUSP9Y, 42 exon and one UTR locations were found to be 

conserved between the cow genomic locus for bUSP9Y and MMUX. But, unlike to the 

results observed in the alignment to the human genome, there was no conserved region 

found on introns between the mouse and the bovine genome (Figure 3.3.8, Appendix C4). 

The conserved regions covered a total of 7249 bp with 88.3% similarity between bUSP9Y 

and the mouse genome locus. 
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Figure 3.3.7 bUSP9Y (genome) vs mouse genome. Picture shows bUSP9Y and mouse 
genome conserved regions with identities higher than 50%.  Exons (purple), are depicted 
in the picture. Cow genome (VISTA: Cow Oct. 2011) was used as a default genome 
aligned to the human genome (VISTA: Mouse Dec. 2011). bUSP9Y was localized on 
mouse chrX.  
 

3.3.4.2.1 bUSP9X alignment to the human genome 

          Four predicted bUSP9X transcript variants were identified in the NCBI database. 

The longest one, the predicted bUSP9X transcript variant X1 (XM_010799342.2, NCBI), 

was used as the reference sequence for all bUSP9X alignments and sequence comparisons 

to the human and mouse genomes. 

          Alignments to the human genome identified two regions on the HSAX that were 

homologous to bUSP9X. In this manner two contiguous regions were found on human 

chrX: 40,928,183-40,977,962 (49.78 Kb) and chrX: 40,867,667-40,897,278 (29.61 Kb) 
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(Figure 3.3.9). The first region on HSAX covered 5460 bp with 93.1% identity and 

included 23 exons and one UTR. The second region located on HSAX showed an 

average identity of 95.6% in 13 exons and one UTR (Appendix C5).  

           

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.3.8 A bUSP9X aligned to human genome. Picture shows bUSP9X and human 
genome conserved regions with identities higher than 50%. Exons (purple), untranslated 
regions (UTRs, light blue), conserved non-coding sequence (CNS, red), long interspersed 
nuclear elements (LINE, dark red) and small interspersed nuclear elements (SINE, green) 
are depicted in the picture. Human genome (VISTA: Human Mar. 2006) was used as the 
default genome aligned to the bUSP9X gene sequence from NCBI (XM_010799342.2, 
NCBI).  
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Figure 3.3.8 B bUSP9X aligned to human genome. Picture shows bUSP9X and human 
genome conserved regions with identities higher than 50%. Exons (purple), untranslated 
regions (UTRs, light blue), conserved non-coding sequence (CNS, red), long interspersed 
nuclear elements (LINE, dark red) and small interspersed nuclear elements (SINE, green) 
are depicted in the picture. Human genome (VISTA: Human Mar. 2006) was used as the 
default genome aligned to bUSP9X gene sequence from NCBI (XM_010799342.2, 
NCBI).  
 

 

3.3.4.2.2 bUSP9X alignment to the mouse genome 

          For the alignment of bUSP9X to the mouse genome (Feb. 2006), we follow the 

same procedure as for the alignment to the human genome. We observed that the 42 
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conserved exons including the 3’ and 5’UTRs of the bUSP9X have an overall identity of 

90.6% across their 8413 bp span to the mouse genomic locus (Appendix C6).   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.3.9 bUSP9X aligned to mouse genome. Picture shows bUSP9X and mouse 
genome conserved regions with identities higher than 50%.  Exons (purple), Untranslated 
regions (UTRs, light blue), conserved non-coding sequence (CNS, red), long interspersed 
nuclear elements (LINE, dark red) and small interspersed nuclear elements (SINE, green) 
are depicted in the picture. Mouse genome (VISTA: Mouse Feb. 2006) was used as a 
default genome aligned to the bUSP9X gene (XM_010799342.2, NCBI).  
 

             Due to no gene information for bUSP9X available in the cow genome database 

version from Oct. 2011 comparisons of the human and moue genomes with the cow 

genome was not possible.  
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3.4 Comparison RPS4Y1 and RPS4X 

3.4.1 RPS4Y1 and RPS4X gene alignments 

          The sequence information of the bovine RPS4Y1 gene (bRPS4Y1, 

NM_001082422.2, NCBI) and bovine RPS4X gene (bRPS4X, NM_001035445.2, NCBI) 

were used for gene alignment analysis. They shared high similarity to each other with an 

identity of 93% between the two sequences with only single nucleotide differences along 

the sequence (Blast, NCBI). Due to this high similarity observed between bRPS4Y1 and 

bRPS4X, we could not successfully generate primer pairs that would allow to identify the 

Y-encoded and X-encoded versions of this gene for expression analysis by RT-PCR.  

 

3.4.2 Genome structure of bRPS4Y1 and bRPS4X genes  

3.4.2.1 bRPS4Y1 

          The genome sequence structure of bRPS4Y1 (g8888.t1) available at the UCSC 

database was used as a reference to compare to transcripts generated by Iso-Seq which 

were found to have high identity with bRPS4Y1. Table 3.4.1 shows that bRPS4Y1 is 

located on the forward strand of chromosome 23 and spans 15.6 Kb of the bovine 

genome. It contains only two exons (Table 3.4.2). The protein coding region is located on 

the second exon.  

Table 3.4.1 bRPS4Y1 genome information 

Name  Start  End  Span  Location  Strand  

g8888.t1 10773292 10788936 15644 23 positive 
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Table 3.4.2 Genomic structure of bRPS4Y1 

Structure  Start  End  Span  

Exon 1 10773292 10773351 159 

Start codon  10788051 10788053 3 
Stop codon  10788840 10788842 3 
Exon 2 10788044 10788936 892 

 
 
 

          Several transcripts were found in Domino’s liver and testis, and they were named 

as bRPS4Y1-1 to bRPS4Y1-8. Even though the name of this gene indicates that it is found 

on the Y chromosome we were unable to find any similar sequence in the available 

bovine Y chromosome database. Instead, sequences similar to this gene were found to be 

localized on the positive strand of chromosome 23. This could be due to lack of enough 

sequence information for the bovine Y chromosome or that in fact this gene is not located 

on the bovine Y chromosome. At this point to conclude the latter is premature without 

any further alternative analysis. Isoform variation of bRPS4Y1 was observed mainly in 

the 5’UTR among the different transcripts found in the Domino transcript database. 

PB.16522.2/bRPS4Y1-1 presents a 172 bp sequence insert in the UTR at 10779 Kb on the 

cow genome while the exon region of PB.16522.4/bRPS4Y1-8 spliced into two exons 

which was different than the sequence observed for g8888.t1 (only one exon presented), 

however, their 3’UTR was conserved among these different transcripts (Figure 3.4.1).  

The predominant isoforms observed in domino transcriptomes was the 

PB.16522.1/bRPS4Y1-4. We identified 37 transcripts copies in Domino’s liver and testis, 

and it contains a 205 bp longer 5’UTR when compared to g8888.t1 (Table 3.4.3).  
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Figure 3.4.1 Genome structures of bRPS4Y1. This picture shows the genome location of the 
reference mRNA and our transcripts from Iso-Seq. g8888.t1 was obtained from the UCSC database and 
used as a standard genome structure for bRPS4Y1. Transcripts 1-8 are shown from Domino’s liver and 
testis. 
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Table 3.4.3 Isoforms of bRPS4Y1 

Name  PB # Transcri
pts  

Tiss
ues  

Tra
nscr
ipts 
# 

Start  End  Iden
tity  

BT
A 

St
ra
nd  

Span  

bRPS4Y
1-1 

PB.1652
2.2 

>155477
_m1504
17 

Test
is 

1 10773
140 

107889
33 

100
% 

23 + 15794 

bRPS4Y
1-2 

PB.1652
2.8 

>172947
_m1504
18 

Test
is 

1 10773
431 

107889
32 

100
% 

23 + 15502 

bRPS4Y
1-3 

PB.1652
2.3  

>202629
_m1504
19 

Live
r, 
testi
s 

5 10773
431 

107889
32 

100
% 

23 + 15502 

bRPS4Y
1-4 

PB.1652
2.1 

>27590_
m15042
3 

Live
r, 
testi
s 

37 10773
087 

107889
33 

100
% 

23 + 15847 

bRPS4Y
1-5 

PB.1652
2.5 

>238098
_m1504
23 

testi
s 

1 10773
148 

107889
32 

100
% 

23 + 15785 

bRPS4Y
1-6 

PB.1652
2.6 

>14970_
m15042
3 

testi
s 

1 10773
163 

107889
34 

100
% 

23 + 15772 

bRPS4Y
1-7 

PB.1652
2.7 

>7716_
m15041
9 

testi
s 

1 10773
214 

107889
32 

100
% 

23 + 15719 

bRPS4Y
1-8 

PB.1652
2.4 

>127088
_m1505
21 

testi
s 

1 10773
142 

107889
37 

100
% 

23 + 15796 

 
 
 
 
 

3.4.2.2 bRPS4X 

         As for the bRPS4X, three isoforms sequences are available at the UCSC database, 

they are g17165.t1, g17165.t2 and g17165.t3 (Table 3.4.4), whose genome structure were 
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used to aligned to the bovine genome to compare with transcripts from both Domino and 

Dominette. Instead of the only 2 exons present in bRPS4Y1, bRPS4X contains 7 exons 

and its location was found on the positive strand of BTAX (Table 3.3.5). 

Table 3.4.4 bRPS4X genome information 
Name  Start  End  Span  Location  Strand  

g17165.t1 83531928 83536497 4569 X positive 

g17165.t2 83532018 83536497 4479 X positive 

g17165.t3 83532008 83536678 4670 X positive 
 
 
 

Table 3.4.5 Genomic structure of bRPS4X 

Structure  Start  End  Span  

Start codon  83532090 83532092 3 

Exon1 83531928 83532092 164 
Exon2 83533003 83533080 77 
Exon3 83533281 83533461 180 
Exon4 83533684 83533781 97 
Exon5 83534913 83535084 171 
Exon6 83535663 83535820 157 
Stop codon 83536429 83536431 3 
Exon7 83536330 83536497 167 

 
 
 
 

          The three isoforms of bRPS4X mRNA available in the UCSC database showed 

variable UTR lengths while their exons are conserved. Transcripts found in Domino or 
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Dominette’s transcript libraries were named bRPS4X-1 to bRPS4X-5. Three transcripts 

were found in the Domino library, the predominant one was PB.32717.1/bRPS4X-1, and 

was found in the testis transcriptome but not in liver. When compared to 

PB.32717.1/bRPS4X-1, PB.32717.2/bRPS4X-2 contains only the last three exons 

continued with the 3’UTR. While another isoform version from Domino, 

PB.31947.1/RPS4X-3 is 23 bp shorter in its 5’UTR. On the other hand, two transcripts 

from Dominette were expressed in many tissues, including adipose, liver and lung, 

however, it was not observed in Dominette’s thalamus transcriptome library. For the 

PB.35075.2/RPS4X-4, the second exon had a 65 bp deletion at the beginning of the exon2 

when compared to the reference mRNA. Another isoform PB.35705.1/bRPS4X-5 was 

predominantly expressed in many of Dominette’s tissues (Table 3.3.6).  
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Figure 3.4.2 Genome structures for bRPS4X. This picture shows the genome location of the 
reference mRNA and our transcripts from Iso-Seq. Three isoforms from UCSC (g17165.t1, 17165.t2 and 
17165.t3) were used as reference genome structures for bRPS4X to compared to database transcripts 
generated by Iso-Seq. Five isoforms are shown from Domino and Dominette’s tissues. 
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Table 3.4.6 Isoforms of bRPS4X 

Name  PB # Transcri
pts 

Tissue
s  

Tr
ans
cri
pts 
# 

Start  End  Identi
ty  

BT
A  

Str
an
d  

Spa
n  

bRPS4X-1 PB.32717.1 
Domino 

>156010
_m1504
17 

Testis  12 835320
35 

835364
83 

100% X + 4449 

bRPS4X-2 PB.32717.2 
Domino 

>48679_
m15042
4 

Testis  1 835349
11 

835364
97 

100% X + 1587 

bRPS4X-3 PB.31947.1 
Domino 

>649148
_m1507
24 

Liver, 
testis 

3 835320
67 

835364
88 

100% X + 4422 

bRPS4X-4 PB.35075.2 
Dominette 

>c33683
/f2p2/80
5 

Adipo
se 
tissue, 
lung 

2 835320
65 

835364
84 

100% X + 4420 

bRPS4X-5 PB.35705.1 
Dominette 

>m1505
23_1341
04 

Adipo
se 
tissue, 
liver, 
lung 

12 835320
31 

835364
87 

100% X + 4457 

 
 
 
 
 
 

3.4.3 Comparative alignments of bRPS4Y1 and bRPS4X to orthologous genes in 

human and mouse  

3.4.3.1.1 bRPS4Y1 alignment to the human genome 

          The human genome (Mar. 2006) was set up as a reference genome and aligned to 

the bovine RPS4Y1 gene (bRPS4Y1, NM_001082422.2, NCBI) to identify their 

homologous regions. Results indicated that there are 23 conserved regions located across 
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14 different human chromosomes (Table 3.4.7). However, none of the latter regions are 

located on chrY or chr23.  

Table 3.4.7 bRPS4Y1 aligned to the Human genome (Mar. 2006) 

Chromosome  Location  

Chromosome 1 chr1:20,725,063-20,725,914 (851bp) 

Chromosome 2 chr2:63,723,838-63,724,696 (858bp) 

Chromosome 5 chr5:37,120,902-37,121,776 (874bp) 
Chromosome 6 chr6:127,045,861-127,046,761 (900bp) 

chr6:13,629,472-13,630,311 (839bp) 
chr6:154,939,129-154,939,954 (825bp) 

Chromosome 8 chr8:48,621,848-48,623,053 (1205bp) 

 chr8:95,434,325-95,435,117 (792bp) 

Chromosome 10 chr10:32,431,405-32,432,242 (837bp)   
Chromosome 11 chr11:57,100,267-57,101,142 (875bp) 
Chromosome 12 chr12:1,736,582-1,737,444 (862bp) 

chr12:98,926,909-98,927,760 (851bp) 

 chr12:86,868,131-86,868,793 (662bp) 

Chromosome 13 chr13:50,932,659-50,933,499 (840bp)   
Chromosome 17 chr17:506,735-507,550 (815bp) 
Chromosome 18 chr18:18,420,410-18,421,251 (841bp)     

chr18:9,010,006-9,010,815 (809bp)   
Chromosome 19 chr19:39,275,213-39,276,068 (855bp) 

chr19:9,654,921-9,655,754 (833bp) 
chr19:39,205,423-39,206,181 (758bp) 

Chromosome 20 chr20:4,558,069-4,558,871 (802bp) 
chr20:54,610,151-54,610,577 (426bp) 

Chromosome X chrX:71,409,806-71,412,810 (3004bp) 
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           When the cow genome (Oct. 2011) was used as a default genome and aligned to 

the human genome (Feb. 2009), to search for the bRPS4Y1 sequence through the cow 

genome (Figure 3.4.3). Results of the alignment showed that there was conservation on 

exon, intron and UTRs regions. In the human genome the conserved regions were found 

on HSA6, HSA18 and HSA20. The identities of the conserved regions were variable 

from 69% to 100% (Appendix D1). 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.4.3 bRPS4Y1 (genome) vs human genome. Picture shows bRPS4Y1 and 
human genome conserved regions with identities higher than 50%. Exons (purple), 
Untranslated regions (UTRs, light blue) and conserved non-coding sequence (CNS, red), 
are depicted in the picture. Cow genome (VISTA: Cow Oct. 2011) was used as default 
genome to align to the human genome (VISTA: Human Feb. 2009). bRPS4Y1 was 
searched through the default genome, and the corresponding location aligned to the 
human genome.  
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3.4.3.1.2 bRPS4Y1 alignment to the mouse genome 

          Mouse genome (Feb. 2006) was aligned to the bRPS4Y1 sequence obtained from 

NCBI (NM_001082422.2, NCBI). Our results were similar to our findings when we 

compared the sequence of the gene to the human genome. Homologous regions for this 

gene were found on 11 autosomes but were not found on chrY in the mouse genome 

(Table 3.4.9). The longest transcript fragment of 3380 bp was found on the HSAX. 

  

Table 3.4.8 bRPS4Y1 aligned to the Mouse genome (Feb. 2006) 

Chromosome  Location  

Chromosome 1 chr1:150,412,547-150,413,362 (815bp)   

Chromosome 2 chr2:83,153,851-83,154,797 (946bp) 
chr2:121,409,962-121,410,678 (716bp) 

Chromosome 3 chr3:112,430,416-112,431,257 (841bp) 

Chromosome 4 chr4:98,595,059-98,595,816 (757bp) 

Chromosome 5 chr5:3,881,359-3,882,197 (838bp) 

Chromosome 6 chr6:148,311,877-148,312,687 (810bp) 

Chromosome 7 chr7:33,588,045-33,588,930 (885bp) 
chr7:87,117,823-87,118,655 (832bp) 
chr7:42,726,761-42,727,553 (792bp) 

Chromosome 11 chr11:60,265,360-60,266,178 (818bp) 

Chromosome 13 chr13:34,873,222-34,874,054 (832bp) 
chr13:3,298,123-3,298,954 (831bp) 

Chromosome 18 chr18:8,051,191-8,052,031 (840bp) 

Chromosome X chrX:98,387,711-98,391,091 (3380bp) 

 chrX:135,060,019-135,060,857 (838bp) 
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            When the cow genome (Oct. 2011) was aligned to the mouse genome (Dec. 

2011), and bRPS4Y1 was searched, 5 conserved regions were found on mouse chr7 and 

chr17. The sequence of conserved regions included three on intron regions, one on exon 

regions and one on UTR (Figure 3.4.4, Appendix D2). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
Figure 3.4.4 bRPS4Y1 (genome) vs mouse genome. Picture shows bRPS4Y1 and mouse 
genome conserved regions with identities higher than 50%. Exons (purple), untranslated 
regions (UTRs, light blue) and conserved non-coding sequence (CNS, red), are depicted 
in the picture. Cow genome (VISTA: Cow Oct. 2011) was used as a default genome 
aligned to the mouse genome (VISTA: Mouse Dec. 2011).  
 

3.4.3.2.1 bRPS4X alignment to the human genome 

        Bovine RPS4X gene (bRPS4X, NM_001035445.2, NCBI) was aligned to the human 

genome (Mar. 2006).  Conserved regions were detected in 14 chromosomes of the human 
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genome (Table 3.4.11). The longest fragment sequence, which spans 3034 bp, was 

localized on HSAX at 71,409,806-71,412,810.  In HSAX at 71,409,806-71,412,810 

location there are four conserved exons with high identities to bRPS4X (Figure 3.4.5, 

Appendix D3).  

Table 3.4.9 bRPS4X aligned to the Human genome (Mar. 2006) 

Chromosome  Location  

Chromosome 1 chr1:20,725,047-20,725,891 (844bp) 

Chromosome 2 chr2:63,723,835-63,724,706 (871bp) 
Chromosome 5 chr5:37,120,893-37,121,760 (867bp) 
Chromosome 6 chr6:127,045,851-127,046,736 (885bp) 

chr6:13,629,456-13,630,311 (855bp) 
chr6:154,939,112-154,939,954 (842bp) 

Chromosome 8 chr8:48,621,868-48,623,063 (1195bp) 
chr8:95,434,318-95,435,139 (821bp) 

Chromosome 10 chr10:32,431,457-32,432,260 (803bp) 
Chromosome 11 chr11:57,100,292-57,101,151 (859bp) 
Chromosome 12 chr12:1,736,591-1,737,459 (868bp) 

chr12:98,926,909-98,927,770 (861bp) 
chr12:86,868,131-86,868,796 (665bp) 

Chromosome 13 chr13:50,932,642-50,933,499 (857bp) 
Chromosome 17 chr17:506,693-507,561 (868bp) 
Chromosome 18 chr18:18,420,400-18,421,265 (865bp) 

chr18:9,009,996-9,010,815 (819bp) 
Chromosome 19 chr19:39,275,204-39,276,078 (874bp) 

chr19:9,654,921-9,655,772 (851bp) 
chr19:39,205,443-39,206,195 (752bp) 

Chromosome 20 chr20:4,557,993-4,558,888 (895bp) 
chr20:54,610,141-54,610,577 (436bp) 

Chromosome X chrX:71,409,806-71,412,810 (3004bp) 
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Figure 3.4.5 bRPS4X aligned to human genome. Picture shows bRPS4X and human 
genome conserved regions with identities higher than 50%. Exons (purple), and small 
interspersed nuclear elements (SINE, green) are depicted in the picture. Human genome 
(VISTA: Human Mar. 2006) used as the default genome aligned to bRPS4X gene 
sequence from NCBI (NM_001035445.2, NCBI).  
         

             When aligning the cow genome (Oct. 2011) to the human genome (Feb. 2009), 

the sequence of bRPS4X was searched through the cow genome and aligned to its 

homologue region on the human genome (Figure 3.4.6). Based on this comparison we 

observed many conserved regions between the two species, including exons, introns and 

UTR. These conserved regions were found in both HSAX and HSAY (Appendix D4). 

Most of the conserved regions showed more homology with HSAX than HSAY in the 

human genome, however, in the BTAX: 47963472-47963577, we identified two 
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conserved exons and one UTR homologous to HSAY in comparison to only one 

conserved exon region in HSAX. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 3.4.6 bRPS4X (genome) vs human genome. Picture shows bRPS4X and human 
genome conserved regions with identities higher than 50%. Exons (purple), Untranslated 
regions (UTRs, light blue) and conserved non-coding sequence (CNS, red). Cow genome 
(VISTA: Cow Oct. 2011) was used as a default genome aligned to the human genome 
(VISTA: Human Feb. 2009). bRPS4X.  
 

3.4.3.2.2 bRPS4X alignments to the mouse genome 

          Similar results as reported for the comparison to the human genome were observed 

when we compare the mouse to the bovine genome. The bRPS4X sequence was identified 

on 11 mouse chromosomes (Table 3.4.14). The longest fragment was 1984 bp on MMUX 

and is located at MMUX:98389107-98391091 where 4 exons of the bRPS4X were 
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identified to be homologous to the location of the mouse rps4x sequence with an average 

identity of 85% (Figure 3.4.7, Appendix D5). 

 

Table 3.4.10 bRPS4X aligned to the Mouse genome (Feb. 2006) 

Chromosome  Location  

Chromosome 1 chr1:150,412,516-150,413,360 (844bp) 

Chromosome 2 chr2:83,153,851-83,154,811 (960bp)    
chr2:121,409,948-121,410,651 (703bp) 

Chromosome 3 chr3:112,430,405-112,431,256 (851bp) 
Chromosome 4 chr4:98,595,019-98,595,822 (803bp) 
Chromosome 5 chr5:3,881,345-3,882,196 (851bp) 
Chromosome 6 chr6:148,311,873-148,312,678 (805bp) 
Chromosome 7 chr7:42,726,626-42,727,564 (938bp) 

chr7:33,588,032-33,588,929 (897bp) 
chr7:87,117,823-87,118,660 (837bp) 

Chromosome 11 chr11:60,265,381-60,266,180 (799bp) 
Chromosome 13 chr13:3,298,116-3,299,035 (919bp) 

chr13:34,873,226-34,874,065 (839bp) 
Chromosome 18 chr18:8,051,178-8,052,030 (852bp) 
Chromosome X chrX:98,389,107-98,391,091 (1984bp) 

chrX:135,060,020-135,060,868 (848bp) 
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Figure 3.4.7 bRPS4X aligned to mouse genome. Picture shows bRPS4X and mouse 
genome conserved regions with identities higher than 50%. Exons (purple) and conserved 
non-coding sequence (CNS, red) are depicted in the picture. Mouse genome (VISTA: 
Mouse Feb. 2006) was used as the default genome aligned to bRPS4X gene sequence 
from NCBI (NM_001035445.2, NCBI).  
 

            When the cow genome (Oct. 2011) was used as a default genome to align to the 

mouse genome (Dec. 2011), the bRPS4X sequence was localized on the mouse genome 

(Figure 3.4.8). A large number of conserved exons, introns and UTRs, with an average 

identity of 86.4% were found between the two species, in which, exons showed to be 

more conserved than introns and UTR (Appendix D6). 
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Figure 3.4.8 bRPS4X (genome) vs mouse genome. Picture shows bRPS4X and mouse 
genome conserved regions with identities higher than 50%. Exons (purple), Untranslated 
regions (UTRs, light blue) and conserved non-coding sequence (CNS, red) are depicted 
in the picture. Cow genome (VISTA: Cow Oct. 2011) was used as a default genome 
aligned to the mouse genome (VISTA: mouse Dec. 2011).  
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3.5 Comparison TBL1Y and TBL1X 

3.5.1 TBL1Y and TBL1X gene alignments 

         The TBL1Y gene sequence is available at NCBI for other species including Homo 

sapiens, Macaca mulatta, and Gorilla gorilla. However, the sequence information of 

bovine TBL1Y gene (bTBL1Y) is unknown. We assumed that sequence conservation for 

TBL1Y will be high among mammals and therefore we used the human TBL1Y 

(NM_033284.1, NCBI) to select potential bovine transcripts from the Iso-Seq 

transcriptome databases. As for TBL1X gene, the sequence information of bovine TBL1X 

gene (bTBL1X, NM_001145232.1, NCBI) can be found in NCBI, and it is 1587 bp long 

mRNA.  

          Multiple alignments have been done with the hTBL1Y and hTBL1X sequences 

within species between the Y-encoded and X-encoded genes, as well as the same genes 

among different species. In human, the alignment of TBL1Y transcript variant X1 

(NM_033284.1, NCBI, 2407bp) and TBL1X transcript variant X1 (NM_005647.3, NCBI, 

5175 bp) showed 90% identity and 1% gaps in their RNA sequences (Blast, NCBI). In 

Macaca mulatta, predicted TBL1Y transcript variant X1 (XM_015128593.1, NCBI, 

4225bp) and predicted TBL1X transcript variant X1 (XM_015126919.1, NCBI, 5596 bp) 

were aligned and found to share 90% identity within a 1600 bp fragment (Blast, NCBI).  
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3.5.2 Genome Structure of bTBL1Y and bTBL1X genes 

3.5.2.1 bTBL1Y 

          No mRNA sequence was found for bTBL1Y in the NCBI database. Hence, we 

identified the bTBL1Y transcripts originating from the Iso-Seq database by comparing 

them to the human TBL1Y sequence on the available BTAY assembled genome 

sequences and estimated their potential isoforms and genomic structure. Six transcripts, 

which showed high similarity to the human TBL1Y gene, were assumed to be bTBL1Y 

transcripts, and were also detected in a region of the BTAY (Figure 3.5.1). Most of the 

transcripts were found in Domino’s liver, and those six transcripts were named as 

bTBL1Y-1 to bTBL1Y-6. PB.30851.1/bTBL1Y-3 and PB.30851.2/bTBL1Y-4 were the 

longest transcripts observed in the negative strand of the bovine Y chromosome with 

similar length to each other. However, other transcripts were present on the positive 

strand of BTAY. PB.30851.4/bTBL1Y-2 showed 99% identity to BTAY and was also 

identified as a potential transcript of bTBL1Y. This latter transcript (PB.30851.4/bTBL1Y-

2) did not include the first exon when compared to the longest identified transcripts. 

PB.30851.5/bTBL1Y-5 was a small fragment containing five exons and it was also 

localized on the positive strand of the bovine Y chromosome (Table 3.5.1).    
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Figure 3.5.1 Genome structure of potential bTBL1Y transcripts. This picture shows the 
genome location of the reference mRNA and our transcripts from Iso-Seq. Transcripts which were 
identified to have high similarity to the human TBL1Y and found in the Domino’s transcript database and 
on BTAY are shown. 
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Table 3.5.1 Potential bTBL1Y isoforms 

Name  PB # Transc
ript  

Tissu
es  

Tr
ans
cri
pts 
# 

Start  End  Iden
tity  

BTA Stra
nd  

Span  

bTBL1Y-1 PB.33063.2 >60074
5_m150
724 

Liver  1 2566
939 

2571
406 

100
% 

Y + 4472 

bTBL1Y-2 PB.30851.4 >54291
3_m150
420 

Liver  1 2538
856 

2568
373 

99% Y + 25918 

bTBL1Y-3 PB.30851.1 >11758
7_m150
415 

Liver  1 2509
335 

2568
397 

99.7
% 

Y - 59063 

bTBL1Y-4 PB.30851.2 >64047
_m1504
13 

Liver 1 2509
335 

2569
397 

99.7
% 

Y - 59063 

bTBL1Y-5 PB.30851.5 >25059
5_m150
510 

Testis  1 2560
941 

2564
760 

100
% 

Y + 3820 

bTBL1Y-6 PB.33063.2 >60074
5_m150
724 

Liver  1 2566
935 

2571
406 

100
% 

Y + 4472 

bTBL1Y-7 PB.30851.3 >4137_
m15041
2 

Liver  2 2561
581 

2568
375 

100
% 

Y + 6795 

 
 
 
 

3.5.2.2 bTBL1X 

          According to the genome information found in UCSC, the gene sequence of 

g17572.t1 was used to assess the genomic structure of bTBL1X, which was identified to 

be located on the negative strand of BTAX and spanned 16 Kb (Table 3.5.2). A total of 

15 exons, with variable sizes from less than 100 bp up to over 500 bp were identified 

for bTBL1X (Table 3.5.3). 
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Table 3.5.2 bTBL1X genome information  

Name  Start  End  Span  Location  Strand  

g17572.t1 144386474 144490205 63731 X negative 

 
 
 
 

Table 3.5.3 Genomic structure of bTBL1X 

Structure  Start  End  Span  

Stop codon 144386911 144386913 3 

Exon15 144386474 144387010 536 
Exon14 144427407 144427474 67 
Exon13 144433601 144433766 165 
Exon12 144436542 144436669 137 
Exon11 144437180 144437254 74 
Exon10 144439913 144440034 121 
Exon9 144445568 144445628 60 
Exon8 144448014 144448111 97 
Exon7 144448246 144448309 63 
Exon6 144449808 144449949 141 
Exon5 144450595 144450727 132 
Exon4 144454333 144454597 264 
Exon3 144459659 144459804 245 
Start codon 144489537 144489539 3 
Exon2 144489482 144489592 110 
Exon1 144490164 144490205 41 
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         The mRNA sequence of bTBL1X found in the UCSC database was g17572.t1. It 

was located on the negative strand of BTAX and its exon/intron structure was used as a 

reference to compare with other transcripts found in our transcriptome libraries. Six 

transcripts were found in Domino and Dominette’s libraries and were named as bTBL1X-

1 to bTBL1X-6. The two longest transcripts, PB.30851.1/bTBL1X-2 and 

PB.30851.2/bTBL1X-3 which also were assumed to be potential isoforms of bTBL1Y 

before, showed 99.9% identity with a long 5’UTR when compared to the mRNA of 

bTBL1X (g17572.t1), located on the positive strand of BTAX as well as a different 

starting site at 144430 kb. What’s more, those two transcripts showed large spanning 

regions at the location 144540 Kb on the cow genome, while the reference bTBL1X 

(g17572.t1) spanned only to 144490 Kb and did not cover all of the span region covered 

by the former two transcripts. Hence, it is hard to decide whether those two transcripts 

are isoforms of bTBL1Y or bTBL1X, we assumed that those might be representative of the 

Y-encoded gene. Support for the latter is based on the fact that these gene sequences are  

located on the different strand and are of different size when compared to the reference 

bTBL1X while still sharing high identity with hTBL1Y. On the other hand, the transcript 

alignments between bTBL1Y and bTBL1X, indicated similar level of identity as found in 

other species showing that high similarity between TBL1Y and TBL1X also exist in 

bovine. The other three transcripts are small and are not considered to be good 

representatives of the bTBL1X gene transcripts.  
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Figure 3.5.2 Genome structure of bTBL1X. This picture shows the genome location of 
the reference mRNA and our transcripts from Iso-Seq. g17572.t1 was obtained from the 
UCSC database and was used as reference genome sequence to compare to transcripts 
from Domino’s and Dominette’s libraries. 
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Table 3.5.4 Isoforms of bTBL1X 
Name  PB # Transcri

pt  
Tissu
es  

Tr
ans
cri
pts 
# 

Start  End  Iden
tity  

BTA Str
an
d  

Span  

bTBL1X-1 PB.3085
1.4 
Domino 

>542913
_m15042
0 

Liver  1 14443
0538 

14446
0024 

100
% 

X - 29487 

bTBL1X-2 PB.3085
1.1 
Domino 

>117587
_m15041
5 

Liver  1 14443
0538 

14463
7467 

99.9
% 

X + 206930 

bTBL1X-3 PB.3085
1.2 
Domino 

>64047_
m150413 

Liver  1 14443
0538 

14446
3764 

99.9
% 

X + 206930 

bTBL1X-4 PB.3085
1.5 
Domino 

>250595
_m15051
0 

Testis  1 14434
108 

14443
7934 

100
% 

X - 3827 

bTBL1X-5 PB.3085
1.3 
Domino 

>4137_
m150412 

Liver  2 14443
0538 

14443
7300 

100
% 

X - 6763 

bTBL1X-6 PB.3583
8.1 
Dominett
e 

>m1507
05_0104
07 

Liver  1 14443
3746 

14443
7263 

100
% 

X - 3518 

 
 
 
 

3.5.3 Comparative alignments of bTBL1Y and bTBL1X to orthologous genes in 

human and mouse 

3.5.3.1.1 TBL1Y alignments to the human genome 

         There is no predicted sequence published for bTBL1Y. Hence, we could not process 

the alignment of the human genome and bTBL1Y. However instead of aligning bTBL1Y 

to the human genome we aligned the human genome (Feb. 2009) to the cow genome 

(Oct. 2011), and the human TBL1Y was searched throughout the genome (Figure 3.5.3). 
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The result showed that a large number of conserved sequences were detected between 

human TBL1Y and the cow genome. The locations of the homologous regions were on an 

unknown cow chromosome chrUn_JH121382, which represent a sequence of the bovine 

genome that has not been assigned to a bovine chromosome and now we might putatively 

considered it to be part of BTAY. Conserved exons, introns and UTRs were found at this 

location with identities varying around 70% (Appendix E1). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 3.5.3 human TBL1Y aligned to cow genome. Picture shows hTBL1Y and bovine 
genome conserved regions with identities higher than 50%. Exons (purple), untranslated 
regions (UTRs, light blue), conserved non-coding sequence (CNS, red), long interspersed 
nuclear elements (LINE, dark red) and small interspersed nuclear elements (SINE, green) 
are depicted in the picture. Human genome (VISTA: Human Feb. 2009) was used as 
default genome aligned to Cow genome (VISTA: Cow Oct. 2011). Human TBL1Y was 
searched in the default genome.  
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3.5.3.1.2 bTBL1Y alignment to the mouse genome 

          The TBL1Y gene has not been reported for the mouse and therefore it was not 

possible to align it to the bovine genome. 

 

3.5.3.2.1 bTBL1X alignment to the human genome 

       When the bTBL1X (NM_001145232.1, NCBI) was aligned to the human genome 

(Mar.2006), three homologous locations were found on HSAX with sizes from 149 bp to 

1054 bp (Table 3.5.6). Five conserved exons with high identities between the two species 

were found (Appendix E2). Whereas, another conserved region for the alignment 

between bTBL1X and human genome was found on the HSAY (Table 3.5.8). When 

compared to the homologous regions on the HSAX, we identified an additional 64 bp 

fragment in HSAY: 6999601-6999664 that is present in the HSAY but it is not found in 

HSAX (Appendix E3). 

Table 3.5.5 bTBL1X aligned to HSAX (Mar. 2006) 

Chromosome  Location  

Chromosome X chrX:9,619,619-9,621,473 (1854bp) 
chrX:9,616,053-9,616,319 (266bp) 
chrX:9,612,080-9,612,229 (149bp) 

 
 

Table 3.5.6 bTBL1X aligned to HSAY (Mar. 2006) 

Chromosome  Location  

Chromosome Y chrY:6,998,237-6,999,871 (1634bp) 
chrY:7,014,321-7,014,458 (137bp) 
chrY:21,312,583-21,312,707 (124bp) 
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3.5.3.2.2 bTBL1X alignments to the mouse genome 

          Results of the alignment of bTBL1X to the mouse genome (Feb. 2006), identified 

conserved regions on the MMUX: 73900511-73906060 (Figure 3.5.4). Seven exons of 

bTBL1X showed high identities to MMUX (Appendix E4). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 3.5.4 bTBL1X aligned to mouse genome. Picture shows bTBL1X and mouse 
genome conserved regions with identities higher than 50%. Exons (purple), are depicted 
in the picture. Mouse genome (VISTA: Mouse Feb. 2006) was used as a default genome 
aligned to bTBL1X.  
 

         When the cow genome (Oct.2011) was used as a reference genome and aligned to 

the mouse genome (Dec.2011), bTBL1X was searched through the cow genome, the 

result showed that there were two locations for the bTBL1X gene on the cow genome, one 
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was on an unknown chr Un_JH121382:50999-109650 (Appendix E5) and the other was 

located on the BTAY: 2509390-2567979 but not found on BTAX. However, the 

alignments showed that both bTBL1X gene locations on the bovine genome were 

homologous to the MMUX. Only exon sequences were identified in the conserved 

regions, but not introns, UTRs or any other sequence. 
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3.6 Comparison of PRKY and PRKX 

3.6.1 PRKY and PRKX gene alignments 

          No DNA or mRNA sequence information is available for the PRKY gene. Only 

protein sequence information in human and macaque is available for the PRKY gene 

(NCBI). However, for the PRKX, DNA and mRNA sequence information was available 

from several species, including human, macaque and rat. In bovine, there are three 

predicted bPRKX transcript variant isoforms, in which the X1 is the longest isoform 

while the other two are shorter. Due to the lack of information for bPRKY, comparisons 

could not be carried out, so we only present the comparison of bPRKX to other species. 

When bPRKX was compared to the human PRKX, there was 75% identity across 1537 bp 

of sequence (Blast, NCBI). Whereas, the alignments between human PRKY and PRKX 

showed identities over 90% (Blast, NCBI).  

 

3.6.2 bPRKX genome structure  

           As stated before for the bPRKX gene there are three predicted isoform sequences, 

transcript variant X1 (XM_015470599.1, NCBI), transcript variant X2 

(XM_015470600.1, NCBI) and transcript variant X3 (XM_002700423.4, NCBI) (Table 

3.6.1). Using these three predicted sequences we found the gene to be located on the 

positive strand of BTAX, and it spans about 136 Kb of the bovine genome including 9 

exons. The first exon of transcript variant X3 starts far down when compared to the other 

two isoforms (Figure 3.6.1). 
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Table 3.6.1 bPRKX genome information 

Name  Start  End  Strand  Location  Span  

XM_0154705
99.1 

138712173 138748369 positive X 36197 

XM_0154706
00.2 

138712172 138748369 positive X 36198 

XM_0027004
23.4 

138693429 138748369 positive X 54941 

 
 
 
 
 

 

Table 3.6.2 Genomic structure of bPRKX 

Structure  Start  End  Span  

Exon1 138712173 138712411 238 

Start codona 138712332 138712334 3 
Exon2 138715325 138715493 168 
Exon3 138727209 138727472 263 
Exon4 138735542 138735661 119 

Exon5 138740735 138740830 95 
Exon6 138742628 138742685 57 
Exon7 138744545 138744622 77 
Exon8 138746471 138746619 148 
Stop codonb 138748351 138748353 3 
Exon9 138747619 138748369 750 
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             When Iso-Seq generated transcripts were carefully aligned to bPRKX, we were 

able to identified three possible isoform transcripts with high identities to bPRKX, which 

were named bPRKX-1 to bPRKX-3. Two of these transcripts were from Domino and one 

from Dominette (Table 3.6.3). In general, all of these transcripts had 99% sequence 

identities. Dominette’s transcripts were found to be located on the negative strand of 

BTAX which is a different location than the other two transcripts from Domino and also 

the predicted location for bPRKX. The predominant isoform in Domino was 

PB.33061.1/bPRKX-1, which is expressed in liver and testis and covers 9 Kb of the 

genome, and it only contains the last four exons observed in the predicted mRNA 

sequence. Another transcript from Domino, PB.33061.2/bPRKX-2 presented an exon 

before the start codon which could be the 5’UTR and is at 138694Kb on BTAX (Figure 

3.6.1). 
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Figure 3.6.1 Genome structure of bPRKX. This picture shows the genome location of 
the reference mRNA and our transcripts from Iso-Seq. bPRKX transcript variant X1 
(XM_015470599.1, NCBI), transcript variant X2 (XM_015470600.1, NCBI) and 
transcript variant X3 (XM_002700423.4, NCBI) were used as reference sequences to 
assess the genomic structure of the gene. Three isoforms of bPRKX are shown.  
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Table 3.6.3 Isoforms of bPRKX 
Name  PB # Transcr

ipts  
Tiss
ues   

Tra
nscr
ipts 
# 

Start  End  Ident
ity  

BTA Str
and  

Spa
n  

bPRK
X-1 

PB.33061.
1 Domino 

>11973
9_m150
521 

Live
r, 
tesits 

13 13874263
9 

13875243
9 

99.9
% 

X + 9081 

bPRK
X-2 

PB.33061.
2 Domino 

>18954
0_m150
418 

Testi
s  

1 13874076
1 

13874624
1 

99.9
% 

X + 5481 

bPRK
X-3 

PB.35781.
1 
Dominette 

>m1507
04_102
112 

Live
r  

1 13874791
3 

13875282
6 

99.6
% 

X - 4914 

 
 

 

3.6.3 Comparative alignments of bPRKX to orthologous genes in human and mouse  

         Predicted bPRKX transcript variant X1 (XM_015470599, NCBI) was aligned to the 

human genome (Mar.2006). Results indicated that there was only one exon region, a 263 

bp fragment with 87.5% homology with a fragment in the human genome, located on 

HSAX: 3583181-3583453 (Appendix F1). 

         When human genome (Feb.2009) was used as a default genome and aligned to the 

cow genome (Oct. 2011), a region covering 2221 bp that includes exons, introns and the 

UTR was found to have homology to a comparable region on BTAX with 77% identity 

(Appendix F2), to the human PRKX gene.  

         The bPRKX was aligned to the mouse genome (Feb. 2006), in a similar manner as 

with the human genome, however, only one 120 bp fragment of the bPRKX gene was 

found to be conserved between the two species (Appendix F3). 
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         When the mouse genome (Dec.2011) was used as a default genome and aligned to 

the cow genome (Oct. 2011), 1780 bp were found to be homologous on the BTAX with 

77.9% identity (Appendix F4), a similar level of identity as found between BTAX and the 

human genome. However, only exons showed conservation.  
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Chapter 4 Discussion 

4.1 ZFY and ZFX 

          Only one transcript of bZFY was identified in the Iso-Seq transcript library 

generated from Domino testis. This transcript contained only two exons and a partial 

UTR sequence. One possible reason for observing only one transcript is that only the 

transcriptomes of two tissues were sequenced from Domino. The second possible reason 

for this result might be related to the fact that Domino’s tissues were collected some 

twenty years ago and possibly were not properly collected for RNA preservation and 

might have already undergone RNA degradation and therefore the transcriptomes 

recently obtained might not be complete.  

          All of the bZFX, isoform transcripts from Domino and Dominette generated by Iso-

Seq contained an additional 88 bp fragment at BTAX: 126168064 to 126168152. 

Moreover, all of these transcript sequences have a fragment located at BTAX: 

126184453-126184530 rather than at the location of the start site shown in the UCSC 

database. In addition, longer UTRs were observed in all transcripts when compared to the 

reference sequence available at the UCSC database, which might indicate that the Iso-Seq 

generated sequence could be the complete mRNA sequence and that the UCSC sequence 

information is not complete. As for the possible isoform types, two shorter isoforms 

bZFX-2 and bZFX-6, bZFX-2 does not include exon1, while bZFX-6 does not include the 

last five exons. In addition, bZFX-4 has an alternative splicing site within exon2, which 

resulted in a shorter span on BTAX (12616 Kb).  Moreover, exon5 is missing from the 

bZFX-5 transcript (Figure3.1.3). Gel images from RT-PCR demonstrated that the bZFY 
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amplification band was only detected in male samples across all tissues analyzed and not 

in any of the female samples. Some smaller bands than the expected PCR product were 

observed in amplification reactions from both male and female tissues. The 1650 bp band 

observed in female muscle might be from expression of the homologous gene (bZFX) or 

from DNA contamination of the RNA samples (Figure 3.1.4). Similar conditions 

occurred in the PCR amplification of the beta-actin control as some faint bands larger 

than the expected amplification product were observed. Given that these bands were only 

observed in muscle could indicate they represent tissue specific isoforms of beta-actin 

and/or DNA contamination as indicated before (Figure 3.1.5).     

          As for the alignments of bZFY to human and mouse orthologous sequences, all 

alignments showed high (> 90%) exon conservation. In the mouse there are two types of 

isoforms, zfy-1 and zfy-2, both of which showed high identity with bZFY in the exonic 

regions. In addition, mouse zfy also shared high similarity with zfx and because of the 

latter, bZFY also aligned to the MMUX orthologous sequence (Figure 3.1.9, Appendix 

A5). These results indicate there is close conservation of these genes among human, 

mouse and bovine. Blast comparisons of bZFX to its orthologous sequences in human and 

mouse detected a high degree of homology in the exons and UTRs (Figure 3.1.10, Figure 

3.1.11, Appendix A6, Appendix A8). However, intron fragments from bZFX were also 

found to have a good level of homology with similar regions on HSAY and MMUY. This 

result might indicate that there are some regulatory sequences imbedded within introns 

and/or that mouse zfy and zfx sequences are still very similar to each other.  
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4.2 UTY and UTX 
 

          Based on the transcript sequences obtained from Domino, we were able to identify 

bUTY isoforms (Figure 3.2.3), in which the predominant one bUTY-1 nearly covered the 

whole length of the predicted mRNA. However, exon variation did exist among the 

transcripts and the predicted bUTY mRNA sequence. These results could be used to 

supplement the data needed to determine and annotate bUTY. This transcript was only 

detected in Domino’s liver, we assumed that bUTY might be involved in catalytic 

function and compensates the function of bUTX. On the other hand, the longest transcript 

isoform for bUTX was found in Domino’s testis, and all of bUTX transcripts observed in 

Domino were from testis. Because of the catalytic function of UTX, here the assumption 

is that UTX might catalyze some activities which might be important for metabolic 

functions. However, we found some short transcripts less than 1.5 Kb from Dominette’s 

tissues, which might not be considered to be complete bUTX transcript isoform, due to 

their length (Figure 3.2.4).  

          RT-PCR results indicate we were able to specifically amplify the bUTY and bUTX 

genes with the specific primer pairs we used. Some faint bands around 500 bp need to be 

further investigated to determine the reason why they occurred. Xu and colleagues (Xu 

et. al., 2008) determined the expression patterns of UTY and UTX differ in the mouse 

brain but this has not been examined in the bovine. 

          Alignment of bUTY to orthologous human and mouse genes revealed it was highly 

conserved across exons, introns and UTRs and was 83.0% and 83.8% homologous, 

respectively. However, bUTX had greater homology with human and mouse genomes at 
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95.6% and 93.1%, respectively. These results might indicate that Y chromosome genes 

were more prone to mutations than their homologous X chromosome genes during 

evolution. 

 

 

4.3 USP9Y and USP9X 

          As indicated, bUSP9Y is a gene that spans a genomic region that is more than 300 

Kb (Table 3.3.1). We observed that none of the bUSP9Y transcripts from Domino were 

full length (Figure 3.3.2) and that each one of the transcript units or PBs only contained a 

single transcript. The explanation for the latter might be due to the degradation of 

Domino and Dominette’s RNA in tissues used for Iso-Seq which would prevent getting 

the entire intact transcript for this large gene. Another reason is, because bUSP9Y is a 

large gene that contains many conserved domains that are common to its gene family, the 

transcripts we obtained from the Iso-Seq libraries might represent members of the gene 

family and not bUSP9Y. USP9Y is also thought to be involved in spermatogenesis (Lee 

et. al., 2003), we did not identify as many transcripts from the Domino testis 

transcriptome as would be expected, even though bUSP9X transcripts were found in 

many tissues and were of variable sizes (Table. 3.3.6). Thus, degradation of intact 

transcripts could be a factor.  

          The RT-PCR for bUSP9Y specific amplification was successful in that only male 

samples amplified the expected band for bUSP9Y when using the specific primers we 

developed. Female samples did not show the bUSP9Y expected band across all tissues 
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analyzed. In liver, heart, semitendinosus, spleen and spinal cord, we observed some 

minor bands amplified in the female samples. This result might indicate that there could 

be smaller isoforms expressed at low level and/or there might be some residual DNA 

contamination which resulted in the amplification of these smaller bands. In addition to 

the expected bands for bUSP9X, there were several faint bands amplified in male and 

female tissues (Figure 3.4.4). The reason might be similar to the minor bands that were 

detected for the bUSP9Y amplifications.  

          Sequence comparisons between genomic orthologous regions were produced. 

Conserved regions for bUSP9Y were localized and detected higher sequence identity with 

human at exons, introns and UTRs while with mouse conservation was only observed in 

the exon sequences. bUSP9X, however, showed higher homology (over 90%) with both 

human and mouse than the bUSP9Y alignments (around 85%). 

 

4.4 RPS4Y1 and RPS4X 

          We identified 8 different isoforms of bRPS4Y1 from Domino transcripts (Figure 

3.4.1). Based on sequence comparison the gene was localized in the forward strand of 

BTA23 rather than BTAY. This might be due to sequence similarity among ribosomal 

genes that are dispersed in few chromosomes across the genome and to the fact that there 

is not a complete annotated sequence for BTAY. bRPS4X transcripts, on the other hand, 

were detected in many of Dominette’s tissues (Table 3.4.6) showing some sequence 

variation among comparable exons.  
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          When bRPS4X was aligned to the human and mouse genomes, we observed 

conserved regions at variable chromosome locations, including autosomes and chrX. 

Similar to what we found for RPS4Y1, bRPS4X also showed several locations throughout 

the bovine genome. As a widely expressed ribosome gene, the Y-encoded and X-encoded 

gene isoforms might have tissue specific expression in male and female that need to be 

analyzed across different tissues in the future. 

 

 

  

4.5 TBL1Y and TBL1X 

          Based on our sequence comparisons between TBL1Y and TBL1X genes in human 

and macaque, we assumed that bTBL1Y and bTBL1X also share high identities between 

each other as it was observed for the orthologous genes in human. Because bTBL1Y is not 

available in the current bovine genome annotation, we used the human TBL1Y to identify 

potential transcripts in the Domino’s Iso-Seq libraries. Based on transcript sequence 

comparisons among the generated Iso-Seq transcripts, we found that PB30851.1 and 

PB.30851.2, which are the two longest transcripts found in Domino’s library, have high 

homology to both the negative strand of BTAY and the positive strand on BTAX. This 

finding is difficult to explain as it is expected that the Y-encoded gene and the X-encoded 

gene should be located on similar DNA strands. One explanation for this observation is 

the incomplete nature of the BTAY sequence and its incomplete chromosomal 

annotation. Because our results are based on only one transcript found for each PB, 
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further deep sequencing will be needed to confirm our finding. However, since Y 

chromosome MSYs are evolving separately from the X chromosomes and show reduced 

conservation among clades then it might be as well that our finding is true. This could be 

confirmed if similar positive DNA strand locations are found for sheep and goat Y 

chromosomes which are evolutionarily much closer to BTAY.   

            On the other hand, for the isoform of bTBL1X, we did not find the full length 

mRNA in the transcript libraries (Figure 3.5.1). Our comparison of the bTBL1X mRNA 

(g17572.t1) sequence obtained from UCSC to the transcripts generated by Iso-Seq 

sequencing showed considerable differences in number of exons (Figure 3.5.2), 

indicating either that its genomic annotation is not complete or that the different isoforms 

observed represent most probably tissue specific isoforms.  

             Based on the alignment of the human TBL1Y to the bovine genome we identified 

its location on an unknown bovine chromosome sequence cluster (Table 3.3.5), which 

might represent an unmapped BTAY cluster. Conversely, the alignment of bTBL1X to the 

human genome identified comparable regions on both HSAY and HSAX because of the 

high sequence similarity between the Y-encoded and X-encoded genes which in turn 

indirectly indicates that there is a BTAY-encoded sequence version of bTBL1Y. In the 

mouse genome, only exons rather than intergenic regions were conserved between cow 

and mouse (Figure 3.5.4, Appendix E3). 
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4.6 PRKY and PRKX 

          Due to the small amount of information obtained on the bPRKY gene, its exact 

chromosomal location and its possible sequence in bovine are still unclear. Sequence 

comparisons between human and macaque suggest that the orthologues identity between 

bPRKX and human PRKX could be higher than 70%. The identity between human PRKY 

and human PRKX was also shown to be high, which could help us assumed that the 

bPRKY and bPRKX should also have high homology. However, their full sequence and 

chromosomal location still needs to be determined. Iso-Seq generated transcripts did not 

show the full predicted mRNA. One transcript from Dominette, bPRKX-1, was localized 

on the negative strand of BTAX and all other transcripts from Domino on the positive 

strand of BTAX (Table 3.6.3). None of the transcripts showed 100% identity with the 

genome. The caused for these finding might be explained by the state of degradation of 

mRNA in tissue samples from Domino and Dominette. Again the localization of the gene 

in opposite strands of DNA on BTAY and BTAX could be explained as already 

described above for the bTBL1Y and bTBL1X genes.  

          The bovine genome sequence alignment of this gene to the human and mouse 

genomes showed moderate identities among these species (Appendix E1, Appendix E4), 

where the length of the alignment was less than 1000bp. Hence, it is hard to conclude 

much about the bPRKX gene homology to human and mouse. The location and sequence 

information for this gene needs to be further investigated. 
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Conclusion 

          In this study, we present all possible isoforms, genomic organization and gene 

structure of bovine X-degenerate Y chromosome genes and their BTAX homologues 

including bZFY and bZFX, bUTY and bUTX, bUSP9Y and bUSP9X, bRPS4Y1 and 

bRPS4X, bTBL1Y and bTBL1X, and bPRKX. Gene structure was determined with single 

molecule Iso-Seq technology that has the capability of generating long reads that span 

entire mRNA sequences. We organized the possible isoforms from the Iso-Seq 

sequencing information obtained from Domino and Dominette’s transcriptome libraries 

and verified the specific expression of Y-encoded and X-encoded sequences of three 

pairs of X-degenerate Y chromosome genes and their homolog genes through 

experimentation, including bZFY and bZFX, bUTY and bUTX, bUSP9Y and bUSP9X. We 

were successful in separating Y-encoded and X-encoded specific expression pattern in 

male and female tissues across 15 tissues (Table 4.1). Specific fragments for Y-encoded 

genes were observed only expressed in male tissues. Further genomic comparisons to 

human and mouse allowed us to determine levels of homology of a specific bovine gene 

with those species for their coding regions as well as at the whole genome level. In 

general, we tried to refine the information about these genes and to improve our 

knowledge about the organization of bovine X-degenerate Y chromosome genes, 

including their sequence, genome structure and expression patterns (isoforms and tissues 

specific expression). Here, we were able to identify possible isoforms for each gene and 

their expression in several tissues. Transcriptome sequencing with the Iso-Seq technology 

will be necessary, in the future, for other tissues specially to obtain full mRNA sequence 
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for larger genes. Our laboratory analysis was carried out on samples from four new born 

animals, however it is necessary to do the analysis in older animals to assess the 

expression of these genes at other developmental stages. The latter should be considered 

for future studies. Moreover, gene expression pattern and quantification of Y-encoded 

and X-encoded genes needs to also be carried out in the future. 
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Table 4.1 Summary of RT-PCR validation across 15 tissues for 6 pairs of primers 

 ZFY ZFX UTY UTX USP9Y USP9X 

 M F M F M F M F M F M F 

Liver  √ X √ √ √ X √ √ √ X √ √ 

Kidney  √ X √ √ √ X √ √ √ X √ √ 

Lung  √ X √ √ √ X √ √ √ X √ √ 

Adrenal gland  √ X √ √ √ X √ √ √ X √ √ 

Pituitary  √ X √ √ √ X √ √ √ X √ √ 

Heart  √ X √ √ √ X √ √ √ X √ √ 

Longissumus 

dorsi 

√ X √ √ √ X √ √ √ X √ √ 

Semitendinosus  √ X √ √ √ X √ √ √ X √ √ 

Spleen  √ X √ √ √ X √ √ √ X √ √ 

Lymph node  √ X √ √ √ X √ √ √ X √ √ 

Cerebellum  √ X √ √ √ X √ √ √ X √ √ 

Hypothalamus  √ X √ √ √ X √ √ √ X √ √ 

Spinal cord  √ X √ √ √ X √ √ √ X √ √ 

Testis  √  √  √  √  √  √  

Ovary   X  √  X  √  X  √ 
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This table shows RT-PCR amplification results obtained across 15 tissues with the 6 pairs of specific 
primers developed in this study. (M/F indicated gender expression, M: two males (M74 and M75); F: two 
females (F2855 and F679); √: RT-PCR successful amplification; X: RT-PCR did not amplify).  
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Appendix 

 

Appendix A1 Conserved Regions - Human Mar. 2006 chrY (bovine 

gi|29135276|ref|NM_177491.1|) 

               Start                                       End                   Length    Identity  Information  
Hunan genome  bZFY        Human genome   bZFY 

   2903136         (632)  to        2903282           (778)  =       147bp  at  87.8%     exon 
   2903552         (782)  to        2903695           (925)  =       144bp  at  93.1%      exon 
   2904711         (926)  to        2904861         (1079)  =       157bp  at  85.4%      exon 
   2905981        (1082)  to       2906118         (1219)  =       138bp  at  94.9%      exon 
   2906851        (1223)  to       2908034         (2406)  =      1184bp  at  91.8%     exon 
Total 1770bp at 91.2%       

 
 
Appendix A2 Conserved Regions - Cow Oct. 2011 chrY (Human Feb. 2009 chrX) 

                Start                                 End                           Length   Identity Information  
       bZFY   Human genome   bZFY    Human genome 

   3727723  (24229493)  to   3728906  (24228310)  =     1184bp at  94.1%  exon 
   3728907  (24228309)  to   3729005  (24228207)  =      103bp  at  73.8%  intron 
   3729454  (24227395)  to   3729686  (24227158)  =      245bp  at  71.0%  intron 
   3729687  (24227157)  to   3729827  (24227017)  =      141bp  at  95.0%  exon 
   3729828  (24227016)  to   3729974  (24226862)  =      160bp  at  80.0%  intron 
   3730404  (24226602)  to   3730511  (24226488)  =      115bp  at  72.2%  intron 
   3730514  (24226485)  to   3730667  (24226335)  =      154bp  at  85.1%  exon 
   3730668  (24226334)  to   3730894  (24226098)  =      240bp  at  70.8%  intron 
   3731037  (24225972)  to   3731180  (24225829)  =      144bp  at  93.1%  exon 
   3731186  (24225819)  to   3731365  (24225636)  =      185bp  at  71.9%  intron 
   3731579  (24225592)  to   3731728  (24225443)  =      150bp  at  90.7%  exon 
   3731798  (24225062)  to   3731895  (24224967)  =       99bp  at  76.8%  intron 
   3734101  (24220595)  to   3734193  (24220502)  =       94bp  at  73.4%  intron 
   3735839  (24219122)  to   3735976  (24218987)  =      140bp  at  75.0%  intron 
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   3735978  (24218971)  to   3736097  (24218856)  =      120bp  at  69.2%  intron 
   3740314  (24205090)  to   3740491  (24204904)  =      188bp  at  71.3%  intron 
   3740596  (24204424)  to   3740693  (24204320)  =      107bp  at  71.0%  intron 
   3742101  (24198019)  to   3742235  (24197888)  =      137bp  at  77.4%  intron 
   3742236  (24197887)  to   3742805  (24197300)  =      588bp  at  89.5%  exon 
   3742806  (24197299)  to   3742948  (24197163)  =      143bp  at  75.5%  intron 
   3743236  (24195605)  to   3743400  (24195444)  =      165bp  at  71.5%  intron 
   3743750  (24194140)  to   3743867  (24194031)  =      118bp  at  72.0%  intron 
   3743892  (24193685)  to   3744189  (24193365)  =      323bp  at  76.5%  intron 
   3748321  (24191036)  to   3748441  (24190918)  =      123bp  at  70.7%  intron 
   3748442  (24190917)  to   3748502  (24190860)  =       61bp  at  83.6%  exon 
Total 5227bp at 82.0% 

 
Appendix A3 Conserved Regions - Mouse Feb. 2006 chrY (bovine 
gi|29135276|ref|NM_177491.1|) 

               Start                                 End                           Length      Identity    Information  
Mouse genome  bZFY        Mouse genome  bZFY 

          61858      (2406)  to     63038      (1223)  =            1184bp  at  82.1%     exon 
Total 1184bp at 82.1% 

 
 
 
 
 
Appendix A4 Conserved Regions - Mouse Feb. 2006 chrY (bovine 
gi|29135276|ref|NM_177491.1|) 

               Start                                 End                            Length    Identity  Information  
Mouse genome  bZFY        Mouse genome  bZFY 

1391207            (2406)  to      1392372           (1223)  =     1184bp  at  81.9%  exon 
1393442            (1179)  to       1393538          (1083)  =      100bp  at  71.0%   exon 

Total 1284bp at 81.1% 
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Appendix A5 Conserved Regions- Cow Oct. 2011 aligned to Mouse Dec. 2011 
            Start                                     End                                 Length       Identity     Information  
bZFY         Mouse genome      bZFY     Mouse genome              

  Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrY (Mouse Dec. 2011 chrX) 
  3727723      (94078796)  to   3728906  (94079979)  =              1184bp  at  91.0%       exon     
            Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrY (Mouse Dec. 2011 chrY)   
   3727723    (725415)  to       3728906    (726595)  =                1184bp  at  82.7%  exon 
   3727723    (2106299)  to     3728906   (2107464)  =               1184bp  at  82.2%  exon 

            Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrY (Mouse Dec. 2011 chrX)   
   3729508   (94080546)  to     3729686  (94080719)  =               181bp  at  68.5%  intron 
             Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrY (Mouse Dec. 2011 chrY)   
   3729687       (727509)  to    3729826    (727648)  =                 140bp  at  78.6%  exon 
   3729687     (2108491)  to    3729826   (2108630)  =                140bp  at  75.7%  exon 

Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrY (Mouse Dec. 2011 chrX)   
   3729687   (94080720)  to    3729827   (94080860)  =              141bp  at  95.0%  exon 
   3729828   (94080861)  to    3729974   (94080999)  =              148bp  at  79.1%  intron 
   3730512   (94081337)  to    3730667   (94081486)  =              156bp  at  82.7%  exon 
               Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrY (Mouse Dec. 2011 chrY)   
   3730514    (2109891)  to     3730643     (2110020)  =              133bp  at  74.4%  exon 
   3730514      (729616)  to     3730667       (729766)  =              157bp  at  72.6%  exon 

Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrY (Mouse Dec. 2011 chrX)   
   3731042   (94081830)  to    3731180     (94081968)  =            139bp  at  84.2%  exon 
   3731579   (94082150)  to    3731728     (94082299)  =            150bp  at  85.3%  exon 
               Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrY (Mouse Dec. 2011 chrY)   
   3731579       (735019)  to    3731728       (735168)  =              150bp  at  70.0%  exon 
   3731579     (2117063)  to    3731728      (2117212)  =             150bp  at  71.3%  exon 

               Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrY (Mouse Dec. 2011 chrX)   
   3742238    (94098285)  to   3742805      (94098852)  =           568bp  at  86.1%  exon 
               Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrY (Mouse Dec. 2011 chrY)   
   3742238        (738594)  to   3742805         (739143)  =            568bp  at  78.5%  exon 
   3742238      (2121281)  to   3742805       (2121830)  =            568bp  at  78.0%  exon 

Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrY (Mouse Dec. 2011 chrX)   
   3743966     (94100778)  to   3744151     (94100959)  =           194bp  at  70.6%  intron 
             Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrY (Mouse Dec. 2011 chrY)   
   3743973        (742722)  to    3744082      (742828)  =          110bp  at  75.5%  intron 
   3743973      (2128831)  to    3744082    (2128937)  =          110bp  at  74.5%  intron 

Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrY (Mouse Dec. 2011 chrX)   
   3748442  (94102291)  to   3748502  (94102351)  =               61bp  at  83.6%  exon 
             Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrY (Mouse Dec. 2011 chrY)   
   3748442        (759850)  to    3748502       (759910)  =          61bp  at  78.7%  exon 
   3748442      (2133385)  to    3748502     (2133445)  =          61bp  at  77.0%  exon 
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Appendix A6 Conserved Regions - Human Mar. 2006 chrX (bovine 
gi|41386732|ref|NM_177490.1|) 

               Start                          End                                 Length    Identity  Information  
Hunan genome  bZFX        Human genome   bZFX 

  24135364       (657)  to    24135513             (806)  =      150bp  at  92.7%  exon 
  24135755       (812)  to    24135893             (950)  =      139bp  at  94.2%  exon 
  24136256       (951)  to    24136406           (1101)  =      152bp  at  88.8%  exon 
  24136948      (1114)  to   24137050           (1216)  =      103bp  at  97.1%  exon 
  24138231      (1245)  to   24139414           (2428)  =     1184bp at  96.0%  exon 
  24139416      (2430)  to   24140016           (3032)  =      609bp  at  88.0%  UTR 
  24140038      (3074)  to   24140942           (3977)  =      920bp  at  81.4%  UTR 
  24141245      (3980)  to   24141359           (4086)  =      115bp  at  70.4%  UTR 
  24141383      (4316)  to   24141657           (4590)  =      281bp  at  81.1%  UTR 
  24141762      (4649)  to   24142442           (5328)  =      695bp  at  88.1%  UTR 
Total 4348bp at 88.5% 

 
 
 
 
Appendix A7 Conserved Regions Cow Oct. 2011 aligned to Human Feb.2009 
 

              Start                                 End                             Length  Identity Information  
    bZFX     Human genome   bZFX    Human genome      

***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chr4) ***** 
  73117466  (68585664)  to  73118000  (68585117)  =      549bp  at  92.7%  UTR 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrY) ***** 
  73117466   (2850524)  to  73118102   (2849922)  =      644bp  at  74.4%  UTR 

***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrX) ***** 
  73117466  (24232521)  to  73120362  (24229495)  =     3294bp  at  71.5%  UTR 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrY) ***** 
  73118246   (2849786)  to  73118337   (2849696)  =        97bp  at  71.1%  UTR 
  73119012   (2849244)  to  73119373   (2848901)  =      371bp  at  71.4%  UTR 
  73119524   (2848808)  to  73119764   (2848576)  =      249bp  at  71.5%  UTR 
  73119831   (2848520)  to  73119934   (2848423)  =      104bp  at  71.2%  UTR 
  73120032   (2848353)  to  73120343   (2848053)  =      313bp  at  81.2%  UTR 

***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrX) ***** 
  73120364  (24229493)  to  73121547  (24228310)  =     1184bp  at  96.0%  exon 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrY) ***** 
  73120364   (2848034)  to   73121547   (2846851)  =     1184bp  at  93.3%  exon 
  73121548   (2846850)  to   73121705   (2846707)  =      162bp   at  72.2%  intron 
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***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrX) ***** 
  73121548  (24228309)  to  73121854  (24228010)  =      308bp  at  76.6%  intron 
  73121856  (24227685)  to  73122392  (24227158)  =      543bp  at  79.7%  intron 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrY) ***** 
  73122145   (2846307)  to   73122318   (2846136)  =      178bp  at  74.7%  intron 

***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrX) ***** 
  73122393  (24227157)  to  73122533  (24227017)  =      141bp  at  98.6%  exon 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrY) ***** 
  73122393   (2846121)  to   73122533   (2845981)  =      141bp  at  97.9%  exon 
  73122534   (2845980)  to   73122646   (2845875)  =      115bp  at  74.8%  intron 

***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrX) ***** 
  73122534  (24227016)  to  73123062  (24226488)  =      540bp  at  85.9%  intron 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrY) ***** 
  73122702   (2845489)  to   73122841   (2845359)  =        143bp  at  69.2%  intron 

***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrX) ***** 
  73123063  (24226487)  to  73123154  (24226396)  =       92bp  at  87.0%  exon 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrY) ***** 
  73123063   (2844863)  to   73123154   (2844772)  =          92bp  at  80.4%  exon 

***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrX) ***** 
  73123156  (24226394)  to  73123215  (24226335)  =       60bp  at  93.3%  exon 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrY) ***** 
  73123156   (2844770)  to    73123215   (2844711)  =          60bp  at  96.7%  exon 

***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrX) ***** 
  73123216  (24226334)  to  73123401  (24226148)  =      187bp  at  85.6%  intron 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrY) ***** 
  73123481   (2844594)  to   73123581   (2844497)  =        102bp  at  70.6%  intron 

***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrX) ***** 
  73123481  (24226145)  to  73123666  (24225973)  =      188bp  at  73.4%  intron 
  73123667  (24225972)  to  73123810  (24225829)  =      144bp  at  93.8%  exon 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrY) ***** 
  73123667   (2843695)  to   73123810   (2843552)  =       144bp  at  93.1%  exon 
  73123811   (2843551)  to   73123908   (2843454)  =       100bp  at  70.0%  intron 

***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrX) ***** 
  73123813  (24225822)  to  73124028  (24225593)  =      233bp  at  69.1%  intron 
  73124029  (24225592)  to  73124178  (24225443)  =      150bp  at  92.7%  exon 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrY) ***** 
  73124029   (2843285)  to   73124178   (2843136)  =       150bp  at  91.3%  exon 
  73124341   (2839473)  to   73124441   (2839374)  =       101bp  at  70.3%  intron 
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***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrX) ***** 
  73124382  (24221747)  to  73124533  (24221598)  =      153bp  at  69.9%  intron 
  73124862  (24219388)  to  73125422  (24218824)  =      575bp  at  81.6%  intron 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrY) ***** 
  73125694   (2836036)  to  73125805   (2835928)  =        113bp  at  69.9%  intron 

***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrX) ***** 
  73125694  (24215954)  to  73125838  (24215809)  =      146bp  at  84.2%  intron 
  73125887  (24215787)  to  73126183  (24215497)  =      300bp  at  78.7%  intron 
  73126244  (24215301)  to  73126440  (24215107)  =      205bp  at  71.7%  intron 
  73126749  (24209573)  to  73127016  (24209293)  =      281bp  at  77.6%  intron 
  73127417  (24209199)  to  73127535  (24209083)  =      122bp  at  77.9%  intron 
  73127595  (24209048)  to  73128063  (24208585)  =      483bp  at  72.9%  intron 
  73128271  (24208584)  to  73128430  (24208433)  =      161bp  at  74.5%  intron 
  73128439  (24208161)  to  73128605  (24207995)  =      174bp  at  77.6%  intron 
  73128502  (24208092)  to  73128753  (24207844)  =      258bp  at  72.9%  intron 
  73128589  (24207797)  to  73128893  (24207479)  =      324bp  at  70.4%  intron 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrY) ***** 
  73128658   (2831807)   to  73128759   (2831708)  =       102bp  at  70.6%  intron 

***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrX) ***** 
  73128917  (24207470)  to  73129131  (24207257)  =      221bp  at  75.1%  intron 
  73129185  (24206895)  to  73129327  (24206761)  =      145bp  at  71.0%  intron 
  73129328  (24206746)  to  73129443  (24206637)  =      119bp  at  72.3%  intron 
  73129527  (24206556)  to  73129786  (24206319)  =      261bp  at  70.9%  intron 
  73129808  (24206003)  to  73130078  (24205726)  =      282bp  at  73.4%  intron 
  73130196  (24205619)  to  73130350  (24205458)  =      164bp  at  73.8%  intron 
  73131512  (24205133)  to  73131765  (24204852)  =      283bp  at  76.0%  intron 
  73132106  (24204287)  to  73132293  (24204092)  =      200bp  at  73.5%  intron 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrY) ***** 
  73132145   (2831207)  to   73132240   (2831103)  =       105bp  at  69.5%  intron 

***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrX) ***** 
  73132321  (24203552)  to  73132440  (24203421)  =      132bp  at  73.5%  intron 
  73133052  (24200670)  to  73133442  (24200295)  =      398bp  at  75.1%  intron 
  73133452  (24200272)  to  73133905  (24199830)  =      464bp  at  73.7%  intron 
  73133915  (24199804)  to  73134286  (24199424)  =      389bp  at  73.3%  intron 
  73134475  (24199415)  to  73135011  (24198842)  =      591bp  at  70.6%  intron 
  73135354  (24198457)  to  73135474  (24198341)  =      121bp  at  84.3%  intron 
  73135533  (24198058)  to  73135701  (24197888)  =      171bp  at  78.9%  intron 
  73135702  (24197887)  to  73136271  (24197300)  =      588bp  at  91.3%  exon 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrY) ***** 
  73135704   (2829685)  to   73136271   (2829115)  =      571bp  at  87.7%  exon 
  73136272   (2829114)  to   73136367   (2829028)  =       96bp  at  71.9%  intron 

***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrX) ***** 
  73136272  (24197299)  to  73136563  (24197021)  =      300bp  at  75.3%  intron 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrY) ***** 
  73136387   (2829009)  to   73136501   (2828902)  =      117bp  at  71.8%  intron 
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***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrX) ***** 
  73136646  (24196018)  to  73137297  (24195357)  =      673bp  at  76.4%  intron 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrY) ***** 
  73136999   (2828368)  to   73137324   (2828040)  =      329bp  at  73.3%  intron 

***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrX) ***** 
  73137300  (24195053)  to  73137482  (24194872)  =      185bp  at  80.5%  intron 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrY) ***** 
  73137366   (2827894)  to   73137482   (2827776)  =      119bp  at  71.4%  intron 

***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrX) ***** 
  73137606  (24194152)  to  73137763  (24193995)  =      160bp  at  79.4%  intron 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrY) ***** 
  73137606   (2827679)  to  73138154   (2827130)  =       561bp  at  76.6%  intron 

***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrX) ***** 
  73137777  (24193659)  to  73138311  (24193126)  =      538bp  at  87.2%  intron 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrY) ***** 
  73138156   (2827055)  to   73138295   (2826912)  =      145bp  at  75.2%  intron 

***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrX) ***** 
  73138314  (24192509)  to  73138449  (24192366)  =      144bp  at  77.8%  intron 
  73138475  (24191693)  to  73138887  (24191277)  =      433bp  at  71.8%  intron 
  73139251  (24191127)  to  73139462  (24190918)  =      215bp  at  81.4%  intron 
  73139463  (24190917)  to  73139523  (24190860)  =       61bp  at  90.2%  exon 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrY) ***** 
  73139463   (2822038)  to   73139523   (2821978)  =        61bp  at  86.9%  exon 

***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrX) ***** 
  73139524  (24190859)  to  73139548  (24190835)  =       25bp  at  96.0%  UTR 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrY) ***** 
  73139524   (2821977)  to   73139548   (2821953)  =       25bp  at  92.0%  UTR 
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Appendix A8 Conserved Regions - Mouse Feb. 2006 chrX (bovine 

gi|41386732|ref|NM_177490.1|) 

               Start                            End                         Length   Identity Information                            
Mouse genome bZFX     Mouse genome bZFX             

  90328830        (5328)  to  90329343      (4807)  =      534bp  at  86.9%  UTR 
  90329568        (4589)  to  90329874      (4280)  =      317bp  at  74.8%  UTR 
  90329985        (3955)  to  90330096      (3841)  =      115bp  at  76.5%  UTR 
  90330127        (3800)  to  90330861      (3075)  =      759bp  at  80.8%  UTR 
  90330916        (3040)  to  90331151      (2802)  =      244bp  at  77.5%  UTR 
  90331184        (2761)  to  90331511      (2432)  =      333bp  at  86.8%  UTR 
  90331515        (2428)  to  90332698      (1245)  =    1184bp  at  93.1%  exon 
  90333439        (1244)  to  90333575      (1108)  =      137bp  at  97.1%  exon 
  90334056        (1103)  to  90334205       (951)  =       154bp  at  85.7%  exon 
  90334555          (939)  to  90334682       (812)  =       128bp  at  87.5%  exon 
  90334869          (806)  to  90335018       (657)  =       150bp  at  88.7%  exon 
Total 4055bp at 86.1% 

 
 
 
 
 
Appendix A9 Conserved Regions- Cow Oct. 2011 to Mouse Dec. 2011 

               Start                            End                         Length   Identity Information  
 Mouse genome  bZFX     Mouse genome  bZFX            

***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Mouse Dec. 2011 chr10) ***** 
  73117466  (52540296)  to  73120360  (52543002)  =     3044bp  at  70.7%  UTR 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Mouse Dec. 2011 chrX) ***** 
  73117466  (94076111)  to  73120360  (94078792)  =     2998bp  at  73.7%  UTR 

***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Mouse Dec. 2011 chr10) ***** 
  73120364  (52543006)  to  73121547  (52544189)  =     1184bp  at  92.5%  exon 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Mouse Dec. 2011 chrX) ***** 
  73120364  (94078796)  to  73121547  (94079979)  =     1184bp  at  93.1%  exon 
  73121548  (94079980)  to  73121652  (94080075)  =      105bp  at  76.2%  intron 
  73122001  (94080356)  to  73122111  (94080462)  =      112bp  at  69.6%  intron 
  73122206  (94080547)  to  73122392  (94080719)  =      189bp  at  72.5%  intron 
  73122393  (94080720)  to  73122533  (94080860)  =      141bp  at  98.6%  exon 
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***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Mouse Dec. 2011 chr10) ***** 
  73122395  (52544192)  to  73122533  (52544327)  =      139bp  at  95.0%  exon 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Mouse Dec. 2011 chrX) ***** 
  73122534  (94080861)  to  73122784  (94081095)  =      254bp  at  73.6%  intron 
  73122826  (94081117)  to  73123021  (94081312)  =      201bp  at  74.1%  intron 
  73123063  (94081337)  to  73123154  (94081428)  =        92bp  at  84.8%  exon 

***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Mouse Dec. 2011 chr10) ***** 
  73123156  (52544406)  to  73123215  (52544465)  =        60bp  at  88.3%  exon 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Mouse Dec. 2011 chrX) ***** 
  73123156  (94081430)  to  73123215  (94081486)  =        60bp  at  88.3%  exon 
  73123216  (94081487)  to  73123321  (94081589)  =      106bp  at  73.6%  intron 
  73123672  (94081830)  to  73123810  (94081968)  =      139bp  at  87.1%  exon 

***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Mouse Dec. 2011 chr10) ***** 
  73123678  (52544474)  to  73123805  (52544601)  =      128bp  at  86.7%  exon 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Mouse Dec. 2011 chrX) ***** 
  73124029  (94082150)  to  73124178  (94082299)  =      150bp  at  88.7%  exon 
  73124179  (94082300)  to  73124314  (94082436)  =      143bp  at  67.8%  intron 
  73124863  (94088436)  to  73125272  (94088834)  =      414bp  at  74.2%  intron 
  73132254  (94090375)  to  73132434  (94090558)  =      186bp  at  71.5%  intron 
  73133674  (94095936)  to  73133778  (94096035)  =      107bp  at  71.0%  intron 
  73134100  (94096895)  to  73134217  (94097007)  =      121bp  at  71.1%  intron 
  73135704  (94098285)  to  73136271  (94098852)  =      568bp  at  89.3%  exon 

***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Mouse Dec. 2011 chr10) ***** 
  73135707  (52544612)  to  73136264  (52545169)  =      558bp  at  88.2%  exon 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Mouse Dec. 2011 chrX) ***** 
  73137145  (94100233)  to  73137275  (94100360)  =      133bp  at  69.2%  intron 
  73137844  (94100783)  to  73138198  (94101107)  =      355bp  at  74.6%  intron 

***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Mouse Dec. 2011 chr10) ***** 
  73139463  (52545179)  to  73139523  (52545238)  =       61bp  at  93.4%  exon 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Mouse Dec. 2011 chrX) ***** 
  73139463  (94102291)  to  73139523  (94102351)  =       61bp  at  95.1%  exon 

***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Mouse Dec. 2011 chr10) ***** 
  73139524  (52545239)  to  73139542  (52545258)  =       20bp  at  85.0%  UTR 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Mouse Dec. 2011 chrX) ***** 
  73139524  (94102352)  to  73139542  (94102371)  =       20bp  at  90.0%  UTR 
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Appendix B1 Conserved Regions – Human Mar. 2006 chrY (bovine 

gi|983011992|ref|XM_015461831.1|) 

                     Start                                 End                Length   Identity Information  
 Human genome  bUTY   Human genome  bUTY            

***** Conserved Regions -  Human Mar. 2006 chrY (bovine gi|983011992|ref|XM_015461831.1|) ***** 
  13944829      (3592)  to  13945034      (3387)  =      206bp  at  91.7%  exon 
  13945877      (3384)  to  13945980      (3281)  =      104bp  at  97.1%  exon 
  13947496      (3279)  to  13947615      (3160)  =      120bp  at  90.8%  exon 
  13956837      (3150)  to  13957599      (2400)  =      775bp  at  73.7%  exon 
 
***** Conserved Regions - Human Mar. 2006 chrY (bovine gi|983011992|ref|XM_015461831.1|) ***** 
  13918955      (4351)  to  13918975      (4331)  =       21bp   at  76.2%  UTR 
  13918978      (4329)  to  13919122      (4185)  =      145bp  at  92.4%  exon 
  13920231      (4184)  to  13920418      (3997)  =      188bp  at  93.1%  exon 
  13924151      (3996)  to  13924265      (3882)  =      115bp  at  95.7%  exon 
  13926723      (3831)  to  13926821      (3733)  =       99bp   at  89.9%  exon 
  13927312      (3724)  to  13927386      (3658)  =       75bp   at  82.7%  exon 
  13927460      (3657)  to  13927524      (3593)  =       65bp   at  84.6%  exon 
Total 708bp at 90.5% 
 
***** Conserved Regions - Human Mar. 2006 chrY (bovine gi|983011992|ref|XM_015461831.1|) ***** 
  13976283      (2383)  to  13976646      (2020)  =      364bp  at  84.1%  exon 
  13977197      (2005)  to  13977292      (1910)  =       96bp   at  82.3%  exon 
  13979723      (1819)  to  13979823      (1719)  =      101bp  at  85.1%  intron 
  13980361      (1649)  to  13980498      (1512)  =      138bp  at  97.8%  intron 
  13981050      (1504)  to  13981260      (1294)  =      211bp  at  89.6%  exon 
  13981704      (1293)  to  13981802      (1195)  =       99bp   at  90.9%  exon 
Total 1009bp at 87.7% 
 
***** Conserved Regions - Human Mar. 2006 chrY (bovine gi|983011992|ref|XM_015461831.1|) ***** 
  13870316      (5472)  to  13870587      (5206)  =      273bp  at  86.1%  UTR 
  13870727      (5046)  to  13870824      (4947)  =      101bp  at  71.3%  UTR 
  13870997      (4785)  to  13871129      (4655)  =      133bp  at  84.2%  UTR 
  13871130      (4654)  to  13871156      (4625)  =       30bp   at  76.7%  exon 
  13872294      (4621)  to  13872461      (4454)  =      168bp  at  85.1%  exon 
Total 705bp at 83.0% 
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Appendix B2 Conserved Regions - Mouse Feb. 2006 chrX (bovine 

gi|983011992|ref|XM_015461831.1|) 

               Start                            End                                Length   Identity Information  
 Mouse genome bUTY       Mouse genome bUTY           

  17390819            (884)  to   17390873       (938)  =         55bp  at  87.3%  exon 
  17393620            (939)  to   17393654       (973)  =         35bp  at  97.1%  exon 
  17395800            (979)  to   17395893      (1065)  =        94bp  at  83.0%  exon 
  17398663           (1070)  to  17398787      (1194)  =      125bp  at  85.6%  exon 
  17403156           (1294)  to  17403373      (1511)  =      218bp  at  87.6%  exon 
  17403934           (1514)  to  17404068      (1648)  =      135bp  at  98.5%  exon 
  17404540           (1663)  to  17404687      (1810)  =      148bp  at  89.2%  intron 
  17406713           (1911)  to  17406803      (2001)  =        91bp  at  86.8%  exon 
  17407666           (2006)  to  17408061      (2389)  =      396bp  at  79.0%  exon 
  17410970           (2397)  to  17411741      (3150)  =      772bp  at  72.5%  exon 
  17414828           (3184)  to  17414924      (3280)  =        97bp  at  87.6%  exon 
  17418490           (3289)  to  17418585      (3384)  =        96bp  at  95.8%  exon 
  17419197           (3395)  to  17419394      (3592)  =      198bp  at  90.4%  exon 
  17420907           (3596)  to  17420971      (3657)  =        65bp  at  76.9%  exon 
  17421045           (3668)  to  17421119      (3732)  =        75bp  at  77.3%  exon 
  17421539           (3751)  to  17421667      (3879)  =      129bp  at  85.3%  exon 
  17426107           (3882)  to  17426221      (3996)  =      115bp  at  93.9%  exon 
  17428804           (3997)  to  17428991      (4184)  =      188bp  at  91.5%  exon 
  17429912           (4190)  to  17430048      (4326)  =      137bp  at  92.0%  exon 
  17432027           (4360)  to  17432120      (4453)  =        94bp  at  87.2%  exon 
  17434353           (4472)  to  17434506      (4625)  =      154bp  at  89.0%  exon 
  17435670           (4701)  to  17435793      (4822)  =      126bp  at  75.4%  UTR 
  17436200           (5206)  to  17436317      (5320)  =      118bp  at  89.0%  UTR 
  17436318           (5321)  to  17436477      (5472)  =      160bp  at  80.0%  intergenic 
Total 3821bp at 83.8% 
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Appendix B3 Conserved Regions -  Human Mar. 2006 chrX (bovine 

gi|330864768|ref|NM_001206575.1|) 

                      Start                            End                     Length Identity Information  
 Human genome bUTX     Human genome bUTX           

***** Conserved Regions -  Human Mar. 2006 chrX (bovine gi|330864768|ref|NM_001206575.1|) 
***** 
  44795898       (672)  to   44795991       (765)  =         94bp  at  94.7%  exon 
  44798020       (768)  to   44798142       (890)  =       123bp  at  96.7%  exon 
  44803195       (893)  to   44803293       (991)  =         99bp  at  99.0%  exon 
  44803437       (993)  to   44803655      (1211)  =      219bp  at  97.7%  exon 
  44804242      (1243)  to  44804296      (1297)  =       55bp  at 100.0%  exon 
  44804796      (1345)  to  44804953      (1502)  =      158bp  at  99.4%  intron 
  44806836      (1599)  to  44806937      (1700)  =      102bp  at  97.1%  exon 
  44807611      (1701)  to  44808006      (2096)  =      396bp  at  98.0%  exon 
  44813768      (2097)  to  44814546      (2875)  =      779bp  at  97.2%  exon 
  44820886      (2876)  to  44821014      (3004)  =      129bp  at  96.1%  exon 
  44822589      (3006)  to  44822692      (3109)  =      104bp  at  99.0%  exon 
  44823335      (3112)  to  44823540      (3317)  =      206bp  at  97.6%  exon 
  44826765      (3330)  to  44826829      (3382)  =        65bp  at  76.9%  exon 
  44826904      (3383)  to  44826978      (3457)  =        75bp  at  96.0%  exon 
  44827649      (3458)  to  44827797      (3606)  =      149bp  at  96.0%  exon 
  44830062      (3615)  to  44830168      (3721)  =      107bp  at  96.3%  exon 
  44833932      (3722)  to  44834119      (3909)  =      188bp  at  97.9%  exon 
  44834920      (3918)  to  44835053      (4051)  =      134bp  at 100.0%  exon 

***** Conserved Regions - Human Mar. 2006 chrX (bovine gi|330864768|ref|NM_001206575.1|) 
***** 
  44851599      (4052)  to  44851724      (4177)  =      126bp  at  96.0%  exon 
  44854281      (4192)  to  44854438      (4349)  =      158bp  at  96.2%  exon 
  44855601      (4380)  to  44856677      (5461)  =     1085bp  at  95.5%  UTR 
Total 1369bp at 95.6% 
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Appendix B4 Conserved regions between Cow Dec. 2011 and Human Feb. 2009 

             Start                                      End                           Length     Identity   Information  
 bUTX     Human genome       bUTX   Human genome           

***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrX) ***** 
  61983851  (44971775)  to  61984974  (44970657)  =     1127bp  at  96.0%  UTR 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrY) ***** 
  61983881  (15360687)  to  61984974  (15361735)  =     1104bp  at  77.4%  UTR 
 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrX) ***** 
  61984975  (44970656)  to  61985004  (44970627)  =       30bp  at  96.7%  exon 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrY) ***** 
  61984975  (15361736)  to  61985004  (15361762)  =       30bp  at  80.0%  exon 
 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrX) ***** 
  61985005  (44970626)  to  61986148  (44969495)  =     1168bp  at  80.1%  intron 
  61986149  (44969494)  to  61986319  (44969324)  =      171bp  at  95.9%  exon 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrY) ***** 
  61986149  (15362897)  to  61986319  (15363067)  =      171bp  at  89.5%  exon 
 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrX) ***** 
  61986320  (44969323)  to  61986691  (44968966)  =      377bp  at  75.9%  intron 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrY) ***** 
  61986559  (15363311)  to  61986700  (15363445)  =      142bp  at  71.1%  intron 
 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrX) ***** 
  61986816  (44968819)  to  61987182  (44968445)  =      385bp  at  72.5%  intron 
  61987190  (44967762)  to  61987415  (44967536)  =      233bp  at  71.2%  intron 
  61987604  (44967443)  to  61988025  (44967022)  =      431bp  at  75.6%  intron 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrY) ***** 
  61987773  (15371685)  to  61987871  (15371781)  =       99bp  at  71.7%  intron 
  61987894  (15371804)  to  61987991  (15371900)  =      101bp  at  70.3%  intron 
 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrX) ***** 
  61988338  (44967017)  to  61988576  (44966782)  =      252bp  at  73.8%  intron 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrY) ***** 
  61988577  (15372158)  to  61988703  (15372284)  =      127bp  at  88.2%  exon 
 
 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrX) ***** 
  61988578  (44966780)  to  61988703  (44966655)  =      126bp  at  96.0%  exon 
  61988704  (44966654)  to  61989666  (44965655)  =     1019bp  at  77.1%  intron 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrY) ***** 
  61988949  (15372511)  to  61989091  (15372654)  =      146bp  at  71.2%  intron 
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***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrX) ***** 
  61989840  (44964908)  to  61990096  (44964660)  =      262bp  at  72.9%  intron 
  61990534  (44964457)  to  61990781  (44964217)  =      263bp  at  68.8%  intron 
  61990798  (44964205)  to  61991430  (44963570)  =      656bp  at  73.6%  intron 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrY) ***** 
  61991157  (15375285)  to  61991326  (15375449)  =      172bp  at  71.5%  intron 
  61992030  (15381900)  to  61992125  (15381994)  =       99bp  at  70.7%  intron 
 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrX) ***** 
  61992037  (44963106)  to  61992319  (44962814)  =      298bp  at  72.5%  intron 
  61992487  (44962598)  to  61993188  (44961893)  =      724bp  at  75.6%  intron 
  61993323  (44961680)  to  61993467  (44961547)  =      145bp  at  72.4%  intron 
  61993596  (44961468)  to  61993678  (44961372)  =       98bp  at  70.4%  intron 
  61993706  (44961322)  to  61994073  (44960920)  =      410bp  at  69.8%  intron 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrY) ***** 
  61993928  (15384039)  to  61994032  (15384151)  =      113bp  at  70.8%  intron 
 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrX) ***** 
  61994135  (44958131)  to  61994971  (44957323)  =      851bp  at  73.6%  intron 
  61994996  (44957315)  to  61995644  (44956654)  =      667bp  at  77.2%  intron 
  61995662  (44955892)  to  61995814  (44955741)  =      156bp  at  71.2%  intron 
  61995829  (44955732)  to  61996421  (44955122)  =      628bp  at  72.9%  intron 
  61996468  (44955056)  to  61996855  (44954671)  =      401bp  at  72.8%  intron 
  61997072  (44954504)  to  61997228  (44954341)  =      170bp  at  72.9%  intron 
  61997237  (44954303)  to  61997377  (44954161)  =      143bp  at  72.0%  intron 
  61997547  (44954057)  to  61997683  (44953920)  =      141bp  at  69.5%  intron 
  61997747  (44953853)  to  61998107  (44953477)  =      381bp  at  74.5%  intron 
  61999550  (44951365)  to  61999712  (44951195)  =      173bp  at  76.3%  intron 
  61999718  (44951175)  to  62000083  (44950819)  =      371bp  at  78.4%  intron 
  62000294  (44950803)  to  62000487  (44950610)  =      195bp  at  80.5%  intron 
  62000488  (44950584)  to  62000707  (44950365)  =      225bp  at  75.1%  intron 
  62000710  (44950345)  to  62000951  (44950110)  =      242bp  at  83.1%  intron 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrY) ***** 
  62000859  (15409501)  to  62000951  (15409586)  =       93bp  at  74.2%  intron 
 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrX) ***** 
  62000952  (44950109)  to  62001093  (44949968)  =      142bp  at  99.3%  exon 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrY) ***** 
  62000952  (15409587)  to  62001093  (15409728)  =      142bp  at  95.1%  exon 
  62001094  (15409729)  to  62001190  (15409832)  =      105bp  at  75.2%  intron 
 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrX) ***** 
  62001094  (44949967)  to  62001516  (44949526)  =      444bp  at  76.4%  intron 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrY) ***** 
  62001539  (15410196)  to  62001648  (15410293)  =      111bp  at  68.5%  intron 
 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrX) ***** 
  62001580  (44949468)  to  62001876  (44949176)  =      307bp  at  71.7%  intron 
  62001877  (44949175)  to  62002064  (44948988)  =      188bp  at  97.9%  exon 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrY) ***** 
  62001877  (15410837)  to  62002064  (15411024)  =      188bp  at  94.1%  exon 
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***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrX) ***** 
  62002065  (44948987)  to  62002183  (44948864)  =      124bp  at  73.4%  intron 
  62002446  (44948335)  to  62002504  (44948277)  =       59bp  at  91.5%  intron 
  62002664  (44948147)  to  62002792  (44948022)  =      135bp  at  72.6%  intron 
  62002803  (44947446)  to  62002922  (44947325)  =      122bp  at  78.7%  intron 
  62002985  (44947284)  to  62003618  (44946635)  =      663bp  at  73.0%  intron 
  62003762  (44946233)  to  62003978  (44946025)  =      220bp  at  71.8%  intron 
  62003981  (44945983)  to  62004077  (44945879)  =      105bp  at  72.4%  intron 
  62004163  (44945673)  to  62004328  (44945504)  =      180bp  at  68.9%  intron 
  62004336  (44945503)  to  62004618  (44945225)  =      287bp  at  76.7%  intron 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrY) ***** 
  62004465  (15414611)  to  62004618  (15414756)  =      154bp  at  67.5%  intron 
 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrX) ***** 
  62004619  (44945224)  to  62004733  (44945110)  =      115bp  at  95.7%  exon 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrY) ***** 
  62004619  (15414757)  to  62004733  (15414871)  =      115bp  at  90.4%  exon 
 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrX) ***** 
  62004870  (44944917)  to  62005070  (44944712)  =      207bp  at  72.5%  intron 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrY) ***** 
  62010274  (15415511)  to  62010391  (15415629)  =      124bp  at  69.4%  intron 
 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrX) ***** 
  62010569  (44944405)  to  62010756  (44944217)  =      191bp  at  79.1%  intron 
  62011178  (44943808)  to  62011362  (44943623)  =      189bp  at  72.5%  intron 
  62011363  (44943597)  to  62011517  (44943444)  =      156bp  at  80.8%  intron 
  62011673  (44943432)  to  62011855  (44943248)  =      185bp  at  72.4%  intron 
  62011927  (44943148)  to  62012225  (44942854)  =      314bp  at  70.7%  intron 
  62012226  (44942853)  to  62012374  (44942705)  =      149bp  at  96.0%  exon 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrY) ***** 
  62012226  (15417279)  to  62012374  (15417427)  =      149bp  at  87.2%  exon 
 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrX) ***** 
  62012375  (44942704)  to  62012500  (44942569)  =      136bp  at  74.3%  intron 
  62012537  (44942571)  to  62012624  (44942477)  =      104bp  at  70.2%  intron 
  62012738  (44942192)  to  62012896  (44942035)  =      162bp  at  77.8%  intron 
  62012897  (44942034)  to  62012971  (44941960)  =        75bp  at  96.0%  exon 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrY) ***** 
  62012897  (15417918)  to  62012971  (15417992)  =        75bp  at  93.3%  exon 
 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrX) ***** 
  62013045  (44941885)  to  62013109  (44941821)  =       65bp  at  92.3%  exon 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrY) ***** 
  62013045  (15418066)  to  62013109  (15418130)  =       65bp  at  84.6%  exon 
  62013209  (15418232)  to  62013307  (15418328)  =     100bp  at  70.0%  intron 
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***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrX) ***** 
  62013671  (44940695)  to  62013777  (44940590)  =      107bp  at  74.8%  intron 
  62014206  (44940104)  to  62014769  (44939541)  =      581bp  at  76.1%  intron 
  62014921  (44939411)  to  62015003  (44939330)  =        83bp  at  77.1%  intron 
  62015069  (44939316)  to  62015234  (44939155)  =      167bp  at  76.6%  intron 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrY) ***** 
  62015441  (15435435)  to  62015644  (15435638)  =      204bp  at  94.1%  exon 
 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrX) ***** 
  62015441  (44938596)  to  62015646  (44938391)  =      206bp  at  97.6%  exon 
  62015647  (44938390)  to  62015793  (44938250)  =      148bp  at  79.1%  intron 
  62015794  (44938216)  to  62016011  (44937997)  =      225bp  at  69.3%  intron 
  62016189  (44937748)  to  62016292  (44937645)  =      104bp  at  99.0%  exon 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrY) ***** 
  62016189  (15436483)  to  62016292  (15436586)  =      104bp  at  98.1%  exon 
 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrX) ***** 
  62016293  (44937644)  to  62016766  (44937159)  =      501bp  at  72.5%  intron 
  62016776  (44937157)  to  62016915  (44937021)  =      142bp  at  73.9%  intron 
  62016953  (44936691)  to  62017574  (44936072)  =      647bp  at  74.8%  intron 
  62017576  (44936070)  to  62017704  (44935942)  =      129bp  at  96.1%  exon 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrY) ***** 
  62017576  (15438102)  to  62017704  (15438230)  =      129bp  at  89.1%  exon 
 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrX) ***** 
  62017709  (44935937)  to  62017882  (44935762)  =      190bp  at  70.5%  intron 
  62018172  (44935710)  to  62018450  (44935425)  =      295bp  at  73.9%  intron 
  62018641  (44935262)  to  62018962  (44934965)  =      328bp  at  73.8%  intron 
  62019019  (44934943)  to  62019398  (44934545)  =      405bp  at  72.6%  intron 
  62019404  (44934523)  to  62019633  (44934297)  =      235bp  at  74.9%  intron 
  62019654  (44934288)  to  62020086  (44933844)  =      460bp  at  72.4%  intron 
62020117  (44933819)  to  62020212  (44933718)  =      103bp  at  71.8%  intron 
  62020256  (44933659)  to  62020346  (44933575)  =       91bp  at  76.9%  intron 
  62021340  (44932084)  to  62021722  (44931711)  =      399bp  at  73.9%  intron 
  62021730  (44931680)  to  62022002  (44931412)  =      284bp  at  73.2%  intron 
  62022214  (44930622)  to  62022329  (44930506)  =      124bp  at  72.6%  intron 
  62022331  (44930495)  to  62022439  (44930395)  =      109bp  at  73.4%  intron 
  62022680  (44930390)  to  62022807  (44930266)  =      137bp  at  73.7%  intron 
  62022817  (44930252)  to  62023290  (44929767)  =      499bp  at  78.4%  intron 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrY) ***** 
  62023016  (15441811)  to  62023135  (15441930)  =      121bp  at  71.9%  intron 
 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrX) ***** 
  62023322  (44929744)  to  62023476  (44929603)  =      156bp  at  76.9%  intron 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrY) ***** 
  62023352  (15447320)  to  62023476  (15447442)  =      125bp  at  74.4%  intron 
 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrX) ***** 
  62023477  (44929602)  to  62024255  (44928824)  =      779bp  at  97.2%  exon 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrY) ***** 
  62023477  (15447443)  to  62024255  (15448215)  =      779bp  at  83.8%  exon 
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***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrX) ***** 
  62024256  (44928823)  to  62024816  (44928254)  =      586bp  at  77.3%  intron 
  62024817  (44927790)  to  62025122  (44927478)  =      322bp  at  77.0%  intron 
  62025377  (44927385)  to  62025499  (44927263)  =      123bp  at  85.4%  intron 
  62025529  (44926916)  to  62025941  (44926501)  =      430bp  at  71.2%  intron 
  62025969  (44926455)  to  62026122  (44926311)  =      160bp  at  68.8%  intron 
  62026135  (44926276)  to  62026379  (44926028)  =      252bp  at  74.2%  intron 
  62026602  (44925989)  to  62026833  (44925762)  =      235bp  at  77.0%  intron 
  62026917  (44925153)  to  62027505  (44924566)  =      617bp  at  72.0%  intron 
  62027516  (44924539)  to  62027633  (44924424)  =      118bp  at  80.5%  intron 
  62027821  (44924393)  to  62027980  (44924230)  =      165bp  at  71.5%  intron 
  62028074  (44923951)  to  62028191  (44923830)  =      122bp  at  73.0%  intron 
  62028216  (44923460)  to  62028435  (44923246)  =      223bp  at  71.7%  intron 
  62028451  (44923223)  to  62028609  (44923063)  =      168bp  at  73.8%  intron 
  62028610  (44923062)  to  62029005  (44922667)  =      396bp  at  98.0%  exon 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrY) ***** 
  62028610  (15466883)  to  62029005  (15467278)  =      396bp  at  81.1%  exon 
 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrX) ***** 
  62029069  (44922578)  to  62029384  (44922262)  =      325bp  at  72.0%  intron 
  62029412  (44922229)  to  62029642  (44921994)  =      240bp  at  74.2%  intron 
  62029643  (44921993)  to  62029744  (44921892)  =      102bp  at  97.1%  exon 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrY) ***** 
  62029652  (15467806)  to  62029744  (15467898)  =        93bp  at  88.2%  exon 
 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrX) ***** 
  62029745  (44921891)  to  62030368  (44921231)  =      669bp  at  72.6%  intron 
  62030477  (44921145)  to  62030583  (44921038)  =      108bp  at  81.5%  intron 
  62030655  (44920664)  to  62030750  (44920569)  =        96bp  at  94.8%  exon 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrY) ***** 
  62030655  (15469757)  to  62030750  (15469849)  =        96bp  at  80.2%  exon 
  62030751  (15469850)  to  62030860  (15469956)  =      110bp  at  70.9%  intron 
 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrX) ***** 
  62030751  (44920568)  to  62031312  (44920010)  =      564bp  at  88.1%  intron 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrY) ***** 
  62031018  (15470071)  to  62031312  (15470343)  =      300bp  at  71.7%  intron 
 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrX) ***** 
  62031313  (44920009)  to  62031468  (44919854)  =      156bp  at  99.4%  exon 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrY) ***** 
  62031313  (15470344)  to  62031468  (15470499)  =      156bp  at  89.7%  exon 
  62031469  (15470500)  to  62031795  (15470828)  =      342bp  at  74.6%  intron 
 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrX) ***** 
  62031469  (44919853)  to  62031911  (44919402)  =      453bp  at  89.8%  intron 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrY) ***** 
  62031798  (15470849)  to  62031911  (15470967)  =      119bp  at  77.3%  intron 
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***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrX) ***** 
  62031912  (44919401)  to  62032046  (44919267)  =      135bp  at  99.3%  exon 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrY) ***** 
  62031912  (15470968)  to  62032046  (15471102)  =      135bp  at  98.5%  exon 
  62032047  (15471103)  to  62032380  (15471423)  =      336bp  at  77.4%  intron 
 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrX) ***** 
  62032047  (44919266)  to  62032605  (44918712)  =      561bp  at  92.7%  intron 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrY) ***** 
  62032381  (15471437)  to  62032605  (15471646)  =      225bp  at  74.2%  intron 
 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrX) ***** 
  62032606  (44918711)  to  62032824  (44918493)  =      219bp  at  97.7%  exon 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrY) ***** 
62032606  (15471647)  to  62032824  (15471865)  =      219bp  at  89.5%  exon 
 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrX) ***** 
  62032826  (44918491)  to  62032951  (44918350)  =      144bp  at  72.9%  intron 
  62032952  (44918349)  to  62033050  (44918251)  =       99bp  at  99.0%  exon 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrY) ***** 
  62032952  (15472310)  to  62033050  (15472408)  =       99bp  at  97.0%  exon 
 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrX) ***** 
  62033129  (44918147)  to  62033319  (44917947)  =      202bp  at  71.3%  intron 
  62033320  (44917918)  to  62033494  (44917744)  =      179bp  at  70.9%  intron 
  62033497  (44917735)  to  62033906  (44917331)  =      423bp  at  72.1%  intron 
  62033909  (44917315)  to  62034052  (44917179)  =      144bp  at  71.5%  intron 
  62034136  (44917036)  to  62034223  (44916951)  =       88bp  at  79.5%  intron 
  62034303  (44916915)  to  62034490  (44916726)  =      192bp  at  76.0%  intron 
  62034778  (44916722)  to  62034897  (44916600)  =      123bp  at  74.8%  intron 
  62035281  (44916339)  to  62035771  (44915860)  =      494bp  at  74.7%  intron 
  62035803  (44915854)  to  62036158  (44915490)  =      372bp  at  74.5%  intron 
  62036196  (44915471)  to  62036365  (44915300)  =      181bp  at  69.6%  intron 
  62036652  (44915128)  to  62037170  (44914642)  =      523bp  at  70.9%  intron 
  62037325  (44914456)  to  62037555  (44914231)  =      234bp  at  73.5%  intron 
  62037686  (44914043)  to  62037823  (44913905)  =      144bp  at  69.4%  intron 
  62037883  (44913583)  to  62038255  (44913201)  =      390bp  at  74.4%  intron 
  62038256  (44913200)  to  62038380  (44913076)  =      125bp  at  96.8%  exon 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrY) ***** 
  62038256  (15478147)  to  62038380  (15478271)  =      125bp  at  89.6%  exon 
 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrX) ***** 
  62038383  (44913073)  to  62038777  (44912701)  =      413bp  at  69.7%  intron 
  62038778  (44912397)  to  62038906  (44912260)  =      139bp  at  76.3%  intron 
  62040387  (44911449)  to  62040670  (44911164)  =      294bp  at  71.4%  intron 
  62040697  (44911146)  to  62040795  (44911048)  =       99bp  at  75.8%  intron 
  62040796  (44911047)  to  62040889  (44910954)  =        94bp  at  94.7%  exon 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrY) ***** 
  62040796  (15481136)  to  62040889  (15481229)  =       94bp  at  93.6%  exon 
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***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrX) ***** 
  62040890  (44910953)  to  62041140  (44910695)  =      269bp  at  74.0%  intron 
  62041425  (44910247)  to  62041929  (44909743)  =      529bp  at  72.2%  intron 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrY) ***** 
  62041551  (15481905)  to  62041700  (15482048)  =      150bp  at  74.0%  intron 
 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrX) ***** 
  62042060  (44909296)  to  62042259  (44909090)  =      212bp  at  71.7%  intron 
  62042316  (44909024)  to  62042529  (44908822)  =      214bp  at  79.4%  intron 
  62042566  (44908803)  to  62043068  (44908283)  =      525bp  at  74.5%  intron 
  62043071  (44908267)  to  62043558  (44907780)  =      501bp  at  73.1%  intron 
  62043574  (44907760)  to  62043920  (44907431)  =      355bp  at  73.0%  intron 
  62044026  (44906825)  to  62044120  (44906734)  =       97bp  at  74.2%  intron 
  62044175  (44906652)  to  62044349  (44906464)  =      189bp  at  70.4%  intron 
  62044376  (44906446)  to  62044570  (44906248)  =      201bp  at  74.6%  intron 
  62048250  (44905449)  to  62048470  (44905226)  =      233bp  at  75.5%  intron 
  62048498  (44905217)  to  62048590  (44905125)  =       95bp  at  75.8%  intron 
  62048642  (44905082)  to  62048860  (44904864)  =      231bp  at  76.2%  intron 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrY) ***** 
  62048793  (15485098)  to  62048914  (15485216)  =      123bp  at  68.3%  intron 
 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrX) ***** 
  62048863  (44904549)  to  62048964  (44904450)  =      102bp  at  80.4%  intron 
  62049965  (44904155)  to  62050261  (44903876)  =      302bp  at  72.5%  intron 
  62050663  (44903767)  to  62050864  (44903553)  =      218bp  at  74.8%  intron 
  62052030  (44901749)  to  62052171  (44901620)  =      142bp  at  71.8%  intron 
  62052240  (44898742)  to  62052477  (44898510)  =      246bp  at  72.0%  intron 
  62053727  (44897737)  to  62053943  (44897512)  =      229bp  at  73.4%  intron 
  62053995  (44897120)  to  62054146  (44896935)  =      188bp  at  64.9%  intron 
  62054147  (44896934)  to  62054181  (44896900)  =       35bp  at 100.0%  exon 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrY) ***** 
  62054147  (15505739)  to  62054181  (15505773)  =       35bp  at  91.4%  exon 
 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrX) ***** 
  62054182  (44896899)  to  62054312  (44896764)  =      139bp  at  67.6%  intron 
  62054324  (44896741)  to  62054557  (44896481)  =      266bp  at  73.3%  intron 
  62056332  (44896341)  to  62056471  (44896205)  =      144bp  at  69.4%  intron 
  62056638  (44896166)  to  62056847  (44895961)  =      218bp  at  72.9%  intron 
  62056885  (44895909)  to  62057188  (44895622)  =      306bp  at  72.5%  intron 
  62057359  (44895612)  to  62057472  (44895502)  =      117bp  at  71.8%  intron 
  62057570  (44894707)  to  62058037  (44894231)  =      485bp  at  77.3%  intron 
  62058038  (44894230)  to  62058092  (44894176)  =       55bp  at 100.0%  exon 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrY) ***** 
  62058038  (15508798)  to  62058092  (15508852)  =       55bp  at  92.7%  exon 
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***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrX) ***** 
  62058093  (44894175)  to  62058492  (44893765)  =      424bp  at  72.4%  intron 
  62058619  (44891710)  to  62058812  (44891506)  =      210bp  at  70.5%  intron 
  62060489  (44892729)  to  62060865  (44892354)  =      387bp  at  79.6%  intron 
  62061085  (44892309)  to  62061366  (44892017)  =      294bp  at  74.1%  intron 
  62061543  (44891614)  to  62062371  (44890760)  =      862bp  at  75.1%  intron 
  62062789  (44890475)  to  62063009  (44890243)  =      234bp  at  75.6%  intron 
  62063042  (44889878)  to  62063629  (44889279)  =      618bp  at  75.1%  intron 
  62063802  (44889111)  to  62064040  (44888871)  =      245bp  at  71.8%  intron 
  62064120  (44888318)  to  62064463  (44887971)  =      356bp  at  74.2%  intron 
  62064789  (44887883)  to  62064887  (44887780)  =      104bp  at  70.2%  intron 
  62066230  (44885700)  to  62066512  (44885409)  =      296bp  at  71.3%  intron 
  62066513  (44885392)  to  62066863  (44885027)  =      367bp  at  76.8%  intron 
  62066875  (44885015)  to  62067179  (44884723)  =      307bp  at  71.3%  intron 
  62067180  (44884416)  to  62067582  (44884022)  =      407bp  at  75.2%  intron 
  62067903  (44882800)  to  62068311  (44882415)  =      414bp  at  71.3%  intron 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrY) ***** 
  62068081  (15519674)  to  62068181  (15519775)  =      103bp  at  70.9%  intron 
 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrX) ***** 
  62068383  (44882357)  to  62068509  (44882220)  =      138bp  at  71.0%  intron 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrY) ***** 
  62068503  (15520082)  to  62068604  (15520178)  =      103bp  at  70.9%  intron 
 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrX) ***** 
  62068782  (44881086)  to  62069318  (44880521)  =      578bp  at  70.4%  intron 
  62069319  (44880504)  to  62069442  (44880386)  =      125bp  at  70.4%  intron 
  62069696  (44880135)  to  62069852  (44879976)  =      165bp  at  80.0%  intron 
  62069853  (44879975)  to  62069973  (44879855)  =      121bp  at  99.2%  exon 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrY) ***** 
  62069853  (15522873)  to  62069973  (15522993)  =      121bp  at  93.4%  exon 
 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrX) ***** 
  62069974  (44879854)  to  62070438  (44879374)  =      487bp  at  74.7%  intron 
  62070443  (44879353)  to  62070545  (44879250)  =      105bp  at  71.4%  intron 
  62070604  (44879186)  to  62071061  (44878736)  =      474bp  at  72.8%  intron 
  62071161  (44878615)  to  62071257  (44878517)  =      101bp  at  70.3%  intron 
  62071590  (44878382)  to  62071724  (44878253)  =      136bp  at  75.0%  intron 
  62072425  (44877884)  to  62072529  (44877778)  =      111bp  at  71.2%  intron 
  62072616  (44877669)  to  62072835  (44877442)  =      236bp  at  71.2%  intron 
  62073168  (44876695)  to  62073758  (44876101)  =      618bp  at  73.3%  intron 
  62073895  (44875575)  to  62074058  (44875426)  =      165bp  at  72.1%  intron 
  62074087  (44875422)  to  62074562  (44874936)  =      494bp  at  77.7%  intron 
  62074828  (44874305)  to  62075089  (44874045)  =      272bp  at  70.2%  intron 
  62075227  (44873849)  to  62075413  (44873654)  =      205bp  at  70.2%  intron 
  62075745  (44873160)  to  62075896  (44873011)  =      155bp  at  79.4%  intron 
  62076113  (44872969)  to  62076459  (44872623)  =      363bp  at  71.9%  intron 
  62076498  (44872600)  to  62076887  (44872194)  =      413bp  at  73.6%  intron 
  62076915  (44872185)  to  62077317  (44871765)  =      421bp  at  74.6%  intron 
  62077323  (44871459)  to  62077432  (44871357)  =      110bp  at  80.0%  intron 
  62077478  (44870938)  to  62077694  (44870727)  =      234bp  at  70.9%  intron 
  62077785  (44870664)  to  62078175  (44870265)  =      415bp  at  72.8%  intron 
  62078176  (44870264)  to  62078234  (44870206)  =       59bp  at  98.3%  exon 
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***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrY) ***** 
  62078176  (15526615)  to  62078234  (15526673)  =       59bp  at  91.5%  exon 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrX) ***** 
  62078235  (44870205)  to  62078430  (44870028)  =      199bp  at  74.9%  intron 
  62078683  (44872627)  to  62079028  (44872971)  =      362bp  at  71.8%  intron 
  62080222  (44869984)  to  62080508  (44869693)  =      297bp  at  76.1%  intron 
  62080703  (44869197)  to  62080853  (44869048)  =      155bp  at  71.0%  intron 
  62081089  (44869039)  to  62081243  (44868884)  =      156bp  at  76.3%  intron 
  62081319  (44868246)  to  62081465  (44868105)  =      150bp  at  72.7%  intron 
  62081364  (44868206)  to  62081465  (44868105)  =      105bp  at  74.3%  intron 
  62081466  (44868088)  to  62081686  (44867865)  =      230bp  at  71.7%  intron 
  62081953  (44867405)  to  62082199  (44867155)  =      256bp  at  75.8%  intron 
  62084330  (44857633)  to  62084573  (44857388)  =      247bp  at  78.9%  intron 
  62084592  (44857378)  to  62084958  (44856996)  =      389bp  at  75.3%  intron 
  62084991  (44856160)  to  62085315  (44855829)  =      333bp  at  74.2%  intron 
  62085568  (44855221)  to  62085684  (44855104)  =      124bp  at  75.0%  intron 
  62086928  (44837799)  to  62087025  (44837699)  =      105bp  at  75.2%  intron 
  62087491  (44837656)  to  62087916  (44837235)  =      440bp  at  74.3%  intron 
  62087917  (44837220)  to  62088102  (44837018)  =      208bp  at  71.6%  intron 
  62088310  (44836443)  to  62088446  (44836299)  =      145bp  at  71.0%  intron 
  62088763  (44836234)  to  62089065  (44835929)  =      308bp  at  73.4%  intron 
  62089085  (44835616)  to  62089282  (44835409)  =      210bp  at  74.3%  intron 
  62089470  (44834631)  to  62089600  (44834507)  =      136bp  at  74.3%  intron 
  62089861  (44834340)  to  62089987  (44834199)  =      142bp  at  70.4%  intron 
  62090623  (44834135)  to  62090807  (44833961)  =      189bp  at  65.6%  intron 
  62090808  (44833960)  to  62090857  (44833911)  =       50bp  at  98.0%  exon 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrY) ***** 
  62090808  (15560897)  to  62090857  (15560946)  =       50bp  at  90.0%  exon 
 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrX) ***** 
62090858  (44833910)  to  62091005  (44833770)  =      148bp  at  74.3%  intron 
  62091067  (44833748)  to  62091159  (44833646)  =      104bp  at  72.1%  intron 
  62092794  (44830719)  to  62093118  (44830369)  =      352bp  at  75.3%  intron 
  62093135  (44830204)  to  62093289  (44830048)  =      159bp  at  76.1%  intron 
  62093296  (44830023)  to  62093618  (44829698)  =      335bp  at  75.8%  intron 
  62093634  (44829573)  to  62093736  (44829468)  =      107bp  at  72.9%  intron 
  62094118  (44829355)  to  62094345  (44829112)  =      250bp  at  74.0%  intron 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrY) ***** 
  62094158  (15571365)  to  62094303  (15571511)  =      148bp  at  69.6%  intron 
  62094380  (15571608)  to  62094543  (15571767)  =      164bp  at  68.9%  intron 
 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrX) ***** 
  62098296  (44827872)  to  62098621  (44827538)  =      345bp  at  70.7%  intron 
  62099028  (44827437)  to  62099189  (44827280)  =      162bp  at  79.0%  intron 
  62099238  (44827258)  to  62099420  (44827063)  =      203bp  at  69.5%  intron 
  62099517  (44826991)  to  62099648  (44826862)  =      133bp  at  74.4%  intron 
  62099746  (44826729)  to  62099846  (44826628)  =      109bp  at  71.6%  intron 
  62100132  (44826020)  to  62100381  (44825765)  =      265bp  at  73.6%  intron 
  62100735  (44821732)  to  62101510  (44820929)  =      829bp  at  71.9%  intron 
  62101511  (44820906)  to  62101615  (44820798)  =      110bp  at  71.8%  intron 
  62101813  (44820637)  to  62101921  (44820529)  =      109bp  at  98.2%  exon 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrY) ***** 
  62101813  (15582001)  to  62101921  (15582109)  =      109bp  at  94.5%  exon 
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***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrX) ***** 
  62101922  (44820528)  to  62102382  (44820008)  =      524bp  at  72.5%  intron 
  62102507  (44819882)  to  62102741  (44819646)  =      246bp  at  71.1%  intron 
  62102919  (44819467)  to  62103440  (44818955)  =      536bp  at  76.9%  intron 
  62103570  (44818863)  to  62104442  (44817992)  =      912bp  at  73.4%  intron 
  62104443  (44817406)  to  62104668  (44817175)  =      234bp  at  76.5%  intron 
  62104764  (44817140)  to  62105005  (44816907)  =      248bp  at  72.6%  intron 
  62105270  (44816885)  to  62105436  (44816710)  =      176bp  at  70.5%  intron 
  62105473  (44816676)  to  62105591  (44816555)  =      124bp  at  72.6%  intron 
  62106400  (44815605)  to  62106688  (44815322)  =      291bp  at  77.7%  intron 
  62106963  (44815224)  to  62107067  (44815110)  =      116bp  at  73.3%  intron 
  62107332  (44813478)  to  62107466  (44813321)  =      162bp  at  67.3%  intron 
  62107467  (44813041)  to  62107674  (44812825)  =      219bp  at  73.5%  intron 
  62107675  (44812795)  to  62107900  (44812581)  =      231bp  at  74.0%  intron 
  62107961  (44812448)  to  62108087  (44812327)  =      127bp  at  75.6%  intron 
  62108101  (44812007)  to  62108266  (44811837)  =      171bp  at  78.9%  intron 
  62108350  (44811415)  to  62108458  (44811299)  =      117bp  at  79.5%  intron 
  62109587  (44811266)  to  62109913  (44810935)  =      346bp  at  72.0%  intron 
  62109952  (44810900)  to  62110049  (44810804)  =      103bp  at  71.8%  intron 
  62110067  (44810776)  to  62110162  (44810669)  =      108bp  at  73.1%  intron 
  62110412  (44808949)  to  62110684  (44808674)  =      282bp  at  74.8%  intron 
  62110834  (44808352)  to  62111006  (44808193)  =      175bp  at  76.0%  intron 
  62111060  (44808179)  to  62111188  (44808049)  =      131bp  at  77.1%  intron 
  62111226  (44808042)  to  62111760  (44807491)  =      556bp  at  73.9%  intron 
  62112089  (44805348)  to  62112974  (44804456)  =      933bp  at  70.1%  intron 
  62113035  (44804341)  to  62113109  (44804268)  =       75bp  at  81.3%  intron 
  62113223  (44804156)  to  62113315  (44804064)  =       96bp  at  72.9%  intron 
  62115789  (44803156)  to  62116145  (44802788)  =      373bp  at  73.2%  intron 
  62116253  (44802383)  to  62116561  (44802061)  =      339bp  at  70.8%  intron 
  62117328  (44801842)  to  62117438  (44801729)  =      114bp  at  79.8%  intron 
  62117694  (44801122)  to  62117783  (44801023)  =      102bp  at  74.5%  intron 
  62118054  (44800632)  to  62118185  (44800505)  =      132bp  at  79.5%  intron 
  62118850  (44800393)  to  62118939  (44800295)  =      100bp  at  72.0%  intron 
  62119031  (44799924)  to  62119350  (44799604)  =      323bp  at  79.6%  intron 
  62119984  (44795831)  to  62120125  (44795696)  =      146bp  at  72.6%  intron 
  62168130  (44779480)  to  62168340  (44779264)  =      217bp  at  74.2%  intron 
  62168367  (44779253)  to  62168464  (44779156)  =      101bp  at  76.2%  intron 
  62168470  (44778883)  to  62168809  (44778559)  =      342bp  at  76.3%  intron 
  62169085  (44778028)  to  62169214  (44777885)  =      145bp  at  71.7%  intron 
  62169316  (44777800)  to  62169506  (44777615)  =      201bp  at  70.1%  intron 
  62169535  (44777583)  to  62169628  (44777491)  =       98bp  at  70.4%  intron 
  62169901  (44777182)  to  62170005  (44777073)  =      111bp  at  72.1%  intron 
  62170012  (44777036)  to  62170327  (44776710)  =      328bp  at  75.9%  intron 
  62170657  (44776669)  to  62170758  (44776576)  =      105bp  at  71.4%  intron 
  62171969  (44775586)  to  62172076  (44775479)  =      113bp  at  77.9%  intron 
  62172180  (44774644)  to  62172315  (44774500)  =      147bp  at  73.5%  intron 
  62172580  (44774479)  to  62172856  (44774195)  =      293bp  at  73.4%  intron 
  62172903  (44774183)  to  62172987  (44774095)  =       91bp  at  74.7%  intron 
  62173096  (44773930)  to  62173219  (44773811)  =      124bp  at  71.8%  intron 
  62173588  (44773804)  to  62173835  (44773527)  =      279bp  at  73.1%  intron 
  62174164  (44772196)  to  62174678  (44771652)  =      556bp  at  73.6%  intron 
  62174860  (44769244)  to  62175196  (44768891)  =      361bp  at  73.1%  intron 
  62175289  (44768703)  to  62175399  (44768590)  =      116bp  at  75.9%  intron 
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  62179529  (44768497)  to  62180095  (44767943)  =      585bp  at  71.5%  intron 
  62180117  (44767925)  to  62180198  (44767839)  =       87bp  at  77.0%  intron 
  62180368  (44767672)  to  62180630  (44767389)  =      288bp  at  74.3%  intron 
  62180793  (44767235)  to  62181012  (44767015)  =      233bp  at  69.5%  intron 
  62181028  (44766513)  to  62181112  (44766427)  =       95bp  at  71.6%  intron 
  62181149  (44766401)  to  62181268  (44766284)  =      120bp  at  71.7%  intron 
  62181288  (44766259)  to  62181399  (44766150)  =      112bp  at  70.5%  intron 
  62181716  (44765854)  to  62181838  (44765712)  =      149bp  at  65.8%  intron 
  62181944  (44765308)  to  62182310  (44764942)  =      376bp  at  73.9%  intron 
  62182906  (44764468)  to  62183140  (44764235)  =      241bp  at  73.9%  intron 
  62183175  (44764174)  to  62183375  (44763968)  =      207bp  at  74.9%  intron 
  62183503  (44763843)  to  62184075  (44763267)  =      598bp  at  71.7%  intron 
  62184091  (44763260)  to  62184210  (44763149)  =      122bp  at  73.8%  intron 
  62184579  (44762950)  to  62184887  (44762648)  =      318bp  at  72.0%  intron 
  62184992  (44762563)  to  62185128  (44762428)  =      138bp  at  76.1%  intron 
  62185539  (44759530)  to  62185923  (44759148)  =      396bp  at  74.2%  intron 
  62186135  (44758973)  to  62186275  (44758830)  =      145bp  at  72.4%  intron 
  62186695  (44757925)  to  62186802  (44757805)  =      126bp  at  73.0%  intron 
  62186811  (44757769)  to  62187465  (44757124)  =      661bp  at  73.5%  intron 
  62187483  (44756803)  to  62187629  (44756654)  =      153bp  at  71.9%  intron 
  62188314  (44756624)  to  62188487  (44756452)  =      178bp  at  73.6%  intron 
  62188553  (44756382)  to  62188695  (44756231)  =      152bp  at  69.7%  intron 
  62188697  (44756222)  to  62188975  (44755959)  =      284bp  at  75.7%  intron 
  62189010  (44755878)  to  62189120  (44755766)  =      115bp  at  73.9%  intron 
  62189203  (44755328)  to  62189428  (44755104)  =      227bp  at  74.4%  intron 
  62190209  (44755042)  to  62190420  (44754832)  =      224bp  at  72.3%  intron 
  62190561  (44749802)  to  62190879  (44749491)  =      325bp  at  75.1%  intron 
  62191081  (44749159)  to  62191251  (44748985)  =      178bp  at  74.7%  intron 
  62191265  (44748920)  to  62191428  (44748749)  =      175bp  at  73.7%  intron 
  62191462  (44748708)  to  62191593  (44748575)  =      139bp  at  71.2%  intron 
  62191594  (44748266)  to  62192172  (44747666)  =      620bp  at  74.5%  intron 
  62192348  (44747030)  to  62192805  (44746569)  =      468bp  at  75.2%  intron 
  62194519  (44746152)  to  62194620  (44746051)  =      102bp  at  77.5%  intron 
  62194622  (44745739)  to  62194783  (44745582)  =      164bp  at  74.4%  intron 
  62194961  (44745335)  to  62195055  (44745241)  =       98bp  at  75.5%  intron 
  62195154  (44745240)  to  62195256  (44745145)  =      105bp  at  70.5%  intron 
  62195282  (44744741)  to  62195451  (44744574)  =      172bp  at  77.3%  intron 
  62195463  (44744271)  to  62195859  (44743879)  =      412bp  at  71.4%  intron 
  62195862  (44743864)  to  62196155  (44743582)  =      299bp  at  74.2%  intron 
  62196157  (44743564)  to  62196270  (44743448)  =      117bp  at  74.4%  intron 
  62197076  (44742224)  to  62197611  (44741669)  =      565bp  at  74.5%  intron 
  62198661  (44740830)  to  62198775  (44740712)  =      120bp  at  77.5%  intron 
  62198776  (44740399)  to  62198878  (44740302)  =      103bp  at  83.5%  intron 
  62198937  (44740265)  to  62199029  (44740173)  =       95bp  at  75.8%  intron 
  62199032  (44740155)  to  62199131  (44740056)  =      105bp  at  73.3%  intron 
  62199134  (44739746)  to  62199441  (44739437)  =      321bp  at  74.5%  intron 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrY) ***** 
  62199372  (15586793)  to  62199504  (15586925)  =      138bp  at  71.7%  intron 
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***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrX) ***** 
  62199442  (44739124)  to  62199535  (44739031)  =       94bp  at  86.2%  intron 
  62200663  (44739016)  to  62200801  (44738878)  =      143bp  at  74.1%  intron 
  62200838  (44738841)  to  62200974  (44738709)  =      139bp  at  71.2%  intron 
  62201346  (44738685)  to  62201744  (44738280)  =      422bp  at  76.1%  intron 
  62201758  (44737959)  to  62202040  (44737680)  =      288bp  at  74.0%  intron 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrY) ***** 
  62202056  (15588150)  to  62202246  (15588334)  =      193bp  at  68.9%  intron 
 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrX) ***** 
  62202158  (44737327)  to  62202274  (44737214)  =      117bp  at  78.6%  intron 
  62202529  (44737199)  to  62202631  (44737100)  =      103bp  at  79.6%  intron 
  62202736  (44737057)  to  62202898  (44736906)  =      170bp  at  69.4%  intron 
  62202945  (44736854)  to  62203431  (44736368)  =      512bp  at  71.9%  intron 
  62203454  (44736079)  to  62206275  (44733234)  =     2927bp  at  79.0%  intron 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrY) ***** 
  62205426  (15590359)  to  62205570  (15590492)  =      147bp  at  72.8%  intron 
 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrX) ***** 
  62206276  (44733233)  to  62206339  (44733170)  =       64bp  at  95.3%  exon 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrY) ***** 
  62206276  (15591134)  to  62206339  (15591197)  =       64bp  at  90.6%  exon 
 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrX) ***** 
  62206340  (44733169)  to  62206562  (44732959)  =      224bp  at  76.8%  intron 
  62206563  (44732958)  to  62206723  (44732798)  =      161bp  at  96.9%  exon 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrY) ***** 
  62206563  (15591394)  to  62206723  (15591545)  =      161bp  at  78.9%  exon 
  62206724  (15591546)  to  62206739  (15591559)  =       16bp  at  75.0%  UTR 
 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrX) ***** 
  62206724  (44732797)  to  62206740  (44732781)  =       17bp  at 100.0%  UTR 
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Appendix B5 Conserved Regions - Mouse Feb. 2006 chrX (bovine 

gi|330864768|ref|NM_001206575.1|) 

           Start                              End                            Length     Identity   Information  
Mouse genome bUTX  Mouse genome bUTX 

17390819        (582)  to  17390873       (636)  =          55bp  at 100.0%  exon 
  17395800        (672)  to  17395893       (764)  =         94bp  at  92.6%  exon 
  17398663        (768)  to  17398787       (892)  =       125bp  at  95.2%  exon 
  17403157        (993)  to  17403373      (1209)  =      217bp  at  93.1%  exon 
  17403934      (1212)  to  17404068      (1346)  =      135bp  at  99.3%  exon 
  17404577      (1398)  to  17404686      (1506)  =      110bp  at  96.4%  intron 
  17406712      (1599)  to  17406813      (1700)  =      102bp  at  97.1%  exon 
  17407666      (1701)  to  17408061      (2096)  =      396bp  at  93.9%  exon 
  17410980      (2114)  to  17411741      (2875)  =      762bp  at  95.9%  exon 
  17414823      (2904)  to  17414924      (3005)  =      102bp  at  95.1%  exon 
  17418482      (3006)  to  17418585      (3109)  =      104bp  at  98.1%  exon 
  17419192      (3115)  to  17419394      (3317)  =      203bp  at  93.1%  exon 
  17420907      (3324)  to  17420971      (3382)  =        65bp  at  86.2%  exon 
  17421045      (3393)  to  17421119      (3457)  =        75bp  at  84.0%  exon 
  17421531      (3468)  to  17421640      (3577)  =      110bp  at  92.7%  exon 
  17426107      (3607)  to  17426221      (3721)  =      115bp  at  93.9%  exon 
  17428804      (3722)  to  17428991      (3909)  =      188bp  at  95.2%  exon 
  17429963      (3966)  to  17430048      (4051)  =        86bp  at  98.8%  exon 
  17431994      (4052)  to  17432120      (4178)  =      127bp  at  92.1%  exon 
  17434348      (4192)  to  17434506      (4350)  =      159bp  at  96.2%  exon 
  17435585      (4369)  to  17435666      (4429)  =        82bp  at  72.0%  exon 
  17435667      (4430)  to  17436317      (5066)  =      659bp  at  85.1%  UTR 
  17436318      (5067)  to  17436753      (5503)  =      438bp  at  95.9%  intergenic 
Total 4509bp at 93.1% 
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Appendix B6 Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Mouse Dec. 2011 chrX) 

             Start                                    End                          Length     Identity   Information  
 bUTX     Mouse genome       bUTX   Mouse genome   

  61983851  (18279794)  to  61984974  (18278656)  =     1148bp  at  90.6%  UTR 
  61984975  (18278655)  to  61985004  (18278626)  =         30bp  at  96.7%  exon 
  61985406  (18278242)  to  61985553  (18278096)  =       152bp  at  77.6%  intron 
  61985579  (18278080)  to  61985849  (18277822)  =       275bp  at  70.5%  intron 
  61985923  (18277766)  to  61986148  (18277547)  =       227bp  at  74.9%  intron 
  61986149  (18277546)  to  61986319  (18277376)  =       171bp  at  95.9%  exon 
  61986579  (18277138)  to  61986682  (18277040)  =       104bp  at  69.2%  intron 
  61987024  (18276485)  to  61987119  (18276390)  =         96bp  at  71.9%  intron 
  61987809  (18275560)  to  61987914  (18275461)  =       106bp  at  70.8%  intron 
  61988577  (18275161)  to  61988703  (18275035)  =       127bp  at  92.1%  exon 
  61988704  (18275034)  to  61988810  (18274929)  =       108bp  at  68.5%  intron 
  61988981  (18274396)  to  61989160  (18274215)  =       183bp  at  71.6%  intron 
  61989364  (18274041)  to  61989477  (18273934)  =       117bp  at  70.1%  intron 
  62000724  (18273318)  to  62000862  (18273187)  =       139bp  at  71.9%  intron 
  62000952  (18273089)  to  62001093  (18272948)  =       142bp  at  93.0%  exon 
  62001373  (18272495)  to  62001478  (18272389)  =       108bp  at  71.3%  intron 
  62001877  (18272032)  to  62002064  (18271845)  =       188bp  at  95.2%  exon 
  62003485  (18270322)  to  62003582  (18270228)  =         99bp  at  70.7%  intron 
  62003716  (18270154)  to  62003815  (18270063)  =       100bp  at  71.0%  intron 
  62004178  (18269697)  to  62004287  (18269592)  =       113bp  at  71.7%  intron 
  62004451  (18269433)  to  62004618  (18269263)  =       173bp  at  72.8%  intron 
  62004619  (18269262)  to  62004733  (18269148)  =       115bp  at  93.9%  exon 
  62012226  (18264710)  to  62012374  (18264562)  =       149bp  at  93.3%  exon 
  62012738  (18264310)  to  62012896  (18264161)  =       159bp  at  66.7%  intron 
  62012897  (18264160)  to  62012971  (18264086)  =         75bp  at  94.7%  exon 
  62013045  (18264012)  to  62013109  (18263948)  =         65bp  at  93.8%  exon 
  62014620  (18263172)  to  62014752  (18263039)  =       135bp  at  74.1%  intron 
  62015441  (18262435)  to  62015646  (18262230)  =       206bp  at  92.7%  exon 
  62016189  (18261626)  to  62016292  (18261523)  =       104bp  at  98.1%  exon 
  62016404  (18261419)  to  62016543  (18261287)  =       145bp  at  69.7%  intron 
  62017575  (18257965)  to  62017704  (18257836)  =       130bp  at  92.3%  exon 
  62020386  (18257275)  to  62020483  (18257170)  =       106bp  at  70.8%  intron 
  62020947  (18256995)  to  62021047  (18256904)  =      101bp  at  70.3%  intron 
  62023025  (18255155)  to  62023246  (18254945)  =      223bp  at  75.3%  intron 
  62023477  (18254782)  to  62024255  (18254004)  =      779bp  at  95.9%  exon 
  62024256  (18254003)  to  62024410  (18253854)  =      158bp  at  69.0%  intron 
  62024483  (18253822)  to  62024731  (18253585)  =      251bp  at  67.7%  intron 
  62024931  (18253394)  to  62025038  (18253280)  =      117bp  at  71.8%  intron 
  62026624  (18252729)  to  62026760  (18252593)  =      141bp  at  71.6%  intron 
  62028610  (18251102)  to  62029005  (18250707)  =      396bp  at  93.9%  exon 
  62029643  (18249854)  to  62029744  (18249753)  =      102bp  at  97.1%  exon 
  62029889  (18249600)  to  62030100  (18249383)  =      229bp  at  66.8%  intron 
  62030655  (18248359)  to  62030750  (18248270)  =        96bp  at  85.4%  exon 
  62030751  (18248269)  to  62031312  (18247723)  =      570bp  at  77.7%  intron 
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  62031313  (18247722)  to  62031468  (18247567)  =      156bp  at  98.1%  exon 
  62031469  (18247566)  to  62031911  (18247110)  =      463bp  at  85.1%  intron 
  62031912  (18247109)  to  62032046  (18246975)  =      135bp  at  99.3%  exon 
  62032047  (18246974)  to  62032605  (18246417)  =      569bp  at  83.7%  intron 
  62032606  (18246416)  to  62032824  (18246198)  =      219bp  at  93.2%  exon 
  62032826  (18246196)  to  62032951  (18246065)  =      141bp  at  62.4%  intron 
  62032952  (18246064)  to  62033050  (18245966)  =        99bp  at  98.0%  exon 
  62036222  (18243910)  to  62036318  (18243813)  =        98bp  at  70.4%  intron 
  62038256  (18241828)  to  62038380  (18241704)  =      125bp  at  95.2%  exon 
  62040796  (18238934)  to  62040889  (18238841)  =        94bp  at  93.6%  exon 
  62054147  (18236695)  to  62054181  (18236661)  =        35bp  at  97.1%  exon 
  62054282  (18236555)  to  62054377  (18236452)  =      105bp  at  72.4%  intron 
  62057569  (18234345)  to  62057674  (18234252)  =      107bp  at  71.0%  intron 
  62058038  (18233914)  to  62058092  (18233860)  =        55bp  at 100.0%  exon 
  62058093  (18233859)  to  62058239  (18233694)  =      166bp  at  63.9%  intron 
  62060220  (18232334)  to  62060333  (18232223)  =      116bp  at  73.3%  intron 
  62060663  (18231748)  to  62060847  (18231575)  =      189bp  at  74.6%  intron 
  62064017  (18230739)  to  62064168  (18230597)  =      152bp  at  71.1%  intron 
  62067344  (18227391)  to  62067465  (18227273)  =      123bp  at  73.2%  intron 
  62067890  (18226530)  to  62068069  (18226349)  =      188bp  at  69.7%  intron 
  62068075  (18226343)  to  62068236  (18226186)  =      164bp  at  68.9%  intron 
  62069134  (18223619)  to  62069259  (18223493)  =      128bp  at  68.8%  intron 
  62069688  (18223031)  to  62069852  (18222878)  =      166bp  at  74.7%  intron 
  62069853  (18222877)  to  62069973  (18222757)  =      121bp  at  97.5%  exon 
  62069974  (18222756)  to  62070095  (18222640)  =      122bp  at  77.0%  intron 
  62073214  (18219544)  to  62073312  (18219449)  =        99bp  at  71.7%  intron 
  62073349  (18219434)  to  62073457  (18219326)  =      113bp  at  71.7%  intron 
  62073591  (18218977)  to  62073703  (18218868)  =      114bp  at  71.1%  intron 
  62078034  (18217157)  to  62078126  (18217070)  =        93bp  at  72.0%  intron 
  62078176  (18216996)  to  62078234  (18216938)  =        59bp  at 100.0%  exon 
  62078239  (18216933)  to  62078470  (18216703)  =      239bp  at  72.4%  intron 
  62081320  (18215595)  to  62081472  (18215445)  =      156bp  at  72.4%  intron 
  62090808  (18208785)  to  62090857  (18208736)  =        50bp  at  96.0%  exon 
  62100272  (18201461)  to  62100367  (18201366)  =      100bp  at  70.0%  intron 
  62101813  (18199266)  to  62101921  (18199158)  =      109bp  at  98.2%  exon 
  62102253  (18198752)  to  62102346  (18198655)  =        98bp  at  71.4%  intron 
  62107438  (18195519)  to  62107563  (18195407)  =      126bp  at  72.2%  intron 
  62107727  (18195255)  to  62107826  (18195165)  =      100bp  at  71.0%  intron 
  62170092  (18184355)  to  62170193  (18184256)  =      102bp  at  70.6%  intron 
  62191956  (18173712)  to  62192131  (18173540)  =      178bp  at  70.8%  intron 
  62194630  (18172249)  to  62194877  (18172004)  =      254bp  at  69.3%  intron 
  62195303  (18171699)  to  62195416  (18171589)  =      116bp  at  71.6%  intron 
  62195914  (18170964)  to  62196010  (18170868)  =      101bp  at  70.3%  intron 
  62197468  (18170281)  to  62197577  (18170157)  =      125bp  at  72.8%  intron 
  62201338  (18168033)  to  62201614  (18167748)  =      297bp  at  72.4%  intron 
  62201907  (18167401)  to  62202008  (18167302)  =      104bp  at  70.2%  intron 
  62202982  (18166915)  to  62203121  (18166759)  =      159bp  at  71.1%  intron 
  62203909  (18165805)  to  62204051  (18165657)  =      149bp  at  69.1%  intron 
  62204406  (18165335)  to  62204529  (18165210)  =      133bp  at  72.9%  intron 
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  62204710  (18164995)  to  62204877  (18164828)  =      169bp  at  73.4%  intron 
  62205022  (18164689)  to  62205882  (18163837)  =      878bp  at  76.9%  intron 
  62205939  (18163780)  to  62206275  (18163448)  =      340bp  at  75.0%  intron 
  62206276  (18163447)  to  62206339  (18163384)  =        64bp  at  93.8%  exon 
  62206340  (18163383)  to  62206562  (18163173)  =      224bp  at  75.4%  intron 
  62206563  (18163172)  to  62206723  (18163006)  =      167bp  at  92.2%  exon 
  62206724  (18163005)  to  62206740  (18162989)  =       17bp  at 100.0%  UTR 

 

 

Appendix C1 Conserved regions in Human Mar. 2006 and bUSP9Y 

                     Start                                     End                    Length    Identity   Information  
Human genome  bUSP9Y   Human genome  bUSP9Y 

***** Conserved Regions - Human Mar. 2006 chrY (bovine gi|224458399|ref|NM_001145509.1|) ***** 
      13392396       (1919)  to    13392483      (2006)  =        88bp  at  93.2%  exon 
      13394933       (2029)  to    13395252      (2348)  =      320bp  at  92.8%  exon 
      13396799       (2350)  to    13396894      (2443)  =        96bp  at  82.3%  exon 
      13397977       (2446)  to    13398185      (2654)  =      209bp  at  88.0%  exon 
      13399347       (2658)  to    13399586      (2897)  =      240bp  at  88.3%  exon 
      13399935       (2900)  to    13400083      (3048)  =      149bp  at  85.9%  exon 
      13400881       (3076)  to    13400970      (3165)  =        90bp  at  94.4%  exon 
      13407542       (3181)  to    13407659      (3298)  =      118bp  at  83.9%  exon 
      13407849       (3301)  to    13408125      (3577)  =      277bp  at  88.8%  exon 
      13411734       (3580)  to    13411853      (3699)  =      120bp  at  86.7%  exon 
      13412826       (3706)  to    13412949      (3829)  =      124bp  at  89.5%  exon 
      13414401       (3874)  to    13414528      (4001)  =      128bp  at  89.8%  exon 
Total 1959bp at 88.9% 
 
***** Conserved Regions - Human Mar. 2006 chrY (bovine gi|224458399|ref|NM_001145509.1|) ***** 
      13455009       (5041)  to    13455181      (5213)  =      173bp  at  94.2%  exon 
      13459238       (5221)  to    13459372      (5355)  =      135bp  at  93.3%  exon 
      13461203       (5375)  to    13461934      (6103)  =      732bp  at  88.3%  exon 
      13462356       (6130)  to    13462453      (6227)  =        98bp  at  93.9%  exon 
      13463582       (6250)  to    13463760      (6428)  =      179bp  at  89.9%  exon 
      13464383       (6454)  to    13464512      (6583)  =      130bp  at  83.8%  exon 
      13467655       (6587)  to    13467837      (6769)  =      183bp  at  94.0%  exon 
      13468266       (6784)  to    13468472      (6990)  =      207bp  at  92.3%  exon 
      13468558       (7006)  to    13468646      (7079)  =        89bp  at  75.3%  exon 
Total 1926bp at 89.7% 
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Appendix C2 Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrY (Human Feb. 2009 chrY) 

              Start                                     End                         Length    Identity   
Information  
   bUSP9Y   Human genome  bUSP9Y Human genome 

   2907553  (14971435)  to   2907640  (14971348)  =        90bp  at  74.4%  UTR 
   2907648  (14971341)  to   2907785  (14971204)  =      138bp  at  86.2%  exon 
   2909758  (25886216)  to   2909885  (25886348)  =      134bp  at  68.7%  intron 
   2909761  (28076159)  to   2909865  (28076051)  =      109bp  at  73.4%  intron 
   2909770  (20279753)  to   2909865  (20279652)  =      102bp  at  70.6%  intron 
   2909783  (20649447)  to   2909881  (20649343)  =      106bp  at  73.6%  intron 
   2909783  (20994727)  to   2909881  (20994831)  =      106bp  at  72.6%  intron 
   2909787  (14969809)  to   2909836  (14969760)  =        50bp  at  90.0%  intron 
   2909922  (14969586)  to   2910017  (14969491)  =        96bp  at  89.6%  exon 
   2909922  (20279581)  to   2910017  (20279486)  =        96bp  at  79.2%  exon 
   2909922  (20649286)  to   2910017  (20649191)  =        96bp  at  79.2%  exon 
   2909922  (20994888)  to   2910017  (20994983)  =        96bp  at  79.2%  exon 
   2909922  (25886405)  to   2910017  (25886500)  =        96bp  at  80.2%  exon 
   2909922  (26092074)  to   2910017  (26092169)  =        96bp  at  76.0%  exon 
   2909922  (27870333)  to   2910017  (27870238)  =        96bp  at  77.1%  exon 
   2909922  (28075973)  to   2910017  (28075878)  =        96bp  at  80.2%  exon 
   2910279  (14968902)  to   2910397  (14968771)  =      133bp  at  69.2%  intron 
   2910398  (20279105)  to   2910552  (20278950)  =      158bp  at  81.0%  exon 
   2910398  (14968770)  to   2910610  (14968558)  =      213bp  at  91.5%  exon 
   2910400  (25886882)  to   2910551  (25887037)  =      158bp  at  78.5%  exon 
   2910400  (28075496)  to   2910551  (28075341)  =      158bp  at  78.5%  exon 
   2910400  (27869857)  to   2910555  (27869701)  =      164bp  at  74.4%  exon 
   2910400  (26092550)  to   2910562  (26092715)  =      171bp  at  74.9%  exon 
   2910401  (20995363)  to   2910562  (20995524)  =      167bp  at  77.2%  exon 
   2910418  (20648794)  to   2910555  (20648658)  =      142bp  at  80.3%  exon 
   2910762  (14968421)  to   2910918  (14968265)  =      157bp  at  89.2%  exon 
   2910772  (20648226)  to   2910915  (20648083)  =      144bp  at  72.2%  exon 
   2910772  (20995947)  to   2910915  (20996090)  =      144bp  at  72.2%  exon 
   2910772  (25887434)  to   2910915  (25887577)  =      144bp  at  72.9%  exon 
   2910772  (28074944)  to   2910915  (28074801)  =      144bp  at  72.9%  exon 
   2910773  (26093102)  to   2910915  (26093244)  =      143bp  at  73.4%  exon 
   2910805  (20278523)  to   2910915  (20278413)  =      111bp  at  77.5%  exon 
   2910805  (27869273)  to   2910915  (27869163)  =      111bp  at  77.5%  exon 
   2911823  (14960286)  to   2911920  (14960185)  =      103bp  at  70.9%  intron 
   2911936  (14960166)  to   2912024  (14960088)  =        89bp  at  74.2%  intron 
   2914626  (14959252)  to   2914714  (14959164)  =        89bp  at  91.0%  exon 
   2914798  (14959078)  to   2915018  (14958858)  =      221bp  at  92.3%  exon 
   2915019  (14958857)  to   2915115  (14958757)  =      103bp  at  70.9%  intron 
   2915403  (14958443)  to   2915588  (14958258)  =      186bp  at  93.5%  exon 
   2915589  (14958257)  to   2915839  (14958004)  =      264bp  at  67.8%  intron 
   2916532  (14957279)  to   2916626  (14957181)  =        99bp  at  70.7%  intron 
   2924710  (14955530)  to   2924865  (14955372)  =      160bp  at  68.8%  intron 
   2924724  (25891905)  to   2924828  (25892010)  =      108bp  at  71.3%  intron 
   2924724  (28070472)  to   2924848  (28070347)  =      128bp  at  69.5%  intron 
   2924749  (27864777)  to   2924872  (27864655)  =      125bp  at  67.2%  intron 
   2924757  (26097638)  to   2924872  (26097752)  =      116bp  at  68.1%  intron 
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   2925469  (20643104)  to   2925596  (20642975)  =      130bp  at  71.5%  exon 
   2925469  (21001068)  to   2925596  (21001197)  =      130bp  at  71.5%  exon 
   2925469  (25892713)  to   2925596  (25892838)  =      130bp  at  73.1%  exon 
   2925469  (26098309)  to   2925596  (26098438)  =      130bp  at  71.5%  exon 
   2925469  (27864098)  to   2925596  (27863969)  =      130bp  at  71.5%  exon 
   2925469  (28069664)  to   2925596  (28069539)  =      130bp  at  73.1%  exon 
   2925469  (14955118)  to   2925598  (14954989)  =      130bp  at  83.8%  exon 
   2925599  (14954988)  to   2925690  (14954898)  =        95bp  at  72.6%  intron 
   2925709  (14954895)  to   2925802  (14954798)  =      100bp  at  71.0%  intron 
   2925711  (25892937)  to   2925798  (25893028)  =        94bp  at  72.3%  intron 
   2926107  (26099063)  to   2926116  (26099072)  =        10bp  at 100.0%  exon 
   2926107  (25893459)  to   2926117  (25893469)  =        11bp  at 100.0%  exon 
   2926107  (14954391)  to   2926332  (14954166)  =      226bp  at  89.8%  exon 
   2926854  (14953225)  to   2927028  (14953060)  =      186bp  at  64.5%  intron 
   2927029  (20024579)  to   2927146  (20024694)  =      118bp  at  75.4%  exon 
   2927029  (20105164)  to   2927146  (20105049)  =      118bp  at  74.6%  exon 
   2927029  (26227851)  to   2927146  (26227966)  =      118bp  at  75.4%  exon 
   2927029  (20706014)  to   2927148  (20705895)  =      120bp  at  75.8%  exon 
   2927029  (20938165)  to   2927148  (20938284)  =      120bp  at  75.8%  exon 
   2927029  (14953059)  to   2927150  (14952938)  =      122bp  at  90.2%  exon 
   2927030  (23835893)  to   2927146  (23835776)  =      118bp  at  76.3%  exon 
   2927032   (9027254)  to   2927146   (9027370)  =        117bp  at  81.2%  exon 
   2927439  (14952540)  to   2928186  (14951790)  =      751bp  at  88.0%  exon 
   2927442  (20705475)  to   2928186  (20704732)  =      754bp  at  74.3%  exon 
   2927442  (20938704)  to   2928186  (20939447)  =      754bp  at  74.3%  exon 
   2927516   (9027830)  to   2927881   (9028196)  =        374bp  at  75.9%  exon 
   2927528  (23835304)  to   2927880  (23834951)  =      361bp  at  76.5%  exon 
   2927996   (9028503)  to   2928186   (9028681)  =        193bp  at  69.9%  exon 
   2928006  (23834628)  to   2928186  (23834456)  =      187bp  at  70.6%  exon 
   2928442  (23833591)  to   2928540  (23833497)  =        99bp  at  70.7%  intron 
   2928443   (9029559)  to   2928540   (9029652)  =          98bp  at  71.4%  intron 
   2928443  (26228492)  to   2928540  (26228584)  =        98bp  at  71.4%  intron 
   2928443  (25806239)  to   2928542  (25806335)  =      101bp  at  70.3%  intron 
   2928443  (14951201)  to   2928555  (14951084)  =      118bp  at  69.5%  intron 
   2928443  (24196528)  to   2928560  (24196644)  =      121bp  at  70.2%  intron 
   2928443  (28156131)  to   2928560  (28156015)  =      121bp  at  70.2%  intron 
   2928443  (24682160)  to   2928572  (24682029)  =      136bp  at  68.4%  intron 
   2929366  (23832097)  to   2929500  (23831976)  =      135bp  at  76.3%  exon 
   2929366  (14949978)  to   2929506  (14949838)  =      141bp  at  92.9%  exon 
   2929366  (20702995)  to   2929507  (20702866)  =      142bp  at  74.6%  exon 
   2929366  (24681032)  to   2929507  (24680903)  =      142bp  at  74.6%  exon 
   2929366  (28155003)  to   2929507  (28154874)  =      142bp  at  73.9%  exon 
   2929367  (26229976)  to   2929498  (26230094)  =      132bp  at  71.2%  exon 
   2929367  (20026791)  to   2929500  (20026911)  =      134bp  at  74.6%  exon 
   2929367  (20941185)  to   2929507  (20941313)  =      141bp  at  74.5%  exon 
   2929367  (24197657)  to   2929507  (24197785)  =      141bp  at  74.5%  exon 
   2929367  (25807368)  to   2929507  (25807496)  =      141bp  at  73.8%  exon 
   2929368  (20102950)  to   2929500  (20102830)  =      133bp  at  75.2%  exon 
   2931716  (14945787)  to   2931888  (14945615)  =      173bp  at  94.2%  exon 
   2935412  (14933457)  to   2935509  (14933364)  =      100bp  at  72.0%  intron 
   2936122  (24680260)  to   2936222  (24680154)  =      107bp  at  72.0%  intron 
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   2936122  (28154231)  to   2936222  (28154125)  =      107bp  at  72.0%  intron 
   2936125  (24198431)  to   2936226  (24198538)  =      108bp  at  73.1%  intron 
   2936125  (25808142)  to   2936226  (25808249)  =      108bp  at  73.1%  intron 
   2936128   (9034896)  to   2936226   (9034998)  =        104bp  at  71.2%  intron 
   2936141  (26230263)  to   2936226  (26230352)  =        90bp  at  74.4%  intron 
   2936141  (20102662)  to   2936239  (20102558)  =      105bp  at  71.4%  intron 
   2936148  (20027086)  to   2936245  (20027190)  =      105bp  at  70.5%  intron 
   2937642  (20100825)  to   2937813  (20100655)  =      173bp  at  84.4%  exon 
   2937642  (20028914)  to   2937829  (20029100)  =      189bp  at  82.0%  exon 
   2937642  (26231919)  to   2937829  (26232105)  =      189bp  at  81.0%  exon 
   2937642  (20283081)  to   2937830  (20283269)  =      189bp  at  76.7%  exon 
   2937642  (20652801)  to   2937830  (20652989)  =      189bp  at  77.8%  exon 
   2937642  (20991373)  to   2937830  (20991185)  =      189bp  at  77.8%  exon 
   2937642  (14930545)  to   2937832  (14930355)  =      191bp  at  93.7%  exon 
   2937642  (24200144)  to   2937832  (24200332)  =      191bp  at  73.3%  exon 
   2937642  (24678544)  to   2937832  (24678356)  =      191bp  at  73.3%  exon 
   2937642  (25809855)  to   2937832  (25810043)  =      191bp  at  73.3%  exon 
   2937642  (28152515)  to   2937832  (28152327)  =      191bp  at  73.3%  exon 
   2937645   (9036715)  to   2937818   (9036885)  =        174bp  at  82.2%  exon 
   2937645  (23829159)  to   2937818  (23828989)  =      174bp  at  83.9%  exon 
   2937645  (26086245)  to   2937830  (26086060)  =      186bp  at  76.3%  exon 
   2937645  (27876161)  to   2937830  (27876346)  =      186bp  at  76.3%  exon 
   2937648  (25882389)  to   2937830  (25882207)  =      183bp  at  77.6%  exon 
   2937648  (28079981)  to   2937830  (28080163)  =      183bp  at  77.6%  exon 
   2937787  (24199473)  to   2937832  (24199518)  =        46bp  at  71.7%  exon 
   2937787  (24679215)  to   2937832  (24679170)  =        46bp  at  71.7%  exon 
   2937787  (28153186)  to   2937832  (28153141)  =        46bp  at  71.7%  exon 
   2937805   (9036070)  to   2937832   (9036097)  =          28bp  at  75.0%  exon 
   2937805  (23829807)  to   2937832  (23829780)  =        28bp  at  75.0%  exon 
   2937805  (25809202)  to   2937832  (25809229)  =        28bp  at  82.1%  exon 
   2937824  (26231278)  to   2937832  (26231286)  =          9bp  at 100.0%  exon 
   2937827  (20028281)  to   2937832  (20028286)  =          6bp  at 100.0%  exon 
   2937833  (14930354)  to   2937955  (14930225)  =      130bp  at  72.3%  intron 
   2937839  (25882203)  to   2937936  (25882103)  =      105bp  at  71.4%  intron 
   2937839  (28080167)  to   2937936  (28080267)  =      105bp  at  71.4%  intron 
   2937841  (26086054)  to   2937936  (26085958)  =      102bp  at  70.6%  intron 
   2937841  (27876352)  to   2937936  (27876448)  =      102bp  at  70.6%  intron 
   2937841  (24200341)  to   2937955  (24200457)  =      120bp  at  69.2%  intron 
   2937841  (24678347)  to   2937955  (24678231)  =      120bp  at  69.2%  intron 
   2937841  (25810052)  to   2937955  (25810168)  =      120bp  at  69.2%  intron 
   2937841  (28152318)  to   2937955  (28152202)  =      120bp  at  69.2%  intron 
   2937842  (20991168)  to   2937936  (20991069)  =      102bp  at  70.6%  intron 
   2938088  (14930097)  to   2938239  (14929947)  =      154bp  at  67.5%  intron 
   2938110  (23828719)  to   2938247  (23828581)  =      140bp  at  72.1%  intron 
   2938120  (20283582)  to   2938247  (20283708)  =      129bp  at  72.1%  intron 
   2938120  (26068958)  to   2938247  (26068832)  =      129bp  at  72.1%  intron 
   2938120  (26085744)  to   2938247  (26085618)  =      128bp  at  72.7%  intron 
   2938120  (27876662)  to   2938247  (27876788)  =      128bp  at  72.7%  intron 
   2938120   (9037166)  to   2938253   (9037294)  =        135bp  at  69.6%  intron 
   2938120  (25881894)  to   2938253  (25881761)  =      136bp  at  74.3%  intron 
   2938120  (28080476)  to   2938253  (28080609)  =      136bp  at  74.3%  intron 
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   2938131  (24200631)  to   2938252  (24200751)  =      123bp  at  72.4%  intron 
   2938131  (25810342)  to   2938252  (25810462)  =      123bp  at  72.4%  intron 
   2938133  (24678056)  to   2938252  (24677937)  =      121bp  at  71.1%  intron 
   2938133  (28152027)  to   2938252  (28151908)  =      121bp  at  71.1%  intron 
   2938321  (23828503)  to   2938416  (23828406)  =      102bp  at  70.6%  intron 
   2938484  (20283952)  to   2938593  (20284062)  =      112bp  at  70.5%  intron 
   2938608  (14929573)  to   2938717  (14929469)  =      110bp  at  71.8%  intron 
   2938608  (20653790)  to   2938732  (20653910)  =      125bp  at  70.4%  intron 
   2938608  (20990384)  to   2938732  (20990264)  =      125bp  at  70.4%  intron 
   2938611  (20284083)  to   2938732  (20284200)  =      122bp  at  72.1%  intron 
   2938629  (25881376)  to   2938728  (25881281)  =      100bp  at  70.0%  intron 
   2938629  (28080994)  to   2938728  (28081089)  =      100bp  at  70.0%  intron 
   2939321  (23827127)  to   2939459  (23826994)  =      145bp  at  66.9%  intron 
   2939326  (14928544)  to   2939507  (14928363)  =      192bp  at  69.3%  intron 
   2939336  (20030650)  to   2939438  (20030744)  =      103bp  at  71.8%  intron 
   2939336  (20099089)  to   2939438  (20098995)  =      103bp  at  71.8%  intron 
   2939336  (26233654)  to   2939438  (26233748)  =      103bp  at  71.8%  intron 
   2939348   (9038765)  to   2939463   (9038874)  =        117bp  at  70.1%  intron 
   2939596  (24202119)  to   2939739  (24202252)  =      147bp  at  66.0%  exon 
   2939596  (24676569)  to   2939739  (24676436)  =      147bp  at  66.7%  exon 
   2939597   (9038999)  to   2939816   (9039212)  =        220bp  at  72.3%  exon 
   2939597  (14928278)  to   2939816  (14928059)  =      220bp  at  93.2%  exon 
   2939597  (23826862)  to   2939816  (23826649)  =      220bp  at  72.3%  exon 
   2939606  (25811840)  to   2939739  (25811963)  =      137bp  at  66.4%  exon 
   2939606  (28150530)  to   2939739  (28150407)  =      137bp  at  67.2%  exon 
   2939609  (26225973)  to   2939816  (26225770)  =      208bp  at  79.8%  exon 
   2939626  (20022667)  to   2939816  (20022478)  =      191bp  at  80.6%  exon 
   2939626  (20107100)  to   2939816  (20107289)  =      191bp  at  80.6%  exon 
   2939627  (23839133)  to   2939816  (23839321)  =      190bp  at  77.9%  exon 
   2939656  (20030962)  to   2939815  (20031121)  =      160bp  at  71.9%  exon 
   2939656  (20098777)  to   2939815  (20098618)  =      160bp  at  71.9%  exon 
   2939656  (26233966)  to   2939815  (26234125)  =      160bp  at  71.3%  exon 
   2939690  (25880466)  to   2939815  (25880341)  =      126bp  at  75.4%  exon 
   2939690  (26084286)  to   2939815  (26084161)  =      126bp  at  81.7%  exon 
   2939690  (28081904)  to   2939815  (28082029)  =      126bp  at  75.4%  exon 
   2939691  (20655067)  to   2939815  (20655190)  =      125bp  at  80.0%  exon 
   2939691  (20989107)  to   2939815  (20988984)  =      125bp  at  80.0%  exon 
   2939693  (27878126)  to   2939815  (27878248)  =      123bp  at  82.1%  exon 
   2939698  (20285569)  to   2939815  (20285685)  =      118bp  at  82.2%  exon 
   2939701  (26067513)  to   2939815  (26067399)  =      115bp  at  83.5%  exon 
   2939701  (27894893)  to   2939815  (27895007)  =      115bp  at  83.5%  exon 
   2948361   (9041874)  to   2948495   (9042005)  =        138bp  at  68.8%  intron 
   2948389  (14925088)  to   2948495  (14924988)  =      107bp  at  71.0%  intron 
   2948392  (23824127)  to   2948491  (23824033)  =      100bp  at  71.0%  intron 
   2948496   (9023431)  to   2948717   (9023209)  =        223bp  at  78.9%  exon 
   2948496   (9042006)  to   2948717   (9042222)  =        223bp  at  75.8%  exon 
   2948496  (20020855)  to   2948717  (20020635)  =      223bp  at  76.7%  exon 
   2948496  (20108912)  to   2948717  (20109132)  =      223bp  at  76.7%  exon 
   2948496  (23824028)  to   2948717  (23823812)  =      223bp  at  75.8%  exon 
   2948496  (23840886)  to   2948717  (23841108)  =      223bp  at  78.9%  exon 
   2948496  (24204040)  to   2948717  (24204259)  =      222bp  at  76.6%  exon 
   2948496  (24674648)  to   2948717  (24674429)  =      222bp  at  76.6%  exon 
   2948496  (25813749)  to   2948717  (25813968)  =      222bp  at  76.6%  exon 
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   2948496  (26224167)  to   2948717  (26223947)  =      223bp  at  75.8%  exon 
   2948496  (28148621)  to   2948717  (28148402)  =      222bp  at  76.6%  exon 
   2948496  (14924987)  to   2948718  (14924765)  =      223bp  at  91.0%  exon 
   2948496  (20033289)  to   2948718  (20033510)  =      224bp  at  75.4%  exon 
   2948496  (20096450)  to   2948718  (20096229)  =      224bp  at  75.4%  exon 
   2948496  (20655961)  to   2948718  (20656181)  =      223bp  at  77.6%  exon 
   2948496  (20988213)  to   2948718  (20987993)  =      223bp  at  77.6%  exon 
   2948496  (26083036)  to   2948718  (26082813)  =      224bp  at  77.2%  exon 
   2948496  (26236272)  to   2948718  (26236493)  =      224bp  at  75.9%  exon 
   2948496  (27879373)  to   2948718  (27879596)  =      224bp  at  77.2%  exon 
   2948497  (26066270)  to   2948718  (26066052)  =      222bp  at  78.8%  exon 
   2948497  (27896135)  to   2948718  (27896353)  =      222bp  at  78.8%  exon 
   2948925  (26065827)  to   2949023  (26065726)  =      103bp  at  72.8%  intron 
   2948925  (27896578)  to   2949042  (27896704)  =      128bp  at  70.3%  intron 
   2949082  (14924397)  to   2949177  (14924299)  =      100bp  at  70.0%  intron 
   2950761  (14923716)  to   2950907  (14923570)  =      147bp  at  88.4%  exon 
   2950806   (9021404)  to   2950907   (9021309)  =        102bp  at  72.5%  exon 
   2950822  (26021674)  to   2950907  (26021589)  =        86bp  at  77.9%  exon 
   2951990  (14922753)  to   2952136  (14922607)  =      147bp  at  84.4%  exon 
   2952484  (14922222)  to   2952592  (14922114)  =      109bp  at  92.7%  exon 
   2954600  (14921358)  to   2954700  (14921256)  =      104bp  at  71.2%  intron 
   2955873  (14905134)  to   2956042  (14904965)  =      170bp  at  86.5%  exon 
   2956275  (14904730)  to   2956429  (14904577)  =      160bp  at  68.8%  intron 
   2956765  (14903846)  to   2956860  (14903751)  =        96bp  at  71.9%  intron 
   2956877  (14903734)  to   2957052  (14903558)  =      184bp  at  69.6%  intron 
   2957055  (14903555)  to   2957178  (14903432)  =      124bp  at  89.5%  exon 
   2958415  (14902465)  to   2958540  (14902340)  =      126bp  at  85.7%  exon 
   2960270  (14900112)  to   2960366  (14900014)  =      101bp  at  70.3%  intron 
   2960798  (14899795)  to   2960926  (14899661)  =      135bp  at  68.9%  intron 
   2961371  (14899340)  to   2961464  (14899243)  =      100bp  at  70.0%  intron 
   2962026  (14898731)  to   2962302  (14898455)  =      277bp  at  88.8%  exon 
   2962476  (14898267)  to   2962606  (14898137)  =      131bp  at  83.2%  exon 
   2962725  (14898009)  to   2962817  (14897908)  =      102bp  at  70.6%  intron 
   2963329  (14897802)  to   2963429  (14897703)  =      101bp  at  74.3%  intron 
   2972070  (14891780)  to   2972205  (14891645)  =      139bp  at  69.1%  intron 
   2972261  (14891576)  to   2972377  (14891460)  =      117bp  at  91.5%  exon 
   2972378  (14891459)  to   2972475  (14891357)  =      103bp  at  69.9%  intron 
   2973133  (14890689)  to   2973281  (14890541)  =      149bp  at  85.9%  exon 
   2973597  (14890192)  to   2973836  (14889953)  =      240bp  at  88.3%  exon 
   2974210  (14889530)  to   2974410  (14889318)  =      217bp  at  69.1%  intron 
   2974486  (14889225)  to   2974566  (14889135)  =        91bp  at  72.5%  intron 
   2975011  (14888794)  to   2975222  (14888583)  =      212bp  at  87.7%  exon 
   2976336  (14887500)  to   2976431  (14887405)  =        96bp  at  84.4%  exon 
   2977502  (14885989)  to   2977633  (14885860)  =      133bp  at  68.4%  intron 
   2977635  (14885858)  to   2977975  (14885518)  =      341bp  at  92.4%  exon 
   2978551  (14885108)  to   2978644  (14885015)  =        95bp  at  72.6%  intron 
   2978781  (14884882)  to   2978888  (14884780)  =      112bp  at  70.5%  intron 
   2985173  (14883435)  to   2985274  (14883324)  =      114bp  at  70.2%  intron 
   2985643  (14883089)  to   2985730  (14883002)  =        88bp  at  93.2%  exon 
   2985731  (14883001)  to   2985824  (14882903)  =        99bp  at  71.7%  intron 
   2988722  (14876426)  to   2988893  (14876254)  =      177bp  at  70.1%  intron 
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   2989343  (14875397)  to   2989457  (14875285)  =      118bp  at  68.6%  intron 
   2992602  (14873727)  to   2992766  (14873567)  =      167bp  at  68.3%  intron 
   2992983  (14873348)  to   2993073  (14873257)  =        93bp  at  72.0%  intron 
   2993506  (14872547)  to   2993639  (14872414)  =      134bp  at  87.3%  exon 
   2993640  (14872413)  to   2993777  (14872272)  =      143bp  at  74.8%  intron 
   2995365  (14870915)  to   2995512  (14870766)  =      156bp  at  69.9%  intron 
   2995673  (14870572)  to   2995809  (14870436)  =      137bp  at  92.0%  exon 
   2995810  (14870435)  to   2995967  (14870275)  =      163bp  at  69.3%  intron 
   2996765  (14869403)  to   2996840  (14869329)  =        76bp  at  82.9%  intron 
   2996841  (14869328)  to   2997047  (14869122)  =      207bp  at  96.1%  exon 
   2998980  (14864891)  to   2999100  (14864779)  =      121bp  at  69.4%  intron 

   3007413  (14852236)  to   3007511  (14852136)  =      101bp  at  70.3%  intron 
   3008205  (14851779)  to   3008317  (14851659)  =      122bp  at  73.0%  intron 
   3008387  (14851563)  to   3008491  (14851459)  =      105bp  at  92.4%  exon 
   3009731  (14850243)  to   3009883  (14850091)  =      153bp  at  92.8%  exon 
   3012359  (14849564)  to   3012581  (14849349)  =      225bp  at  68.9%  intron 
   3013037  (14848584)  to   3013130  (14848484)  =      101bp  at  71.3%  intron 
   3013131  (14848483)  to   3013269  (14848345)  =      139bp  at  92.8%  exon 
   3013207  (14848317)  to   3013269  (14848255)  =        63bp  at  85.7%  exon 
   3013344  (14848183)  to   3013595  (14847932)  =      252bp  at  89.3%  exon 
   3013794  (14847661)  to   3013909  (14847546)  =      116bp  at  97.4%  exon 
   3014603  (14839926)  to   3014708  (14839818)  =      109bp  at  69.7%  intron 
   3016005  (14838726)  to   3016223  (14838508)  =      219bp  at  92.7%  exon 
   3016316  (14838420)  to   3016516  (14838214)  =      215bp  at  68.8%  intron 
   3016687  (14838086)  to   3016812  (14837959)  =      131bp  at  71.0%  intron 
   3017552  (14837158)  to   3017662  (14837048)  =      111bp  at  94.6%  exon 
   3020228  (14834120)  to   3020307  (14834041)  =        80bp  at  95.0%  exon 
   3020408  (14833974)  to   3020504  (14833876)  =      102bp  at  70.6%  intron 
   3023748  (14832668)  to   3023891  (14832522)  =      147bp  at  87.8%  exon 
   3027115  (14824826)  to   3027215  (14824729)  =      101bp  at  70.3%  intron 
   3027276  (14824662)  to   3027396  (14824548)  =      121bp  at  67.8%  intron 
   3032626  (14822233)  to   3032768  (14822093)  =      146bp  at  69.2%  intron 
   3032945  (14821601)  to   3033065  (14821477)  =      127bp  at  70.9%  intron 
   3033066  (14821476)  to   3033158  (14821381)  =        96bp  at  83.3%  exon 
   3033159  (14821380)  to   3033182  (14821357)  =        24bp  at  75.0%  UTR 
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Appendix C3 Conserved Regions - Mouse Feb. 2006 chrY (bovine 

gi|224458399|ref|NM_001145509.1|) 

                     Start                                     End                    Length    Identity   Information  
Mouse genome  bUSP9Y   Mouse genome  bUSP9Y 

     639816           (7545)  to       639911         (7450)  =        96bp  at  76.0%  exon 
    640745            (7433)  to       640941         (7237)  =      197bp  at  85.8%  exon 
    641072            (7220)  to       641212         (7080)  =      141bp  at  88.7%  exon 
    644294            (6990)  to       644514         (6770)  =      221bp  at  83.3%  exon 
    646961            (6761)  to       647138         (6584)  =      178bp  at  87.1%  exon 
    650196            (6558)  to       650295         (6459)  =      100bp  at  90.0%  exon 
    651006            (6453)  to       651243         (6228)  =      238bp  at  80.7%  exon 
    652383            (6212)  to       652491         (6104)  =      109bp  at  86.2%  exon 
    652955            (6054)  to       653647         (5362)  =      693bp  at  85.6%  exon 
    655500            (5355)  to       655634         (5221)  =      135bp  at  88.9%  exon 
    661302            (5213)  to       661474         (5041)  =      173bp  at  92.5%  exon 
    668775            (5028)  to       668952         (4851)  =      178bp  at  85.4%  exon 
    670058            (4847)  to       670277         (4628)  =      220bp  at  86.8%  exon 
    672763            (4571)  to       672928         (4406)  =      166bp  at  84.3%  exon 
    676435            (4404)  to       676580         (4259)  =      146bp  at  82.9%  exon 
    677864            (4257)  to       678006         (4115)  =      143bp  at  76.9%  exon 
    678215            (4110)  to       678323         (4002)  =      109bp  at  88.1%  exon 
Total 3243bp at 85.3% 
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Appendix C4 Conserved Regions - Cow Oct. 2011 chrY (Mouse Dec. 2011 chrX) 

                     Start                                     End                    Length    Identity   Information  
   bUSP9Y  Mouse genome  bUSP9Y  Mouse genome 

   2910398  (13165484)  to   2910610  (13165272)  =      213bp  at  93.4%  exon 
   2910762  (13164868)  to   2910918  (13164712)  =      157bp  at  90.4%  exon 
   2914626  (13161711)  to   2914714  (13161623)  =        89bp  at  83.1%  exon 
   2914798  (13161534)  to   2915018  (13161314)  =      221bp  at  89.6%  exon 
   2915403  (13160932)  to   2915585  (13160750)  =      183bp  at  90.2%  exon 
   2925469  (13159903)  to   2925598  (13159774)  =      130bp  at  83.8%  exon 
   2926107  (13158944)  to   2926332  (13158719)  =      226bp  at  87.2%  exon 
   2927029  (13157792)  to   2927150  (13157671)  =      122bp  at  86.9%  exon 
   2927439  (13156747)  to   2928186  (13155994)  =      754bp  at  86.6%  exon 
   2929366  (13154233)  to   2929506  (13154093)  =      141bp  at  89.4%  exon 
   2931716  (13151443)  to   2931888  (13151271)  =      173bp  at  94.8%  exon 
   2937642  (13148135)  to   2937832  (13147945)  =      191bp  at  90.6%  exon 
   2939601  (13145342)  to   2939816  (13145127)  =      216bp  at  89.4%  exon 
   2948496  (13144508)  to   2948718  (13144286)  =      223bp  at  87.0%  exon 
   2950761  (13141853)  to   2950907  (13141707)  =      147bp  at  85.7%  exon 
   2951990  (13140556)  to   2952136  (13140410)  =      147bp  at  85.0%  exon 
   2952484  (13140217)  to   2952592  (13140109)  =      109bp  at  87.2%  exon 
   2955873  (13137774)  to   2956042  (13137608)  =      170bp  at  81.2%  exon 
   2957055  (13136568)  to   2957178  (13136445)  =      124bp  at  86.3%  exon 
   2958415  (13135069)  to   2958537  (13134947)  =      123bp  at  86.2%  exon 
   2962024  (13132348)  to   2962302  (13132070)  =      279bp  at  83.2%  exon 
   2962476  (13131857)  to   2962606  (13131727)  =      131bp  at  83.2%  exon 
   2972262  (13130341)  to   2972377  (13130226)  =      116bp  at  88.8%  exon 
   2973133  (13129126)  to   2973281  (13128978)  =      149bp  at  88.6%  exon 
   2973596  (13128448)  to   2973836  (13128208)  =      241bp  at  84.2%  exon 
   2975011  (13125607)  to   2975222  (13125396)  =      212bp  at  90.6%  exon 
   2976336  (13124663)  to   2976431  (13124568)  =        96bp  at  87.5%  exon 
   2977634  (13123510)  to   2977976  (13123168)  =      343bp  at  92.1%  exon 
   2985643  (13121520)  to   2985730  (13121433)  =        88bp  at  93.2%  exon 
   2993506  (13116757)  to   2993639  (13116624)  =      134bp  at  88.8%  exon 
   2995673  (13114644)  to   2995809  (13114508)  =      137bp  at  92.0%  exon 
   2996841  (13113766)  to   2997047  (13113560)  =      207bp  at  91.8%  exon 
   3008387  (13111196)  to   3008491  (13111092)  =      105bp  at  93.3%  exon 
   3009731  (13110228)  to   3009883  (13110076)  =      153bp  at  90.8%  exon 
   3013132  (13108127)  to   3013269  (13107990)  =      138bp  at  86.2%  exon 
   3013344  (13107915)  to   3013595  (13107664)  =      252bp  at  88.5%  exon 
   3013794  (13107180)  to   3013909  (13107065)  =      116bp  at  89.7%  exon 
   3016005  (13104801)  to   3016223  (13104583)  =      219bp  at  89.0%  exon 
   3017553  (13103439)  to   3017662  (13103330)  =      110bp  at  89.1%  exon 
   3020228  (13100512)  to   3020307  (13100433)  =        80bp  at  95.0%  exon 
   3023748  (13098593)  to   3023891  (13098450)  =      144bp  at  87.5%  exon 
   3033066  (13094177)  to   3033158  (13094082)  =        96bp  at  88.5%  exon 
   3033159  (13094081)  to   3033182  (13094058)  =        24bp  at  75.0%  UTR 
Total 7429bp at 88.3% 
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Appendix C5 Conserved region in Human Mar. 2006 and bUSP9X 

                     Start                                     End                    Length    Identity   Information  
  Human genome bUSP9X  Human genome bUSP9X 

***** Conserved Regions - Human Mar. 2006 chrX (bovine gi|983011471|ref|XM_010799342.2|) ***** 
      40928195        (3909)  to  40928325      (4039)  =      131bp  at  96.9%  exon 
      40928657        (4103)  to  40928872      (4318)  =      216bp  at  92.6%  exon 
      40930715        (4320)  to  40930837      (4442)  =      123bp  at  93.5%  exon 
      40932189        (4445)  to  40932314      (4570)  =      126bp  at  96.8%  exon 
      40933539        (4604)  to  40933672      (4737)  =      134bp  at  96.3%  exon 
      40940458        (4748)  to  40940555      (4845)  =        98bp  at  95.9%  exon 
      40940789        (4847)  to  40940934      (4992)  =      146bp  at  92.5%  exon 
      40941561        (4994)  to  40941683      (5116)  =      123bp  at  87.8%  exon 
      40942725        (5141)  to  40942947      (5363)  =      223bp  at  92.8%  exon 
      40945257        (5364)  to  40945475      (5582)  =      219bp  at  93.6%  exon 
      40949500        (5585)  to  40949681      (5766)  =      182bp  at  94.0%  exon 
      40954706        (5776)  to  40954879      (5949)  =      174bp  at  96.6%  exon 
      40958772        (5957)  to  40958904      (6089)  =      133bp  at  94.7%  exon 
      40960096        (6092)  to  40960847      (6843)  =      752bp  at  93.2%  exon 
      40961455        (6884)  to  40961539      (6968)  =        85bp  at  91.8%  exon 
      40962569        (6970)  to  40962794      (7195)  =      226bp  at  94.7%  exon 
      40963318        (7215)  to  40963428      (7325)  =      111bp  at  95.5%  exon 
      40967461        (7373)  to  40967598      (7510)  =      138bp  at  94.9%  exon 
      40968939        (7512)  to  40969159      (7732)  =      221bp  at  97.3%  exon 
      40973450        (7822)  to  40973606      (7978)  =      157bp  at  93.0%  exon 
      40973767        (7982)  to  40974024      (8239)  =      258bp  at  96.5%  exon 
      40974698        (8243)  to  40974793      (8332)  =        96bp  at  86.5%  exon 
      40976584        (8336)  to  40976721      (8473)  =      138bp  at  93.5%  exon 
      40976722        (8474)  to  40977962      (9700)  =    1250bp  at  89.8%  UTR 
Total 5460bp at 93.1% 
 
***** Conserved Regions - Human Mar. 2006 chrX (bovine gi|983011471|ref|XM_010799342.2|) ***** 
      40867668       (588)  to     40867825       (745)  =      158bp  at  98.1%  UTR 
      40867826       (746)  to     40867921       (839)  =        96bp  at  93.8%  exon 
      40873197       (842)  to     40873339       (984)  =      143bp  at  95.1%  exon 
      40875654       (988)  to     40875733      (1065)  =       80bp  at  95.0%  exon 
      40878922      (1068)  to    40879034      (1180)  =     113bp  at  92.9%  exon 
      40881001      (1181)  to    40881218      (1398)  =     218bp  at  95.0%  exon 
      40884853      (1400)  to    40884968      (1515)  =     116bp  at  97.4%  exon 
      40885173      (1526)  to    40885414      (1767)  =     242bp  at  97.9%  exon 
      40885539      (1817)  to    40885628      (1906)  =       90bp  at  94.4%  exon 
      40887488      (1907)  to    40887638      (2057)  =     151bp  at  94.7%  exon 
      40888719      (2060)  to    40888823      (2164)  =     105bp  at  95.2%  exon 
      40892584      (2183)  to    40892772      (2371)  =     189bp  at  93.7%  exon 
      40895142      (2396)  to    40895239      (2493)  =       98bp  at  95.9%  exon 
      40897145      (2524)  to    40897278      (2657)  =     134bp  at  96.3%  exon 
Total 1933bp at 95.6% 
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Appendix C6 Conserved Regions - Mouse Feb. 2006 chrX (bovine 

gi|983011471|ref|XM_010799342.2|) 

                    Start                                     End               Length    Identity   Information  
Mouse genome bUSP9X  Mouse genome bUSP9X 

  12250883           (588)  to  12251040       (745)  =       158bp  at  94.3%  UTR 
  12251041           (746)  to  12251136       (839)  =         96bp  at  92.7%  exon 
  12255409           (842)  to  12255554       (987)  =       146bp  at  90.4%  exon 
  12260287         (1068)  to  12260398      (1179)  =      112bp  at  91.1%  exon 
  12261542         (1181)  to  12261760      (1399)  =      219bp  at  92.2%  exon 
  12264024         (1400)  to  12264139      (1515)  =      116bp  at  93.1%  exon 
  12264623         (1516)  to  12264808      (1701)  =      186bp  at  95.2%  exon 
  12264949         (1768)  to  12265086      (1905)  =      138bp  at  87.0%  exon 
  12267035         (1907)  to  12267187      (2059)  =      153bp  at  92.2%  exon 
  12268099         (2108)  to  12268153      (2162)  =        55bp  at  98.2%  exon 
  12270519         (2165)  to  12270718      (2364)  =      200bp  at  90.5%  exon 
  12271467         (2372)  to  12271603      (2508)  =      137bp  at  92.7%  exon 
  12273589         (2530)  to  12273714      (2655)  =      126bp  at  96.0%  exon 
  12278392         (2658)  to  12278479      (2737)  =        88bp  at  86.4%  exon 
  12280128         (2747)  to  12280468      (3087)  =      341bp  at  90.3%  exon 
  12281527         (3095)  to  12281622      (3182)  =        96bp  at  87.5%  exon 
  12282355         (3185)  to  12282564      (3394)  =      210bp  at  94.3%  exon 
  12285167         (3397)  to  12285403      (3633)  =      237bp  at  90.3%  exon 
  12285936         (3638)  to  12286085      (3787)  =      150bp  at  93.3%  exon 
  12287198         (3801)  to  12287300      (3903)  =      103bp  at  95.1%  exon 
  12288686         (3909)  to  12288816      (4039)  =      131bp  at  95.4%  exon 
  12289092         (4103)  to  12289306      (4317)  =      215bp  at  92.6%  exon 
  12291903         (4319)  to  12292026      (4442)  =      124bp  at  91.9%  exon 
  12293404         (4445)  to  12293527      (4568)  =      124bp  at  91.1%  exon 
  12294567         (4571)  to  12294733      (4737)  =      167bp  at  91.0%  exon 
  12297102         (4772)  to  12297175      (4845)  =        74bp  at  94.6%  exon 
  12297369         (4847)  to  12297515      (4993)  =      147bp  at  89.8%  exon 
  12298742         (5070)  to  12298812      (5140)  =        71bp  at  94.4%  exon 
  12301245         (5141)  to  12301467      (5363)  =      223bp  at  91.0%  exon 
  12302086         (5364)  to  12302302      (5580)  =      217bp  at  91.7%  exon 
  12304904         (5585)  to  12305090      (5771)  =      187bp  at  93.0%  exon 
  12308229         (5776)  to  12308402      (5949)  =      174bp  at  94.8%  exon 
  12311058         (5957)  to  12311177      (6076)  =      120bp  at  94.2%  exon 
  12312953         (6092)  to  12313706      (6845)  =      754bp  at  91.1%  exon 
  12314645         (6863)  to  12314751      (6969)  =      107bp  at  92.5%  exon 
  12315724         (7016)  to  12315903      (7195)  =      180bp  at  92.2%  exon 
  12316760         (7223)  to  12316860      (7323)  =      101bp  at  91.1%  exon 
  12317708         (7328)  to  12317891      (7511)  =      184bp  at  92.4%  exon 
  12318282         (7521)  to  12318493      (7732)  =      212bp  at  92.9%  exon 
  12321671         (7822)  to  12321817      (7968)  =      147bp  at  94.6%  exon 
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  12322231         (7979)  to  12322443      (8191)  =      213bp  at  95.3%  exon 
  12323591         (8240)  to  12323686      (8335)  =        96bp  at  91.7%  exon 
  12326330         (8360)  to  12326443      (8473)  =      114bp  at  94.7%  exon 
  12326444         (8474)  to  12327675      (9700)  =    1264bp  at  81.5%  UTR 
Total 8413bp at 90.6% 

 

 

Appendix D1 Conserved regions between bRPS4Y1 and Human Feb. 2009 

                       Start                                     End                    Length   Identity   Information  
  bRPS4Y1  Human genome  bRPS4Y1 Human genome 

***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chr23 (Human Feb. 2009 chr6) ***** 
  10773453  (36628041)  to  10773543  (36627939)  =      103bp  at  70.9%  intron 
  10773668  (36627852)  to  10773933  (36627579)  =      281bp  at  73.0%  intron 
  10774065  (36627398)  to  10774281  (36627170)  =      234bp  at  73.5%  intron 
  10776684  (36626646)  to  10777019  (36626310)  =      350bp  at  75.4%  intron 
  10777109  (36626229)  to  10777630  (36625703)  =      545bp  at  76.9%  intron 
  10777636  (36625681)  to  10777822  (36625490)  =      195bp  at  79.5%  intron 
  10777867  (36625482)  to  10778207  (36625145)  =      344bp  at  73.8%  intron 
  10778305  (36625031)  to  10778428  (36624910)  =      124bp  at  74.2%  intron 
  10778518  (36624480)  to  10778999  (36624002)  =      493bp  at  74.6%  intron 
  10779007  (36623684)  to  10779222  (36623456)  =      231bp  at  75.8%  intron 
  10779304  (36623375)  to  10779487  (36623181)  =      199bp  at  71.9%  intron 
  10779576  (36623100)  to  10779959  (36622720)  =      404bp  at  69.8%  intron 
  10779986  (36622399)  to  10780129  (36622253)  =      148bp  at  82.4%  intron 
  10780391  (36621743)  to  10780599  (36621537)  =      211bp  at  77.3%  intron 
  10780628  (36621494)  to  10780844  (36621265)  =      230bp  at  71.3%  intron 
  10781086  (36620363)  to  10781203  (36620239)  =      127bp  at  74.0%  intron 
  10781348  (36619913)  to  10781811  (36619436)  =      484bp  at  71.3%  intron 
  10781947  (36619212)  to  10782397  (36618771)  =      462bp  at  72.7%  intron 
  10782415  (36618754)  to  10782575  (36618592)  =      169bp  at  71.0%  intron 
  10782733  (36618047)  to  10782873  (36617905)  =      144bp  at  70.8%  intron 
  10782917  (36617856)  to  10783014  (36617760)  =      101bp  at  70.3%  intron 
  10783908  (36617717)  to  10784345  (36617241)  =      479bp  at  72.9%  intron 
  10784362  (36617179)  to  10784613  (36616920)  =      263bp  at  73.4%  intron 
  10784938  (36616197)  to  10785157  (36615968)  =      234bp  at  73.5%  intron 
  10785852  (36615878)  to  10785951  (36615783)  =      100bp  at  79.0%  intron 
  10786115  (36615525)  to  10786293  (36615344)  =      183bp  at  81.4%  intron 
  10786304  (36615315)  to  10786424  (36615186)  =      130bp  at  72.3%  intron 
  10786863  (36614766)  to  10786962  (36614673)  =      100bp  at  72.0%  intron 
  10787405  (36614558)  to  10787499  (36614459)  =      100bp  at  70.0%  intron 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chr23 (Human Feb. 2009 chr18) ***** 
  10788044  (20166418)  to  10788049  (20166423)  =        6bp  at 100.0%  UTR 
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***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chr23 (Human Feb. 2009 chr20) ***** 
  10788051   (4610865)  to  10788842   (4610073)  =      793bp  at  87.9%  exon 

***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chr23 (Human Feb. 2009 chr18) ***** 
  10788054  (20166428)  to  10788838  (20167186)  =      787bp  at  77.8%  exon 

***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chr23 (Human Feb. 2009 chr20) ***** 
  10788843   (4610072)  to  10788849   (4610066)  =        7bp  at  85.7%  UTR 

***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chr23 (Human Feb. 2009 chr18) ***** 
  10788843  (20167191)  to  10788910  (20167258)  =       69bp  at  78.3%  UTR 

 
 

Appendix D2 Conserved regions between bRPS4Y1 and Mouse Feb. 2006 

                    Start                                     End                     Length   Identity   Information  
 bRPS4Y1  Mouse genome   bRPS4Y1  Mouse genome 

***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chr23 (Mouse Dec. 2011 chr17) ***** 
  10776748  (29069976)  to  10776847  (29069862)  =      116bp  at  72.4%  intron 
  10777472  (29069071)  to  10777653  (29068907)  =      183bp  at  70.5%  intron 
  10786159  (29060916)  to  10786281  (29060790)  =      128bp  at  76.6%  intron 

 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chr23 (Mouse Dec. 2011 chr7) ***** 
  10788044  (33879288)  to  10788049  (33879293)  =          6bp  at 100.0%  UTR 
  10788051  (33879295)  to  10788838  (33880128)  =      839bp  at  77.8%  exon 

 
 
 

Appendix D3 Conserved Regions -  Human Mar. 2006 chrX (bovine 

gi|402744101|ref|NM_001035445.2|) 

                   Start                                     End                  Length  Identity  Information     
Human genome bRPS4X  Human genome bRPS4X 

     71409808       (712)  to       71409960       (560)  =      153bp  at  87.6%  exon 
     71410376       (555)  to       71410547       (384)  =      172bp  at  91.9%  exon 
     71412119       (285)  to       71412296       (108)  =      178bp  at  90.4%  exon 
     71412732       (104)  to       71412809        (27)  =         78bp  at  91.0%  exon 
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Appendix D4 Conserved region between Cow Oct. 2011 and Human Feb. 2009 

                    Start                                     End                  Length  Identity  Information     
Human genome bRPS4X  Human genome bRPS4X 

***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrX) ***** 
  47959209  (71497068)  to  47959231  (71497046)  =        23bp  at  87.0%  UTR 
  47959232  (71497045)  to  47959234  (71497043)  =          3bp  at 100.0%  exon 
  47959235  (71497042)  to  47959369  (71496909)  =      135bp  at  71.9%  intron 
  47959571  (71496690)  to  47959693  (71496564)  =      128bp  at  69.5%  intron 
  47960145  (71496084)  to  47960222  (71496007)  =        78bp  at  91.0%  exon 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrY) ***** 
  47960145   (2710206)  to   47960222   (2710283)  =         78bp  at  80.8%  exon 
  47960145  (22918664)  to  47960222  (22918741)  =        78bp  at  84.6%  exon 
  47960423  (22921754)  to  47960601  (22921932)  =      179bp  at  78.8%  exon 
 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrX) ***** 
  47960423  (71495574)  to  47960603  (71495394)  =      181bp  at  90.1%  exon 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrY) ***** 
  47960423   (2712118)  to   47960603   (2712298)  =       181bp  at  81.2%  exon 
 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrX) ***** 
  47960826  (71495000)  to  47960923  (71494903)  =       98bp  at  93.9%  exon 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrY) ***** 
  47960826   (2713687)  to   47960923   (2713784)  =        98bp  at  78.6%  exon 
  47960826  (22923170)  to  47960923  (22923267)  =       98bp  at  78.6%  exon 
 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrX) ***** 
  47960924  (71494902)  to  47961061  (71494771)  =      141bp  at  68.8%  intron 
  47961254  (71494498)  to  47961700  (71494061)  =      455bp  at  74.7%  intron 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrY) ***** 
  47962055   (2722641)  to   47962224   (2722810)  =       170bp  at  80.6%  exon 
  47962055  (22930691)  to  47962224  (22930860)  =      170bp  at  80.6%  exon 
 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrX) ***** 
  47962055  (71493822)  to  47962226  (71493651)  =      172bp  at  91.9%  exon 
  47962805  (71493239)  to  47962961  (71493083)  =      157bp  at  87.9%  exon 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrY) ***** 
  47962807   (2733131)  to   47962961   (2733285)  =       155bp  at  81.3%  exon 
  47962807  (22941397)  to  47962961  (22941551)  =      155bp  at  80.6%  exon 
 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrX) ***** 
  47963472  (71492622)  to  47963569  (71492525)  =       98bp  at  88.8%  exon 
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***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Human Feb. 2009 chrY) ***** 
  47963472    (2734834)  to  47963573   (2734935)  =       102bp  at  84.3%  exon 
  47963472  (22942817)  to  47963573  (22942918)  =      102bp  at  83.3%  exon 
  47963576    (2734938)  to  47963577   (2734939)  =         2bp  at 100.0%  UTR 

 
 
 
 

 

Appendix D5 Conserved Regions - Mouse Feb. 2006 chrX (bovine 

gi|402744101|ref|NM_001035445.2|) 

                         Start                                     End         Length  Identity  Information     
Mouse genome bRPS4X  Mouse genome bRPS4X 

     98389115       (555)  to  98389286       (384)  =      172bp  at  88.4%  exon 
     98390074       (370)  to  98390171       (286)  =        98bp  at  82.7%  exon 
     98390549       (277)  to  98390721       (105)  =      173bp  at  88.4%  exon 
     98391013         (88)  to  98391090        (27)  =         78bp  at  73.1%  exon 
Total 521bp at 85.0% 

 
 
 
 

Appendix D6 Conserved Regions - Cow Oct. 2011 chrX (Mouse Dec. 2011 chrX) 

                 Start                                     End                       Length  Identity  Information     
bRPS4X  Mouse genome bRPS4X Mouse genome 

  47959209 (102189323)  to  47959231 (102189301)  =       23bp  at  91.3%  UTR 
  47959232 (102189300)  to  47959234 (102189298)  =         3bp  at 100.0% exon 
  47960145 (102188371)  to  47960222 (102188294)  =       78bp  at  88.5%  exon 
  47960423 (102188002)  to  47960603 (102187822)  =     181bp  at  88.4%  exon 
  47960826 (102187452)  to  47960923 (102187355)  =       98bp  at  94.9%  exon 
  47961353 (102186877)  to  47961500 (102186735)  =     148bp  at  72.3%  intron 
  47962055 (102186567)  to  47962226 (102186396)  =     172bp  at  88.4%  exon 
  47962807 (102185658)  to  47962961 (102185504)  =     155bp  at  89.0%  exon 
  47963472 (102185131)  to  47963569 (102185034)  =       98bp  at  84.7%  exon 
Total 956bp at 86.4% 
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Appendix E1 Conserved regions between human TBL1Y and Cow Oct. 2011 

                      Start                                     End              Length  Identity  Information     
    TBL1Y   Cow genome    TBL1Y    Cow genome 

***** Conserved Regions -  Human Feb. 2009 chrY (Cow Oct. 2011 chrUn_JH121382) ***** 
   6783282    (347325)  to   6783377    (347237)  =        97bp  at  71.1%  intron 
   6784082    (346566)  to   6784171    (346470)  =      100bp  at  70.0%  intron 
   6784235    (346419)  to   6784335    (346324)  =      101bp  at  70.3%  intron 
   6788417    (342597)  to   6788522    (342496)  =      106bp  at  71.7%  intron 
   6789484    (340947)  to   6789600    (340827)  =      121bp  at  71.9%  intron 
   6792686    (339717)  to   6792809    (339595)  =      127bp  at  71.7%  intron 
   6792998    (339418)  to   6793269    (339149)  =      276bp  at  70.3%  intron 
   6795624    (338724)  to   6795712    (338625)  =      100bp  at  70.0%  intron 
   6795943    (338362)  to   6796129    (338168)  =      197bp  at  71.1%  intron 
   6799545    (336207)  to   6799764    (335973)  =      240bp  at  68.8%  intron 
   6799970    (335772)  to   6800169    (335566)  =      207bp  at  75.8%  intron 
   6804864    (334975)  to   6804951    (334880)  =        96bp  at  75.0%  intron 
   6809606    (313019)  to   6809766    (312854)  =      166bp  at  73.5%  intron 
   6814239    (304702)  to   6814332    (304613)  =        95bp  at  71.6%  intron 

***** Conserved Regions -  Human Feb. 2009 chrY (Cow Oct. 2011 chrUn_JH121382) ***** 
   6783282    (347325)  to   6783377    (347237)  =        97bp  at  71.1%  intron 
   6784082    (346566)  to   6784171    (346470)  =      100bp  at  70.0%  intron 
   6784235    (346419)  to   6784335    (346324)  =      101bp  at  70.3%  intron 
   6788417    (342597)  to   6788522    (342496)  =      106bp  at  71.7%  intron 
   6789484    (340947)  to   6789600    (340827)  =      121bp  at  71.9%  intron 
   6792686    (339717)  to   6792809    (339595)  =      127bp  at  71.7%  intron 
   6792998    (339418)  to   6793269    (339149)  =      276bp  at  70.3%  intron 
   6795624    (338724)  to   6795712    (338625)  =      100bp  at  70.0%  intron 
   6795943    (338362)  to   6796129    (338168)  =      197bp  at  71.1%  intron 
   6799545    (336207)  to   6799764    (335973)  =      240bp  at  68.8%  intron 
   6799970    (335772)  to   6800169    (335566)  =      207bp  at  75.8%  intron 
   6804864    (334975)  to   6804951    (334880)  =        96bp  at  75.0%  intron 
   6809606    (313019)  to   6809766    (312854)  =      166bp  at  73.5%  intron 
   6814239    (304702)  to   6814332    (304613)  =        95bp  at  71.6%  intron 
 
***** Conserved Regions -  Human Feb. 2009 chrY (Cow Oct. 2011 chrUn_JH121382) ***** 
   6834563    (304275)  to   6834665    (304176)  =      103bp  at  70.9%  intron 
   6836812    (294097)  to   6836926    (293986)  =      116bp  at  69.8%  intron 
   6842955    (268820)  to   6843036    (268739)  =        82bp  at  78.0%  intron 
   6843204    (268583)  to   6843323    (268451)  =      133bp  at  72.9%  intron 
   6843601    (267971)  to   6843699    (267873)  =        99bp  at  73.7%  intron 
   6846255    (265319)  to   6846283    (265291)  =        29bp  at  75.9%  UTR 
   6847360    (263946)  to   6847553    (263748)  =      202bp  at  70.8%  intron 
   6849126    (261594)  to   6849228    (261500)  =      103bp  at  71.8%  intron 
   6850553    (260043)  to   6850658    (259941)  =      106bp  at  71.7%  intron 
   6851540    (258230)  to   6851627    (258132)  =      100bp  at  70.0%  intron 
   6851701    (257997)  to   6851911    (257766)  =      232bp  at  72.0%  intron 
   6859012    (230586)  to   6859163    (230435)  =      152bp  at  72.4%  intron 
   6859164    (230424)  to   6859254    (230325)  =      100bp  at  70.0%  intron 
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   6862371    (225693)  to   6862491    (225571)  =      124bp  at  71.0%  intron 
   6865554    (220759)  to   6865656    (220653)  =      108bp  at  70.4%  intron 
   6865795    (220479)  to   6865911    (220365)  =      120bp  at  71.7%  intron 
   6867572    (217547)  to   6867671    (217451)  =      101bp  at  70.3%  intron 
   6867926    (212712)  to   6868068    (212571)  =      146bp  at  72.6%  intron 
   6868518    (211852)  to   6868632    (211744)  =      116bp  at  69.8%  intron 
   6870502    (197734)  to   6870599    (197637)  =      100bp  at  71.0%  intron 
   6871750    (196395)  to   6871865    (196287)  =      116bp  at  70.7%  intron 
   6871966    (196188)  to   6872059    (196093)  =        97bp  at  72.2%  intron 
   6872064    (196087)  to   6872315    (195833)  =      256bp  at  69.5%  intron 
   6872498    (195439)  to   6872606    (195331)  =      109bp  at  79.8%  intron 
   6872889    (194571)  to   6872986    (194474)  =      100bp  at  70.0%  intron 
   6873761    (192314)  to   6873945    (192127)  =      189bp  at  72.0%  intron 
   6874069    (192020)  to   6874172    (191918)  =      105bp  at  70.5%  intron 
   6874201    (191678)  to   6874319    (191565)  =      119bp  at  68.9%  intron 
   6875182    (191116)  to   6875405    (190888)  =      233bp  at  69.5%  intron 
   6879658    (179606)  to   6879791    (179470)  =      137bp  at  71.5%  intron 
   6879658    (183898)  to   6879791    (183762)  =      137bp  at  71.5%  intron 
   6882876    (127952)  to   6883164    (127666)  =      290bp  at  76.9%  intron 
   6887291    (122790)  to   6887915    (122166)  =      654bp  at  73.2%  intron 
   6888016    (122067)  to   6888302    (121771)  =      302bp  at  71.5%  intron 
   6888828    (121572)  to   6888925    (121475)  =      100bp  at  70.0%  intron 
   6889219    (121218)  to   6889325    (121114)  =      108bp  at  72.2%  intron 
   6889490    (120936)  to   6889578    (120848)  =        89bp  at  76.4%  UTR 
   6889579    (120847)  to   6889679    (120757)  =      101bp  at  71.3%  intron 
   6889893    (119384)  to   6890133    (119143)  =      245bp  at  72.7%  intron 
   6890311    (118827)  to   6890456    (118682)  =      151bp  at  74.2%  intron 
   6893076    (109703)  to   6893125    (109651)  =        53bp  at  77.4%  UTR 
   6893126    (109650)  to   6893183    (109593)  =        58bp  at  91.4%  exon 
   6894162    (106419)  to   6894294    (106283)  =      138bp  at  70.3%  intron 
   6898242    (103084)  to   6898366    (102950)  =      135bp  at  70.4%  intron 
   6905915     (86300)  to   6906124     (86089)  =        212bp  at  72.6%  intron 
   6909544     (81589)  to   6909636     (81503)  =          96bp  at  70.8%  intron 
   6911023     (79912)  to   6911166     (79769)  =        144bp  at  86.8%  exon 
   6931938     (74707)  to   6932190     (74443)  =        265bp  at  73.6%  exon 
   6938237     (70837)  to   6938369     (70705)  =        133bp  at  87.2%  exon 
   6938762     (70058)  to   6938902     (69918)  =        141bp  at  87.2%  exon 
   6939601     (68419)  to   6939664     (68356)  =          64bp  at  85.9%  exon 

   6939774     (68221)  to   6939871     (68124)  =          98bp  at  91.8%  exon 
   6941961     (66552)  to   6942107     (66405)  =        151bp  at  70.2%  intron 
   6942601     (65738)  to   6942661     (65678)  =          61bp  at  93.4%  exon 
   6945508     (62132)  to   6945635     (61999)  =        134bp  at  71.6%  intron 
   6948773     (60144)  to   6948893     (60024)  =        121bp  at  86.8%  exon 
   6953939     (57364)  to   6954013     (57290)  =          75bp  at  89.3%  exon 
   6954331     (56779)  to   6954458     (56652)  =        128bp  at  90.6%  exon 
   6955309     (53875)  to   6955473     (53711)  =        165bp  at  78.2%  exon 
   6958130     (52079)  to   6958230     (51979)  =        101bp  at  87.1%  exon 
   6959513     (51025)  to   6959533     (51005)  =          21bp  at  76.2%  exon 
   6959559     (50969)  to   6959707     (50821)  =        151bp  at  70.9%  UTR 
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Appendix E2 Conserved region between bTBL1X and Human Mar. 2006 chrX 

                      Start                                     End                 Length  Identity  Information     
Human genome bTBL1X      Human genome bTBL1X 

***** Conserved Regions - Human Mar. 2006 chrX (bovine gi|223636311|ref|NM_001145232.1|) 
***** 
      9619619       (470)  to      9619751       (602)  =      133bp  at  86.5%  exon 
      9620154       (604)  to      9620293       (743)  =      140bp  at  90.7%  exon 
      9621362       (809)  to      9621459       (906)  =        98bp  at  92.9%  exon 
Total 371bp at 89.8% 
 
***** Conserved Regions - Human Mar. 2006 chrX (bovine gi|223636311|ref|NM_001145232.1|) 
***** 
      9616057       (205)  to      9616315       (469)  =      265bp  at  80.0%  exon 
Total 265bp at 80.0% 
 
***** Conserved Regions - Human Mar. 2006 chrX (bovine gi|223636311|ref|NM_001145232.1|) 
***** 
      9612085         (61)  to      9612228       (204)  =      144bp  at  90.3%  exon 
Total 144bp at 90.3% 

 
 
 
 
Appendix E3 Conserved region between bTBL1X and Human Mar. 2006 chrY 

                     Start                                     End                 Length  Identity  Information     
Human genome bTBL1X   Human genome bTBL1X 

***** Conserved Regions - Human Mar. 2006 chrY (bovine 
gi|223636311|ref|NM_001145232.1|) ***** 
      6998237         (470)  to       6998369       (602)  =      133bp  at  87.2%  exon 
      6998762         (604)  to       6998902       (744)  =      141bp  at  87.2%  exon 
      6999601         (745)  to       6999664       (807)  =        64bp  at  84.4%  exon 
      6999774         (809)  to       6999871       (906)  =        98bp  at  91.8%  exon 
Total 436bp at 87.8% 
***** Conserved Regions - Human Mar. 2006 chrY (bovine 
gi|223636311|ref|NM_001145232.1|) ***** 
      7014331       (1165)  to       7014458      (1292)  =      128bp  at  90.6%  exon 
Total 128bp at 90.6% 
***** Conserved Regions - Human Mar. 2006 chrY (bovine 
gi|223636311|ref|NM_001145232.1|) ***** 
     21312583      (1163)  to      21312707      (1289)  =      127bp  at  81.9%  intergenic 
Total 127bp at 81.9% 
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Appendix E4 Conserved Regions -  Mouse Feb. 2006 chrX (sequence1 

gi|223636311|ref|NM_001145232.1|) 

                          Start                               End               Length  Identity  Information     
Mouse genome bTBL1X   Mouse genome bTBL1X 

    73900511        (470)  to  73900643       (602)  =       133bp  at  85.7%  exon 
    73900972        (604)  to  73901109       (741)  =       138bp  at  84.8%  exon 
    73901373        (745)  to  73901436       (807)  =         64bp  at  87.5%  exon 
    73901542        (809)  to  73901639       (906)  =         98bp  at  89.8%  exon 
    73902592        (907)  to  73902652       (966)  =         61bp  at  91.8%  exon 
    73903090        (970)  to  73903208      (1088)  =      119bp  at  86.6%  exon 
    73905933      (1165)  to  73906060      (1292)  =      128bp  at  88.3%  exon 
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Appendix E5 Conserved Regions between bTBL1X and Mouse Dec.2011 

                   Start                                     End                   Length  Identity  Information     
bTBL1X   Mouse genome   bTBL1X   Mouse genome 

   ***** Conserved Regions - Cow Oct. 2011 chrUn_JH121382 (Mouse Dec. 2011 chrX) 
***** 
     50999  (77659741)  to     51025  (77659715)  =         27bp  at  85.2%  exon 
     51978  (77658802)  to     52079  (77658701)  =       102bp  at  85.3%  exon 
     53711  (77655571)  to     53875  (77655407)  =       165bp  at  81.8%  exon 
     56652  (77653341)  to     56779  (77653214)  =       128bp  at  88.3%  exon 
     57290  (77652838)  to     57364  (77652764)  =         75bp  at  93.3%  exon 
     60027  (77650486)  to     60142  (77650371)  =       116bp  at  87.1%  exon 
     65678  (77649933)  to     65738  (77649873)  =         61bp  at  93.4%  exon 
     68124  (77648920)  to     68221  (77648823)  =         98bp  at  89.8%  exon 
     68356  (77648717)  to     68419  (77648654)  =         64bp  at  89.1%  exon 
     69919  (77648392)  to     70058  (77648253)  =       140bp  at  85.0%  exon 
     70705  (77647924)  to     70837  (77647792)  =       133bp  at  85.7%  exon 
     74445  (77646467)  to     74707  (77646208)  =       266bp  at  73.3%  exon 
     79769  (77643556)  to     79912  (77643413)  =       144bp  at  85.4%  exon 
    109593  (77641507)  to    109650  (77641450)  =       58bp  at  87.9%  exon 
Total 1577bp at 84.5% 
 
***** Conserved Regions -  Cow Oct. 2011 chrY (Mouse Dec. 2011 chrX) ***** 
   2509390  (77641450)  to   2509447  (77641507)  =        58bp  at  87.9%  exon 
   2539078  (77643411)  to   2539223  (77643556)  =      146bp  at  85.6%  exon 
   2544276  (77646208)  to   2544538  (77646467)  =      266bp  at  72.9%  exon 
   2548146  (77647792)  to   2548278  (77647924)  =      133bp  at  85.7%  exon 
   2548925  (77648253)  to   2549064  (77648392)  =      140bp  at  85.0%  exon 
   2550564  (77648654)  to   2550627  (77648717)  =        64bp  at  89.1%  exon 
   2550762  (77648823)  to   2550859  (77648920)  =        98bp  at  89.8%  exon 
   2553247  (77649873)  to   2553307  (77649933)  =        61bp  at  93.4%  exon 
   2558842  (77650371)  to   2558957  (77650486)  =      116bp  at  87.1%  exon 
   2561614  (77652764)  to   2561688  (77652838)  =        75bp  at  93.3%  exon 
   2562199  (77653214)  to   2562326  (77653341)  =      128bp  at  88.3%  exon 
   2565103  (77655407)  to   2565267  (77655571)  =      165bp  at  81.8%  exon 
   2566899  (77658701)  to   2567000  (77658802)  =      102bp  at  85.3%  exon 
   2567953  (77659715)  to   2567979  (77659741)  =        27bp  at  85.2%  exon 
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Appendix F1 Conserved Regions - Human Mar. 2006 chrX (sequence1 

gi|983011796|ref|XM_015470599.1|) 

                   Start                                     End                       Length  Identity  Information     
Human genome  bPRKX   Human genome  bPRKX 

          3583191        (671)  to          3583453       (409)  =      263bp  at  87.5%  exon 
Total 263bp at 87.5% 

 
 
 

Appendix F2 Conserved Regions - Human Feb. 2009 vs chrX Cow Oct. 2011 chrX 

for PRKX 

                   Start                                     End                       Length  Identity  Information     
     Human        Cow               Human         Cow 

   3522390  (87962799)  to   3522504  (87962917)  =      119bp  at  84.0%  UTR 
   3522989  (87963387)  to   3523088  (87963497)  =      112bp  at  68.8%  UTR 
   3526646  (87967669)  to   3526719  (87967742)  =        74bp  at  81.1%  UTR 
   3530241  (87969060)  to   3530366  (87969185)  =      126bp  at  73.0%  exon 
   3533856  (87971034)  to   3533933  (87971111)  =        78bp  at  73.1%  exon 
   3539300  (87972971)  to   3539357  (87973028)  =        58bp  at  81.0%  exon 
   3544460  (87974826)  to   3544555  (87974921)  =        96bp  at  86.5%  exon 
   3559893  (87979997)  to   3560012  (87980116)  =      120bp  at  87.5%  exon 
   3569578  (87985787)  to   3569676  (87985887)  =      101bp  at  70.3%  intron 
   3573191  (87988184)  to   3573453  (87988446)  =      263bp  at  87.5%  exon 
   3588378  (87996101)  to   3588500  (87996227)  =      129bp  at  67.4%  intron 
   3592639  (88000147)  to   3592805  (88000313)  =      167bp  at  85.6%  exon 
   3608097  (88004307)  to   3608194  (88004404)  =        99bp  at  70.7%  intron 
   3612490  (88006749)  to   3612618  (88006880)  =      135bp  at  74.1%  intron 
   3612892  (88007045)  to   3613025  (88007181)  =      138bp  at  73.2%  intron 
   3618425  (88010600)  to   3618565  (88010746)  =      147bp  at  70.7%  intron 
   3629240  (88019743)  to   3629337  (88019839)  =      103bp  at  71.8%  intron 
   3631296  (88022246)  to   3631444  (88022393)  =      156bp  at  69.9%  UTR 
Total 2221bp at 77.0% 
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Appendix F3 Conserved Regions - Mouse Feb. 2006 chrX (sequence1 

gi|983011796|ref|XM_015470599.1|) 

                     Start                                     End                       Length  Identity  Information     
Human genome  bPRKX   Human genome  bPRKX 

       74025835       (792)  to     74025954       (673)  =         120bp  at  81.7%  exon 
Total 120bp at 81.7% 

 
 
 

Appendix F4 Conserved Regions - Mouse Dec. 2011 chrX vs Cow Oct. 2011 chrX for 

PRKX 

                 Start                                     End                       Length  Identity  Information     
     Mouse         Cow               Mouse         Cow 

  77764573  (87971034)  to  77764650  (87971111)  =        78bp  at  73.1%  exon 
  77765349  (87972971)  to  77765406  (87973028)  =        58bp  at  70.7%  exon 
  77771247  (87974826)  to  77771342  (87974921)  =        96bp  at  79.2%  exon 
  77773116  (87979997)  to  77773235  (87980116)  =      120bp  at  81.7%  exon 
  77782041  (87988186)  to  77782299  (87988444)  =      261bp  at  80.1%  exon 
  77786128  (88000147)  to  77786294  (88000313)  =      167bp  at  76.0%  exon 
Total 780bp at 77.9% 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 


